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35TH Co~ GRE. 
1st Se io,z. } HOU E OF REPRESENTATIVES. { Ex. Doc. 
No. 124. 
= 
WAG ... TR .. \. R I i OUT DEFIANCE TO THE COLORADO 
RIVER. 
LETTER 
1uo:u 
'l II E E l{ETARY OF WAR, 
'rJl,\. ~~([TT1NG 
T!te t pod of th u er int ndent of the wagon road frorn Fort Defi,ance 
to the Colorado river. 
1-,. 
• 1. .. Y l:?, l 5 • - Ordered to be printed. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
Washington, May 10, 1858. 
'm: Referrin to my letter of the 24th ultimo, in relation to the--
report of Ed, arcl . q., superintendent of the wagon road 
from Fort fiance t the olorado river, I have now the honor to 
tran mit a c py of 1d report and of the accompanying map. 
Very r . pectfully, y m obedient servant, 
Hon. ,J,rn ~ . RR 
JOHN B. FLOYD, 
Secretary of TVar. 
Speak ·r ol the H011. e of Representatives. 
WASHINGTON, April 26, 1858. 
•.'IR: I have the honor to tran mit herewith my daily journal of the 
· nrvey made la t ·um mer and winter of a wago_n ro~cl from Fort')-?e-
. fiance to the ol r d riv r or tate line of Cahforma, ne~r the ->·1t,11 
parallel. With thi journal I end also . a:1 . itinerar~ fro~ All,u-
querque, in Tew l\I ico o California. This itmerary gives distafnce~ 
as th · · · ' · · b t every turn o om ey ex1 t no air lmes or 1ma(Trnary curves, u . d 
wheels recorded by the odometer ~ttached . Latitudes autl longJtu c~ 
of almost all the camps are given. It is proper that I should ~a!!.Y~~1. 
attention to the fact that to o-o bv Fort Defiance, and thence to ?,Ill, 
start· . ' b " . d ,ery great mcrea. 
mg pomt, i an unnecessary loss of time an a ' 
Ro.AD FROM F'ORT DEFIANCE WAGON 
TO THE COLORADO RIVER 
Ron. JonN B. FLOYD, 
Secretary of War. 
3 
• \1lrn,p1erq110 ---- - -
A. trii-;co. _ ••• - • - • -
Rio Puerw - • - - . - _ - - . - - - - - - - - - •. - • - - . 
Ne!tr Puta .•• - - . - • - - - - - .• . - - - - - - - - - - -
Covent __ ..•••• _. _ .. __ .. __ . _. ______ _ 
Hay Carn p. - ...... ...... _ .. - .. ___ . _ . _ 
Agua Trio. ___ .••.• _ .. _ . ___ - - - • ___ .•. 
Inscription Rock _ - _____ - - . ___ - - - - - - _ -
?j~_del l'cscado ••..•• ••• .•••••• - •••.• 
Znn1 •• _ ••• __ ••• _. _______ __ __ • ______ • 
Indian Well _. ____ • _________ .. _ ..... . 
No. I. _ ...... _ ..... . .. _ .. _ ... _ ... __ _ 
Jacob's Well. -•..•......... _ . . ••.••.. 
No. 2, Yavajo Hpring ......•....•....• 
Noon J1alt •.......•••.••• _ •••..•• _ •• • No. 3 ______________________________ _ 
Noon halt •..•.•.••••.•••• _ .•••.••••• 
N'o. 4 ...........................•... 
TL rel' Lake:; ••.•••••••• _ ••••••••••••• 
C/oss!ng l'ucrco .••.•.•• .•• •.••..•• ••• 
~ o. ;) - - •• - - . -. - - - - - - ••.• - - . - . - - - - . - - -
No. 6 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
No. 7 ••••••.•••••••••••••••• __ •••••• 
'No. 8 ...................... _ .. : ... _. 
Canon Dhihlo _ •••••.• 
No. 10 •.••••••...•••••••••.•.•••• • •. 
~ c;n· Ummih.o C1wcs. __ . _ .•••••••••• _ •. 
~<,n.r 8a.n Friuu:i11c:o 8prini; ••••• _. __ • _. _ 
Lc,·oux 8prini; _ ••••••••••••••••••• _ ••• 
No. 13 ••••••• 
2.10 
20. 63 
19. 41 
13. 12 
13. 06 
25.37 
16.28 
16. 32 
15. 13 
6. 19 
14.43 
11. 93 
6. 57 
13. 62 
6. 13 
7.75 
. 25 
3. GO 
I. 75 
11. 25 
18.50 
JO. 17 
1:.1. 20 
19.35 
1-1.75 
13.60 
17. :J2 
u. ()(; 
8 .48 
~~,.._-.;;;a...._ ___ c::=;;;;;;;;;.-.. ~ ,_,,. ~ 
2. 10 
22.73 
42. 14 
55. 26 
68. 32 
93. 69 
109. 97 
126.29 
141. 42 
147. 61 
162. 04 
173. 97 
180.54 
194. 16 
200.29 
208.04 
215.29 
218. fi!) 
220.G¼ 
31. 
50.39 
260.56 
273.81 
293. 16 
::o7. n1 
321.H 
a:1s. 1:J 
:J-17. 70 
3:,G.27 
r.atltud ... Longitudt. llcmnrk,. 
Q / // Q / I/ 
35 05 51 N. 106 37 52 W. Wood, water and grass . 
35 04 56 106 38 52 Do. do. 
35 02 56 106 56 20 Water in pools, wood and grass. 
35 03 06 107 14 23 Abundance of wood, water and grass. 
35 05 22 107 26 21 Water and grass abundant; wood scarce. 
35 04 32 107 39 12 Wood, water and grass plenty. 
35 01 36 107 58 20 Do. do. 
35 02 41 108 14 21 Small spring; grass and wood plenty. 
35 07 05 108 27 54 Water and grass plenty; wood for camp use. 
35 04 03 108 42 45 Wood scarce; grass and water abundant. 
•..••..•.... _ _ _ _ _ _ Wood, water and grass. 
35 04 01 109 01 48 Wood and grass; no water. 
35 03 54 109 14 06 Water and grass; woocl for camp. 
35 06 10 109 20 10 Do. do. 
-- --------·-·· --------------1 Water by digging; grass ancl wood 1-wan:c. 
35 03 05 109 37 50 Grass abundant. 
------------·· ----------···· Wood, water and grai;s abundant. 
35 03 23 109 50 47 Water in holes; grass abun,lant: fuel ,-uflicicnl-. 
.•• ••• ..••...... . •.••.•..... Water and .:.~abundant: fuel i-;uflidcnt. 
.•. • ••••..••....•..••.•• .••• Woocl1 wulernnllgmssabun«lnnt. 
34: 53 10 110 05 15 l)o. «lo. 
:H 58 30 110 18 30 Do. do. 
!M 58 20 • 110 28 05 Do. do. 
!J.'i 06 17 110 37 54- Uo. do. 
/$5 17 50 110 52 58 Do. do. 
35 18 27 111 06 O:t I>o. do. 
:J!i 15 58 111 20 :JO lJo. clo. 
:J5 I:! 02 111 :n 15 Do. do. 
36 1,; 1.8 111 10 17 Do. do 
35 18 02 111 48 15 Wood lWtl grass; no water. 
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ITINERARY-Continued. 
Vicuneterclistance, in miles, 
-I 
from-
Camps. Latitude. Longitude. Remarks. 
Lnst camp. Albuquerque. 
--
0 I II 0 ,, 
~ckenridge Spring __ • _____________ - - 11. 13 367.40 35 20 30 111 57 10 Woo<l, wn.tcr and g rnss abuu<lant. 
~ 14 ______________________________ 8.07 375.49 35 20 10 112 01 21 Do. do. 
:lar Spring _________ • ____________ - _ 6.50 381. 97 35 22 08 112 07 30 Do. <lo. 
'· 15 ______________________________ 10.50 392.47 35 23 17 112 17 43 Do. do. 
~xander' s Caiion ____ - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 19.75 412.22 35 20 32 112 35 28 Wood and g rass abundant; not murh water. 
Li th' s Spring_ . ___ • ___ . _ - - - - •• - - • - - . 8.05 420. 27 35 19 45 112 42 53 Wood, water and grass abundant. 
ss Domin __ • _ • - _ • _ .• _ . _ . - _ . - - .. - .. 8.75 429.02 85 13 05 112 45 17 Wood and grass abundant; no water. 
). 19. _ ... - . _ -..... - ..... - . - .. - .. - . 13.50 442.52 35 16 19 112 58 11 Do. do. ). 20 ____ ________________ ___ _______ 
16.35 458.87 35 20 37 113 12 08 Water 2 miles from camp; wood and grass abundant. 
~mp hell's Spring. ______________ . ___ • 4.06 ..... ______ 35 22 18 113 16 57 Abundn,nt wood, water nnd grass. ). 21 ______________________________ 21. 25 480. 12 35 20 17 113 35 40 Do. do. [). 22 __________ ________________ ---- 9.75 489.87 35 26 01 113 43 32 ' Wood and grass abundant; spring one mile distant. 
o. 23 _______ ______________ __ ------ 5.50 495.37 35 25 59 113 48 10 I Wood and grass abundant; no water. o. 24 ______________________________ 8.45 503.82 35 21 38 113 56 17 , Wood and grass; spring 3 miles distant. o. 25 ____________________________ __ 16.75 520.57 35 13 26 114 08 20 Wood and grass; no water. 
a.badras Spring __ •• __ .. _ • __ . _______ ••• 7.25 527.82 35 09 12 114 11 25 Wood, water and grass. 
[o. 26----------- --- --- ------- - •u•u• l::l. 25 541. 07 35 05 25 114 16 30 Wood; no water or grass. 
pring •••.• - - - - - - • - - - - - - - - - • - - • • - - - - 8.75 549.82 35 02 08 114 22 36 Wood, water and grass. {o. 27 ______________________________ 
1. 25 551. 07 35 02 56 114 23 17 Do. do. {o. 28 ______________________________ 3. 17 554.24: 35 03 39 114 25 42 Do. do. 
~o. 29 _________ _____________________ 
1. 25 555.49 35 04 11 114 26 10 Do. do. 
~ o. 30 _ •• __ • _ •••• _ •• _ ••• - • - • - - •• - ••. 3.11 558. 60 35 05 56 114: 28 25 Do. do. 
East Bank, No. 3L ____________________ 3.25 561. 85 35 04 27 114 31 19 Colorado river; wood. 
West Bank, No. 32 __________________ 
- --------- - ----------
35 04 58 114 32 41 Water and grass abundant. 
Respectfully, C. E. THORBURN, lieut. U. S. N., and A. S. S. N. 
E. F. BEALE, Superintendent, S{c. 
Approved: E. F. BEALE, Superintendent, 8rc. 
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WAGON ROAD .FROM FORT DEFIANCE 
,-
0
111,·e inclica,ted by tlierrrw1fwter (F(lh,· ,dt •ii) ,t ,{t·, · ,· 1 . 
· Z -· 7 ·'' 
11 
pe,wcls 
if ti,, ,lay, en route west, Jrom ""'" lo " o,·""" ·i · ,. J ·, , 1 
1 1, 1 51, to October 19, 1857, i11 .z,,. fr<- · ' "'' '1' m-
Temperature. I T m1 hm.'. 
Date. 
D, t •. I 
-··--
.- I Highest. Lowest. Hi 11 t. Lo,·c t. 
5i, 0 
0 1 57. 
m I 1- ----- 84.5 60 
ept •mher 26-- ____ 
0 
z ___ ___ 80 56 
21 ___ ___ 4 
::L _____ 68.5 54.5 2 
45 
4 ______ 82 55 29------
62 
5 ______ 88 60.5 3 
45 
6------ 83 65 October 
57 
7 ______ 91. 5 
} ______ 
8 
53 2 ______ 
47 
87 58 
li5 55 
!) ______ 89 58 
:-J ______ 7 .5 5 
10 ______ 77 55 
4 __ ____ 3 51 
11 79 
r. 5 
12 ______ 51 
51 
74 47 
(; ______ 74 66 
13 ______ 78 
, ______ 
14 ______ 
38 
il 46 
15 •• ____ 
80 59 
1 46 
87 42 
!}_ _____ 6 H 
16 __ ____ 82.5 
] 
61 
-----· 
70. - 57 
11- _____ i :i. 5 43. 5 
17 •••.•. 82.5 62 12 ______ 71 42 
1 
------
84 62 13 ______ 7 l} 6 . 5 19 .. ____ 85 40 14 ______ 2 4 . 5 20 ______ 84 50 15------ . 5 70. 5 21- _____ 77 69 16 ______ 7ti 70 22 ______ 82 69 17. _____ 2 70 23 ______ 
24 ______ 88.5 56.5 
25 _____ _ 87.5 48. 5 
1 :! 5 
85.5 52. 5 
rn:::::: 1. 5 4 
r <lings are at . ------
nd xhibit different hours the extreme heat ' cdommencing when 11 h l an c Id f DI : w r • \11·"
1 in the 
0 o the d y. cu 
E . 1'". 1 E LE, ·1~ri dtnt. &·c. 
TO THE COLORADO RIVER. 
7 
Tempel'Cdute im!i tul. by th nnon2ete1· (Fahrenheit) at djfferent periods 
ol tli day 1z: -! . lock a. m., 1~ ni., and 6 p. m., en route east, 
i,·om th olol'C_t 7 ·~ · ,· lo ti, ' 0.Jo clel Gallo,'' from January 25 to 
°Februco·11 ~1, rn lu. 1 · 1. 
,\ ', 
Janu11ry 25 •.. · · • · • • · · · · • · · · · • • • · · • · 
26 . ....................... . 
2i ........................ . 
2 ... .... ................. . 
?Q ••••·•·•··••••••··· ··• ·· 
30 •• - ••••• • • • · • • • • • • • • • · • • • 
31 ........................ . 
February L .•. - -• - • • • • · · • · • · • · • · · • · 
2 .................•....... 
3 ..•...••...•.•••.......•. 
4 ..................... .. .. . 
6 .•••................. J ••• 
6 ......•.................. 
7 .•••••••••.•••••••••••••• 
9 ......•.................. 
10 ........................ . 
11 ••••••••••••••••••••••••. 
12 ••••••••••••••••••.•••••• 
13 .•.•••.• - •••• • • • • • • • • • • • • 
14 .......................•. 
15 ........................ . 
16 ........................ . 
17 ........................ . 
1 ·······················-· 19 ........................ . 
20 ....••.....••............ 
21 ..............•..•....... 
Temperature. 
4 o' lock a. m. 12 o'clock: m. 6 o'clock p. m. 
0 
32 
40 
39 
34 
34 
31 
31 
33 
33 
29 
29 
18 
27 
33 
25 
31 
31 
32 
28 
28 
25 
25 
24 
26 
28 
30 
30 
35 
E. F. 
0 0 
50 32 
53 38 
54 45 
58 43 
76 50 
75 40 
61 50 
71 48 
39 49 
36 30 
48 57 
67 35 
70 37 
67 51 
58 45 
58 45 
51 45 
53 45 
45 42 
55 48 
51 31 
75 38 
58 33 
53 32 
59 35 
70 32 
50 30 
61 37 
BEALE, Superinwndent, 8rc, 
8 WAGON ROAD FROM FORT DEFIANCE 
Jfetemologir,a.l observations taken on the reconnaissance of the wagon road from Fort 
Colorado. 
Thermometer. \V 
No. of camp . Date, Hour. ---~ ___ 1Barometer _ 
! Attached. Detached. Force. 
I 
----------------------------
1857. I 
Aug. 31 9 a.m ... · I 
Station ..... 1 .... do .... ll.30a.m.1 
2 .... do .... 12.30p.m. , 
3 , ••.• do.... 1 p.m .... I 
4 .. -.. do .... l.30p.m .. 
5 
1 
.... rlo .... 2.45p.m .. J 
6 , .... do .... 2 p.m .... 
7 1 .... do .... 2.15p.m .. _l 
8 . .. do .... 2.30 p.m .. 1 9 
1 
.... do .... 3p.m •••• , 
10 .... do .... 3.30p.m .. 
11 
1 
.... do ... , 3.45p.m .. 
12 .... do.... 4 p.m .... I 
13 .... do... 4.30 p.m .. 1 
14
1 
.... do .... 5p.m .... 1 
A ... do .............. 
1 15 \' '"do .... 5,30p.m .. 
16 .... do .... 6 p.m ... 
17 .... do .... 6.30 p.m . l 
Camp ....... 1 .... do .... 7p.m ... . 
1 Sept. 1 5 a.m .. .. 
Station .•••• 2 .... do .... 6 a.111 ... . 
3 .... do .... 7 a.m .. .. 
4 .... do .... 7.30 a.m. 
5 .... do .... 8 a.m · .... 
6 .... do .... 9.30 a.m. 
7 .... do .... lOam ... 
IS , •••• do .... 10.30a.m. 
9 .... do .... 10.45a.m. 
10 .... do .... 11 a.m ... 11 1 .... do .... 3p.m .... 
12 •.•. do .... 3.30 p.m. 
13 .... do .... 4 p.m .... 
14
1 
.. . do .... 4.30 p.m. 
15 .... do .... 4.45 p.m. 
16 .... do.... 5 p.rn ... . 
17 .... do .... 6 p.m .. .. 
Camp ....... 2 .... do .... 6.30 p.m. 
Stati"on ..... i I. ~~-PJo .. : . ~ ~::~:: : : 
~ i::J~:::: ~ ~:::::: 
4 ... do .... 9.15 a.m. 
~ 1:: .. ~~:::: i:t~ :::: 
7 .... do .... 10a m ... 
8 .... do.... 10.30 a.m. 
9 .... do .... lla.m ... 
10 ... do .... 12m .... . 
11 .... do .... 3pm .. .. 
12 .... do .... 4 p.m ... . 
13 .... do .... 4.30 p.m. 
14 , .... rlo .... 5 p.m .... 
15 . ... do .... 6.30 p.m. 
Camp ...... 3 1 .... do .... 7p.m .... 
3 •••. Jo.... 8.30 p.m. 
. 3 \ Sept. 3 6a.m .... 
Station .•... 1 .... do .... 9 a.m •••. 
2 .... do .... 10 a.m ... 
3 1 .... do .... 2 30 p.m. 41 .. ,,do, ,, 3p.m,,., 
Camp ..... 4 .... do •••• 5 p.m .... 
4 .... do .... 7p.m .. , 
• 4 Sept. 4 7 a.m .... 
Station ..... 1 .... do .... 8.30 a.111 , 
2 .... do .... 9.30 a.m. 
3 .... do .... 12m ... .. i .... do .... 3p.m ... . 
.do .... 4p.m ... . 
6 .... do ..•. 5 p.m .. .. 
Camp ...... 5 .... do .... 7 p.m •••. 
. 5 Sept. 5 7 a.m .... 
Station .•... 1 .... do •••• 8 a.m •••. 
75.5 
8!!.5 
89 
89 
89 
94 .5 
93.5 
92.5 
!!8.5 
96.5 
85 
85 
87 
87 
78,5 
73 ,5 
71.5 
70.5 
67.5 
55 
55 
58,5 
61.5 
62.5 
66.5 
74.5 
75.5 
82.5 
80 
77.5 
81 
84 .5 
82 
76 
77.5 
75.5 
71 
67.5 
56.5 
59 
72.5 
72.5 
74.5 
72 .5 
70 .5 
75.5 
79 
78 
76 .5 
69.5 
69.5 
69.5 
69 .5 
68.5 
66 
66.5 
54.5 
59.5 
61.5 
68.5 
66.5 
68.5 
60.5 
53.5 
70.5 
84.5 
79,5 
75.5 
77.5 
78.5 
68.5 
62.5 
71 
70.5 
91 
85 
93 
93 
95.5 
95.5 
ll6.5 
91.5 
92 
79 
83 
86 
80 
71.5 
71.5 
69 
67 
68 
56.5 
56.5 
58 
58.5 
60 
65.5 
71.5 
73.5 
75 
76 
78 
80.5 
81.5 
77 
74.5 
75.5 
73.8 
67.5 
66 
56 
56.5 
62.5 
69 
69 
68.5 
69 
79 
80 
73 
74.5 
68 
67.5 
65.5 
64 
63 
63.5 
64 
54.5 
59.5 
59.5 
65 
67.5 
67 
60.5 
55 
b8 
74 
79.5 
78.5 
82 
82.5 
67.5 
60.5 
69.5 
Inches. 
24.182 2 
24.260 0 
21. 107 0 
24.206 l 
24.184 l 
24.194 2 
24 .200 0 
24.184 0 
24.192 l 
24.186 l 
24 .084 2 
23.980 3 
23.984 3 
23.976 3 
23,806 I 2 
23.890 2 
23.800 I 2 
\l3.902 1 
23. 982 1 
23.982 0 
23.994 0 
24.082 0 
24.064 0 
23.964 1 
24.260 1 
24.406 I 2 24.482 2 
24.386 0 
24.480{ Jacob's} 
24.584 Well. 
24 ,374 I 00 I 24,372 
~!J~~ i I 
24.306 2 
24.386 2 
24.606 2 
24.590 2 
24.664 2 
24.690 1 
24,764 1 
24.794 I 1 
24.692 l 
24.660 I l 24.606 0 
24.682 0 
24.582 0 
24. 784 l 
24. 782 1 
24. 770 I 
24.670 l 
24.(i96 2 
24.582 
2-1.402 
24.490 
24.584 
24 .570 
24.80-2 
24.992 
24.890 
24.990 
25.062 
25.060 
25.060 
25.172 
25.272 
25.194 
25.194 
25 162 
25.]90 
25.176 
25 .366 
25.382 
2 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
0 
l 
I 
1 
I 
0 
l 
3 
4 
2 
2 
3 
3 
TO THE COLORADO RIVER. 9 
, 'OROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS-Continued. )lhTE 
Thermometer. Wind. 
Date. Hour, 1 
___ ---, ____ Bmometer1---- --.,.----- Clouds. 
, Attached, Detached. Force . Dir~ctiou. 
I · --------1---1----
----- 1---:-- 0 Inches. 
Ill.ii , I, 73.5 71.5 25.382 3 
ept, 5 9 a.m.... 79 25.382 5 
,. .. do . ... 12 111 " .. . 79 88 25 384 5 
.. .. do .... l p.m.... 86 ·5 80 25.300 4 
.... 110 .... 2 p.m .. " 84 82. 5 25 362 0 
.. .. do .... 3 p.m. ... s1. 5 79 25 3!!4 O 
.... do .... 4 p.rn.... 83 66 25:382 0 
.. .. do .... 5 p.rn.... 64,5 59 25 402 2 
.. . do".. 9 p.m... . 58 62 25. 404 0 
ept, 6 5.30 a.m. 54.5 71 25:494 1 
.... do .... 7 a.m.... 70,5 70 25 494 0 
.... do .... 9a.m.... 70.5 73 25 ' 474 0 
... do .... 12 m.... . 78.5 77 5 25,482 0 
::J~:::: H:~~:::: ~~ ~f5 ~fm ~ 
" ·do "·· 7 &im... ~t 5 53. 5 25 · 392 O 
:::e:~t :~: h::£:"~;: gtf ~~ ~f !~
6
~ ! 
.. .. do .... 12 111. .... 80.5 83 25 .49 -
. ... do .. .. 1 p.m.... . 87 .5 85 25.490 ~ 
.. .. do .... 2 p.m .... l 92.5 91.5 25.400 
.. .. do .... 3 p.m .... 1 89.5 89.5 25.380 2 
.... do ... 4 p.m. .. . 86.5 89 25.496 2 
.. .. do . ... 15.30 p.m. 8l.5 83 ~5.386 O 
.. .. do .... 7 p.m.... 75.5 77.5 25.362 O 
cpt. ti 5.30 a.m. 57 .5 58 25.372 O 
..... I .. .. do .... 7 a.rn.... 58 58 25.476 1 
2 .... do .... 7 a.m.... 69 63 25.406 1 
~ .... do .... 8 a.m.... 68 65 25.574 4 
4 .. .. do .. .. 8.35 p.m. 80 76 25.500 4 
5 .. .. do .... 9 a.m.... 84 80 25 .570 2 
5 .... do .... 12 m..... 84 84 25.466 2 
6 .... do .... 3 p.m.... 87 .5 87 25. 596 2 
, .... do .... 4 µ.m.... 85 84 25.500 2 
, ..... 0 ... do .... 5 p.m.... 78 78 28.494 3 
9 .. .. do .... 7 p.m.... 77 76.5 25.496 3 
U cpt. 9 6a.m.... 57.5 58 25.500 3 
..... I .... do .... 7 a.m.... 69.5 68.5 25.492 3 
~ .... do .... 7.15 a.m. 68.5 66 25.466 
0 
.... do .... 9 a.m.... 78.5 79 25. 466 
.. .. do .. .. 12 m... 85.5 83 25 ,374 
.... do .... 12.:lOp.m. 86.5 87.5 25.096 
· .. do .... 1 p.rn.... 85.5 84 24.994 
.. .. do .... 1.30 p.m. 86.5 82.5 25 .002 
.... do ... , 2 p.111.... 87 87 ~4 992 
.. .. do .... ? ,30 p.m. 90 87 25:000 
.... do .. .. 3 p.m.... 77 .5 74 .5 24. 762 
.... do , . .. 14 p.m.... 75.5 75.5 24.674 
.... do . .. · 7 p.m ... 68 68 Q4 682 
• ept. 10 6 a.m.... 55 55 24:515 
2 .... do... 7 a.m.... 69 65 24.500 J .... do .... 8 a.m . ... 70 69.5 24.400 
.. .. do .... 8.15 a.m. 70 69 24 462 
: .... ~o .. " 9 a.m.... 76 74.5 24:466 
,:: :: d~ .... }~ 30m ... , i 7 76 24.092 
.. .. 110: ·: : 10:45::~: : 77 ~66.5 23.972 
.. .. do .... 12 rn 1 
77 24.190 
... ,do 2 "' ' I 7l 71.5 24.100 
.. . d "" p.n,.... 74 73 23.902 
, o .... , 3p.111 76 
.... do .... 3.:JO P. ~; · 77 24.000 
. ... do .... 7 · · 74.5 76 24.000 II .i pt. 11 6 p.m... 62 61.5 23.970 
"" I . .. . ,10 .... s.3on~;~· 50 51 23.902 
!I .... cto .. .. 
1
7am' · 57 ·5 57 23.863 ! .... 110 .. .. 7.30 ~-;~: ~~-5 56 23.!!60 
$ ... ,do .... 8a,m.... 64.5 23.900 
· .. do .... , 9 a.m 68.5 67 2~.782 ~ .. .. do .... 10 a.n~ · " 73,5 74 51.3.684 i ::::~:::: g·;;,~-:~:- ~h ~i ~tg: 
, .. ll . ... I p.m ... , 7 · 79 2~.586 t , .. do .. 2 p.m.. 2.5 70 23.5!!2 
.. ,, do ... 2 30 " 73 75 23.302 
II :: .. do .. .. j 3.p.ni:~: 72.5 73 23.306 
-.do.,, o14 p.m 67,5 66 23,194 
.... 
71 71.5 2:J.304 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
1 
6 
2 
2 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
~ 
0 
0 
0 
2 
2 
2 
3 
4 
4 
5 
5 
3 
3 
3 
N.E. .. .. Cir. ,;u·a ....... 
East. •...•... do •••••.•.•• 
. . do •••.•••••• do ••.•..••.. 
.. do •••••.•••. do .••• , ..... 
Caln1 . . . . • ••. do .... ., ... 
.. do •••...•.....••.••••.. . 
.. do •...•. Cir. cmn ...... . 
s.w ......... do ........ .. 
Calm .... Cnm. stra ••••. . 
S.\IV ......... do ..... , .. .. 
Calm . . . . . . . . do ..••. . •• . . 
.. do ...... Cir.stra ....... . 
.. do .......... do ...••••.. . 
S.W ......... do ......... . 
Calm ........ do ••.•..•••. 
.do ...... Cum. stra .. 
East..... Cir. stra ...•... 
.. do .......... do ........ .. 
N.E ...... . . .. do .•.•••.••. 
. . do ......••.. do •••••.••.• 
.. do .•......•. do .•...•.••. 
s.w . ........ do •••.•••••. 
.. do •........ do •..•••.•.. 
Calm ........ do ........ .. 
.,do ...... Cum .......... . 
.. do ...... Cir. cum.,. .. .. 
East .••. , .•.. do ....•.•• ,. 
.. do ......... do ......... . 
•. do .......... do ......... . 
.. do ...... Nimbus ....... . 
. . do •••••.•.•. do •••.•.•.•• 
South... . Cir, cum .•.... • 
.. do ......•••. do .•••....• . 
.. do .......... do ......... . 
•• do ......... . ........... . 
.. do ...... Cir. cum ..... . . 
.. do •••••.•••. do ••....••.. 
.. do ••••....•. do ..•••..... 
.... do ......... . 
East. . . . . Cum. stra •.•.•• 
South ........ do ..••..•... 
.. do ..... Cir, cum ....... 
s.w ......... do ••••.••.•• 
.. do ...... Cir. cum. stra . . 
.. do •.•...•••. do •••••.••.. 
.. do .......... do ..•.. . •..• 
West . . .. Cir. cum ...... . 
.. do ...... Cir. s tra ...... . 
.. do .......... do ......... . 
s.w ......... do •••••..•.• 
.. do .......... do ......... . 
.. tlo .......... do ......... . 
.. do .... . .... cto ••••••••• 
.. do •..•....•. do ...... . .• . 
.. do •..•. . ••.• do •.•....••. 
.. do ......•••. do .••...•... 
,.do ...••.•••. do .••••.•.•• 
.. do .......... do ........ .. 
South ........ do ••••. . •••• 
.. do;.... . ~~~- ?u.m ..... .. 
S.W ..... Vu. ::.h a ..... .. 
West.... Cum. stra ..... • 
Calm ....... do ........ .. 
.. do .......... do ......... . 
.. do ..... . Cir. stra . ..... . 
N.W ........ do •••..•.. . 
.. do ••••••••.. do •.... . ... • 
.. do ...... Cum ......... .. 
.. do •••••... . . do ••.•.•..•• 
South . . . Cir. stra ....••• 
.. do .•.... . •.. do ••••••. . • 
.. do ••••...•. do ... . ••.•. . 
.. do .......... do . . ..... ; •. 
do ..... . •••• do .•••••• • . . 
.. do ..... Cir. cum ...... . 
S.W .•..•••• do .••••••• 
10 WAGON ROAD FROM FORT DEFIANCE 
METEOROLOGICAL OBSERV A'fIONS-Continued. 
Thermometer. 
No. of camp. Date. Hour. 1------- Barometer __ 
Attached. Detached. 
IB5~ 0 
Camp . •••••. 12 Sept. 11 5.30 p.m. 65 
12 ., .. do •••. 7 p.m. .. . 60 
12 Sept. 12 7 a.m. .• . 44 
Station, .... 1 .... do . ••. 9 a.m.... 67.5 
2 .... do .... 11 a.m... 74 .5 
3 do .... 12 m..... 72.5 
4 .... do .... 2 p.m . 73.5 
4 .... do .... 2.15p.m. 74 
5 •• ,.do .... 4.30 p.m. 67.5 
6 ... , do.... 5 p.m.. . • 65 
7 .... do .... 6 p.m.... 62.5 
Camp ...... 1
1
3
3 
do .... 7p.m.... 62 
Sept. 13 6 a.m.... 37.5 
Station •...• l .,,,do 7 a.m.. •• 61 
2 .... do .. ;. 9 a.m. .. . 73 
3 .... do . . .. 10.30 a.m 80 
3 •..• do ••.. 12m .• ,.. 71 
4 do .••. 3 p.m.... 75 
5 •••• do .... 4 p.m.... 74.5 
Camp ...... 14 .... do .... 5p.m.... 60 
14 Sept. 14 5.30 a.m. 62.5 
Station ..... 1 ..• . do •••• 7a.m.... 65.5 
2 .... do .... 8 a.m.. •• 65.5 
3 . . •. do . ... 9 a.m... . 79 
3 •••. do ..•. 12 m..... 71 
4 .... do .... l p.m.... 76 
5 .... do 1.30 p.m. 69 
6 .... do .... 3 p.m.... 61.5 
7 .... do ..•. 4 p.m.... 61 
8 .... do .... 6 p.m.... 70 
Camp ..... 15 .... do •.•. 7 p.m.... 65.5 
15 Sept. 15 5. 30 a.m. 42. 5 
Station ..... 1 , ... do 6 a.m.... 55 
2 •••• do., .. 7a.m.... ti7 
3 .... do.... 8 a.m.... 67 
4 •••• do ..•. 9 a.m.... 76 
5 •... do .••• 10 a.m... 85 
6 .... do .... 12 m..... 87 
6 .... do .... 1.30 p.m. 73 
7 •••• do •••• 2 p.m.... 73 
B .... do .... 3 p.m.... 70 
9 ..•. do .... 3.15p.m. 71.5 
10 ... . do •••. 3.30 p.m. 68.5 
ll .... do .•.. 4 p.m .• • . 68 i~ .... ~o ••.• 5 p.m.... 68 
~:r,s·c~~~-i1~. ::::~L:: ![E:::: !g 
Do ......... .... do .. .. 7 p.m.... 60 
Do .... .•. ,. Sept. 16 9 a.m . . 61 gt::::::: :JL: ~2p~:::: ~i-5 
Do ......... Sept. 17 ~ t::::: ~: 
IF:+ HF: i·;r:: r 
Do . . .... ... Sept. 18 ~t::::: ~g 
ll\Ill/l!l( l\~tt !·' 
Do ..... .... Sept. 19 it::::: ~~ IL::/ :AL!::~:::: H 
Do .... ......... dct .•.• ~o~ !;~: :ts 
Do ............. do .... 10.30 a.m 84 
Obs. Jost. , •••• , Sept. 20 
67 
62 
47 
68 
76 
72 
74 
74 
68 
64 
61.5 
62.5 
38 
60 
73 
78 
7;J, 
76.5 
73 
59.5 
59.5 
63 
63 
BO 
72.5 
75 
67 
63 
61.5 
70.5 
64 
42 
55.5 
67 
67.5 
77 
87 
85 
72 
71.5 
72 
71 
67 
68 
69 
63 
60.5 
63 
60.5 
61 
71 
64.5 
62 
57 
61 
69 
71.5 
61 
60 
62 
69 
83 
82 
83 
84 
83 
84 
71.5 
40 
61 
70.5 
82 
81.5 
82 
85 
Inchet. 
23.364 
23.358 
23.462 
23.476 
23 386 
23.264 
22.975 
23.092 
23.075 
22.962 
22.882 
22.800 
22.862 
22.t'B6 
23 .166 
23.300 
23.290 
23.292 
23.252 
23.554 
23.864 
23.894 
23.886 
24.100 
24.09-2 
24.270 
24. JOO 
24.080 
24.252 
24.31:!0 
24.474 
24.494 
24.392 
24.360 
24.452 
24.566 
24 656 
24.582 
24.570 
24.540 
24.486 
24.552 
24.656 
24.490 
24.460 
24 .596 
24.670 
24.596 
24.670 
24.654 
24.652 
24.654 
24.650 
24 .600 
24.654 
24.670 
24.590 
24.632 
24.690 
24.690 
24.860 
25.000 
24.862 
24.764 
24.688 
24. 782 
24.688 
24. 782 
24.562 
24. 750 
24.552 
24.562 
24.454 
24.484 
24.394 
25.060 
Fence. 
4 
4 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
0 
1 
2 
4 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
l 
1 
:1 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
4 
4 
2 
0 
0 
·o 
l 
2 
3 
4 
4 
4 
0 
0 
0 
2 
2 
5 
5 
3 
3 
I 
1 
········· 
TO THE COLORADO RIVER. 11 
Mt'1'EOROLOGIUAL ODSERV ATIONS-Oontinued. 
Thermometer. Wincl, 
Oat.-. , Hour. 
Barometer _ Clouds. 
Force. Direction. Attached. Detached. 
__ I_ --------------~ 
I i. 
.... .. :-ept. 21 • .. .. . .. • • • • • • • • • • .. , ... 69 .... 
k ·ept, 2'2 7 a.111... 69.5 _ 
.. ~ ... ::, .... do .... 8 a.m.... l~ ~g·g 
........ , .... ::~:::. ~o\~1;::: 75.5 76. 
......... .... 11 -a 77 
........ 1 .... do .... 12 a.111... ~l 82 
.... .... l .... do.... m..... 0 - 82 
........ .... di) .... 1 p.m.... 87 .o 88 5 
..... ........ do··· 2 p.m... . 88 91.5 
.... ..... ... .. do ... 3p.m.. .. 86 t9. 
........ • .... dQ, •• • 4p,m .... 
...... ....... do .... 5 p.111.... 83.5 82 
..... .... >lept. 23 7 a.m.... 56 56. 5 
........ .... do .... 8 a.m.... 67 66.5 
......... .... do .... 9 a.m .... 79 78 
......... .... ,If), . .. lOa.m... 76.5 78 
, ........... . Jo .... 11 a.m... 83 .5 82.2 
..... ..... , , .do ,, .. 12 m..... 84 88 .5 
........ .... do ... 1 p.m.... 82.5 83 
• ....... . do ... . 2 p.m. . . 84 .5 84 
..... ...... rlo . ... 3 p.m... 84.5 83,5 
....... .... do .... ·l p.m.... 86.5 86 
........... ... Ju .... 5p.m .... 84.5 84.5 
........ .... JQ ••.• 6 p.m.... 79 78 
• ... .... .... do .... 7 p.m.... 70 71.5 
...... ... , cpt. ::4 7 a.m.... 44 48.5 
........ .... Jo . ... 8 a.m.... 59.5 59 .5 
..... ....... do .... 10 a.m... 79 .5 81.5 
..... ........ do .... 11 a.m... 89 .5 87 .5 
......... .... do.. 12 m..... 84 81.5 
.... ........ do .... 1 p.m.. . 84 84.5 
........ ..... Jo .... 2 p.m.... 84.5 8-4 
...... ....... Jo .... 3 p.m.... 86.5 85 
......... .... Jo .... 4 p.m. ... 85.5 86 
........ .... tlo .... 5 p.m.... 82.5 81.5 
· ...... .... ,le,,,., 6 p.m.... 87.5 86 
.. .. .. . ..• do .... 7 p.m.... 63 60 
........ i-; ·pt. 25 7 a.m.... 51 52 
...... . , .... do .... 8 f\,m.. .. 54.5 56.5 
........ .... tlo .... 9 a.m.... 73 77 
......... ... . Jo ... . lOa .m... 78.5 77 
.... ........ do .... Jl a.m... 83 Bl 
...... ...... do . ... 12 •n. • .. 84 84 
... ....... . do .... 1 p.111.... 82 83 ,5 
• ...... ... . do ... 2p.m.... 84-5 83 
.... ........ ,10 .... 3 p.m. .•. 8.5 .5 85. 5 
• .......... ,10 .... 4 p.111.... 83.5 85 
...... ...... ,to .... 5 p.m.... 85 87 
• .......... tlo. · ·· 6 p.m.. .. 79.5 81 
.... .... .... do .... 7p.m.... 70 69 
......... ~111. 26 7 a.m.... 50.5 48 
..... .. . . ... do .... 8 a.111.... 55 54 
... .... .... do .. .. 9a.m . ... 62 60 5 
........ .... 110 •••• 10 a.m... 76 74:5 
..... .. •. .• ,to ... 11 am 86 5 86 
...... • .... do.,,,12 1~ ... 86· 5 
" ......... do .... 1 p.n;:::: 84.5 ~g 
.. ..... • ,,,d11 •••. 2 ;i.m ... 90. 90 
.......... .. do .... 3 p.m.... 88 88 
:::::::· ""t··· 1 p.m ... 83.5 85 
........ . :::,111 :: : : 6 P·~· " 83.5 82 
........ .. .. do .... 7 ~-m.... 80.5 79 
........ • ''flt 7 7 . . •. · 72 69 
........ .... ,i~.: .. s:::~ ·.. . l! 4f> 
...... .. .... ,11), . ., 9 .... 55 
........ .... ,10. . IOa.m.... 68.5 69 
........ .... do .. :. 11 a.m... 80 76 
...... do l a.m , . . 83 83 
........ . :::,10"" 2 m..... 82 82 
.... ... .... ,!I) .... ~ p.m.... 87 84 
....... , .... d,,: ·" 3 Jl.m.... 89 83 
...... .... d11." · 4 p.m"" t:!9 83 
....... . •• . do ", p.m.... 80 t:12 
........ .... dfl .. .. ~ p.m.... 73 72 
• ..... .. ,.dfl.. .. p.m.... 70 73 
.. • 7 p. m . .. . 70 72 
Inches. 
25.064 
25.062 
25.068 
25.068 
25.070 
25.066 
24.984 
24.992 
24.996 
24.998 
24 .996 
24.988 
24.866 
24.862 
24.866 
24.8tl6 
24 .886 
24.880 
24.850 
24.884 
24.874 
24 .870 
24. 796 
24. 782 
24. 766 
24. 772 
24. 784 
24.880 
24.874 
24.874 
24.864 
24.800 
24.800 
24 . 796 
24. 7\!2 
24.784 
24. 766 
24.856 
24.856 
24.860 
24.850 
24.892 
24.886 
24.880 
24.886 
24,862 
24.862 
24 .870 
24.800 
. 'M.802 
24.788 
24. 796 
24 . 874 
24.896 
24.896 
24.895 
24.902 
24.900 
24.876 
24.876 
24.874 
24,878 
24.850 
24.960 
24.960 
24.900 
24.900 
24.000 
24.902 
24.860 
24.060 
24.894 
24.000 
24.879 
24.870 
24.868 
. ....•......•••••• Cum .••..•...• 
2 N .E..... Cir. cum ....... 
2 .. do .•.••••••. do •••••••.•• 
3 .. do ...... Cum. stra .... .. 
3 .. do ........ .. do .......... . 
:3 .. do .......... do ........ .. 
2 . , do .•••.. r Cir. stra .••.•... 
2 .. do •••.•.•.•• do •••••••. , . 
5 •• do ...•• , .... do ••••••••.. 
5 .. du .... , .•.. do .....•.•. •. 
2 . . do ...... Cum ........ .. 
2 .. do .......... do ......... . 
0 Calm .... Cir. stra ...... .. 
1 N.E ......... do ......... . 
1 .. do •••.••.... do .•.•..... 
:3 •• do .•••...... do ••••••••• . 
a .. do ...... Cir. cum ....... . 
3 .. do .......... do ......... . 
2 S.W ......... do ........ .. 
2 . • do .......... do ....... .. 
2 .. do . •.••.•••. dci ••••• •• •••. 
2 •• do •........• do .•••.••• • 
2 .. do .••• , . • •.. do ....••.•• 
2 .. do ..••..••• do .... •••••• 
2 .. do .......... do ........ . 
2 .. do .......... do ........ .. 
2 .. do .......... do ........ .. 
2 South .... Cir. stra ...... .. 
2 .. do •••••..•.• do ••••••••• • 
2 .. do .......... do ......... . 
2 •. clo •••••••••• do ....•.• • . . 
1 .. do ....• , .... do .•••...... 
I .. do .......... do ......... . 
1 .. do .•..• . .•.. do .••••••••• 
1 .. do ..••. Cum •.•••.• , .. • 
O Calm .•••.•.. do ••..••.••• 
O .. do ...... Cir. cum ....... 
O •• do .. .. , , .... do, ....• , . , . 
O •• do .••.• .. ••. do ....••••.• 
O •• do .• .•• •.. •. do ••••...••. 
O •• do •••••..• ,.do ••••••.••• 
O .. do ......... do ......... . 
0 .• do .......... do ........ .. 
O .. do ......... clo .. ... .... . 
l N. E .•.. . •••• do .• •••..... 
1 .. do ......... . do ........ .. 
1 .. do ...... Cir. cum. stra ••. 
1 .. do . .••• . •••. do •••••••••• 
l .. do ...... Cir.stra ....... . 
O Calm ........ do ..... .. ... . 
O .. do .......... do ......... . 
0 .. do ...... Cum ......... .. 
0 .. do..... . .. do ......... . 
O .. do ...... Cir. cum ...... . 
O .. do .......... do ......... . 
0 •. do...... Cum. stra ..... , 
0 .. do .•••.•••• do •••••••••• 
1 N.E .. ....... do •....••••. 
3 .. do .. . ....... do ......... . 
3 .. do ...... Cir. stra .... ... . 
3 .. do .......... do ........ . 
1 .. do..... . •.• do •••••••• • 
O Calm ........ do ......... . 
O •• do •••..•.••. do ••••••...• 
0 .. do . ........ do ........ . 
l S.E.. . • • . Cir. cum ...... . 
l •. do ..•••.•••• do •••••••••• 
1 .. do ..... , .... do ........ .. 
1 .. do •••••••••• do ......... . 
2 •. do . ••• •..•.• do .••.•.•••• 
2 .. do ...... Cum. stra ..... . 
3 .. do .......... do ......... . 
3 •. do ..•••• Cum .......... . 
3 .. do .......... do ........ .. 
3 . do ...... Cir. cum ..... . 
3 .. do ...... Cum. stra ..... . 
12 WAGON ROAD FROM ~'ORT DEFIANCE 
METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS-Continue I. 
I
I Thermometer. Wind. 
,
0
, of camp, Date. Hour. 1 ___ _ ___ -1 Barometer1 ___ _ 
Attached. Detached. Force. Direction. 
-- __ 1 _ ___ -------------------- -
1857, 
Kin1;· · creek... Sept. 28 7 a.m .. ,. 60 
ue .. ........... do .... 8 a.m.. .. 74 
Do do 9 a.m.... 75 no::::::::: ::::do::·· 10 a.m... 73 
Do ............. do .... 11 a.m. .. 80 
Do .•••••••.•• , .do .... 12 m... .. 80 
Uo ............ do .... 1 p.m... 80 
Do ............. do .... 2 p.m.. .. 84 
Do........ . ... do ... . 3 p.m.... 133 
Do ......... .... do .... 4p.m.... 77 
:::: •ation ..... 1 .... ,:lo .... 5 p.m.. .. 76 
2 .... do .... 6 p.m.... 74 
3 .... do .... 7 p.m.... 70 
4 .... do .... 7.30 p.m. 68 
Camp ......... Sept. 29 5.30 a.m. 40 
Do ............. do ... ·5 a.m.... 40 
oo ............. do .... 7 a.m.. •• 41 
Do ......... .... do .... 8a.m.... 43 
Do ............. do .... 9 a.rn.... 45 
Do ............. do .... 10 a.m... 56 
Ur, ............. do .... 10.15 a .m 78 
Do ............. do .... 10.45 a.m 76 
Do ............. do"" ll a.m... 76 
Do ............. do .... 11.15 a.m 79 
Do ............. do .... ll.45a.m 79 
Do......... do .... l2.15p.m 76 
Do ..••... . ..... clo .. 1 p.m.... 83 
A1exa11der's 
Caffon..... .. . ... do.... 2 p.m.... 83 
Do......... do .... 3 p.m.... 84 
Do ............. do .... 4p.m.... 76 
Do ............. do . . .. 5p.m.... 74 
Do ............. do .... 6p.m.... 75 
Do ....... , . . ... do... . 7 p.m.. . . 69 
Do. .. .. .. .. Sept. 30 6 a.m.... 40 no ............. do .... 7 a.m.... 63 
Do ............. do .•• 8a.m .... - 62.5 
Do ............. do .... 9a.m.... 68 
Do ............ do .... JO a.m... 79 
Do ............. do .... 11 a.m .. , 81 
Do ............. do .... 12 m..... 78 
Do ............. do .... 1 p.m.... 78 
Do ............. do .... 2 p.m. ... 77 
Do ............. do ..•• 3 p.m.... 78 
Do ............. do .... 4 p.m.... 81 
Do ............. do .... 5 p.m... 76 
Do ............. do .... 6 p.m. ••• 72 
Do ............. do •... 7 p.m.... 6!:J 
Do ......... Oct. 1 5 a.m ... , 45 
Oo ..... ........ do .... 6 a.m.... 46 
Do ......... .... do .... 7 a.m.... 61 
gL:::::: :JL:: t~Jt:: !~ 
gL:::::: ::J°o0 ·.·:· • .-.· g~~::: ~; 1 p.m.... 73 
Do ......... .... do .... 2 p.m.... 71 
IL+ HlH !!~) ii 
Do . ....... Oct. 2 ~~:::::: ····s:i···· 
IF+ Ht:.~-·_: !lf i:: i! 
12 m.. ... 54 
Do ......... . ... do .... 1 p.m ... 57 
IE+ Ht_:::_ HL: !! 
6 p.m.... 64 
Do ......... .... do .... 7 p.m.... 58 
62 
74 
80 
75 
82 
83 
76 
80 
72 
79 
79 
80 
73 
68 
45 
45 
45 
45 
43 
50 
55 
63 
65 
63 
64 
67 
85 
85 
81 
79 
73 
71 
58 
39 
57 
60 
67 
80 
81 
76 
76 
73 
75 
80 
71 
70.5 
66 
47 
46 
57 
60 
68 
85 
78 
74.5 
74 
71 
71 
71 
68 
65 
55 
54 
59 
56 
54 
56 
57 
58 
60 
6l 
63 
65 
56 
Inches. 
24.890 
24.000 
24.000 
24.860 
24.000 
24.986 
24.860 
24.960 
24.9-20 
24.789 
24.8ll 
25.000 
24.981 
24.860 
.871 
.876 
.872 
.873 
.876 
.876 
.973 
25.000 
.871 
.868 
.840 
25.000 
24.860 
24.600 
24.580 
24,570 
24.571 
24.620 
24.680 
24.590 
24.590 
24.589 
24.5!:JO 
24.590 
24.562 
24.590 
24.571 
24.6l0 
24.481 
24.481 
24.470 
24.410 
24.464 
24.430 
24.383 
24.290 
24.291 
24.190 
24.290 
24.263 
24.171 
24.160 
24.130 
24.143 
24.143 
24.170 
24.120 
"24:ig~" 
24.200 
24.230 
24.290 
24.189 
24.470 
24.191 
24.461 
24.461 
24.570 
24.472 
24.472 
24.480 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
2 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
] 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
2 
0 
0 
1 
l 
2 
2 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
J 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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Thermometer. Wind. 
Date. Hour. 1 
___ -. ___ 
1
Barometer
1 
___ ---;:-----i Clouds. 
Attached. Detached. Force. Direction. 
---
--- -------- ---- ----
0~~
7
· 3 5 .40 a.m. 
..... .. .do .... 6 a.m •••. 
7a.m .. .. 
Ba.m ... . 
9a.m ... . 
10 a.m ... 
11 a.m ... 
12 m .•••. 
1 p.m .. .. 
2p.m ... . 
3p 111 ... . 
4p.m ... . 
5p.m ... . 
6 p.m ... . 
6.30 p.m. 
Oct. 4 7 a.m 
:::::::: Jr: igt 
...... .... .. do ... . 12 m •.••. 
........ ... do .... 1 p.m .. .. 
.......... .. do .... 2 p.m .. .. 
... .... .. . do .... 3 p.m •... 
..... .... . do .... 4 p.m .. .. 
.... ........ do .... 5 p.m ... . 
....... . . .. do .... 6 p.m .. .. 
........ 
1 
.. . do .... 6.30 p.m. 
....... , Oct. 5 7 a.m ... . 
.... ...... do .... 8 a.m .. .. 
..... ...... do .... 9 a.m ... . 
....... .... do .... 10 a.m .. . 
.... . ...do .... 11 a.m ..• 
, ....... ... do .... 12 m ... .. 
........ .... do . .. . 1 p.m ... . 
........ .... do .... 2 p.m . .•. 
do .... 3 p.m ... . 
............ do .... 4p.m •.•. 
..... ... .... do .... 5p.m .. .. 
Oct. 6 7 a.m ... , 
......... ... do ... 9a.m ..•. 
.... ....... do ... . 12 m .•.•. 
.. . do .... lp.m ... . 
, ....... .. .. do .... 5 p.m ... . 
.... .. . Oct. 7 7 a.m .. . 
.... ....... do .. .. 8 a.m .. .. 
, .. , ...... .. do .... 9a.m . .. . 
............ do .. .. 10 a.m ... 
~\::Ii1I !if: 
........ ... do .. .. 5 Pm 
::::::::::::t::: ~~:~:::: 
"" ".. Oct. 8 7 a.m:::: 
"• ~ .. ,.do .... 8 a.m .... 
.... do . .. . 9 am 3 
.... 1(0 .... 10 ; ,n;"· ! .... do .... 12 m .. :: : 
.... ,to ... 2 p.m ... . 
.... rto . .. 3 p.m ... . 
.... do .... 4 Pm 
"• ! .... do 7 · "" 
! Oct. ··o· 1~::·· .. 
"l .... do .. .. 9 a.m :::: 
3 .. ,.do 10 a.m ... 
4 .... do . .. . 3 p.m 
, .. ,do... 4 pm .... 
•• " .... do 7 . .. . . 
...... Oct. io' 7 p.m . ... 
1 
··--do, ... s::~:::: 
3 :"·j?·"· 9 a.m .. .. 
... , .... 10 a m .. . 
. 
58 
61 
74 
70 
71 
70 
69 
69 
69 
75 
74.5 
74 
75 
69 
69 
50 
50 
60 
77 
75 
75 
79 
81.5 
87 
81 
75 
71 
70 
51 
55.5 
73 
75 
79.5 
81 
82 
82 
85 
87 
80 
65 
72 
76.5 
77 
72 
45 
55 
59.5 
63.5 
65.5 
68.5 
70.5 
70.5 
70 
70 
69 
64 
57 
47.5 
59.5 
79.5 
71.5 
71.5 
66.5 
68 
63.5 
60 
45.5 
56.5 
66 .5 
58 
62 
60 
58.5 
59 
63 
68 
. 
61 
62 
64 
71 
72 
72 
70 
70 
70 
75 
76.5 
75 
75 
71 
70 
54 
51 
64 
76 
78 
79 
80 
80 
83 
7\J 
76.5 
71 
70 
51 
60 
74 
75 
78.5 
81 
81.5 
84 
85 
88 
79 
66 
73.5 
74 
77 
72 
46 
56 
63 
63 
66 
67 
72 
70.5 
71 
69 
68.5 
65.5 
57.5 
46 
57 
81 
73 
72 
68 
67 
62 
6l.5 
44 
57 
61:1 
58 
62.5 
60 
57 
.''>7 
62 
66.5 
Inches . 
24.868 
24.996 
24. 891 
24. 776 
24.899 
24.872 
24.891 
24.883 
24.879 
24.862 
24.866 
24.870 
24.87l 
24.960 
24.959 
25.000 
24.980 
24.970 
24.000 
24.000 
24.890 
24.883 
24~888 
24.870 
24.869 
24.866 
24.866 
24.866 
24.870 
24.870 
24.940 
24 .903 
25.000 
25.000 
25.000 
24.964 
24.880 
25.000 
25.000 
24.872 
24. 786 
24.886 
24.798 
24 . 790 
24. 766 
24. 766 
24. 750 
24. 786 
24. 780 
24. 778 
24. 756 
24. 700 
24,690 
24.688 
24 .664 
24.660 
24.654 
24.664 
24.877 
25.078 
25.150 
25.170 
25.354 
25,486 
25 .554 
25.595 
25 556 
25.776 
25,956 
26.000 
26,270 
26.269 
26.400 
26.450 
26.454 
26.488 
1 
3 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
0 
0 
3 
3 
0 
0 
0 
2 
2 
2 
0 
0 
0 
2 
2 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
5 
4 
4 
0 
1 
2 
2 
2 
0 
1 
I 
1 
3 
3 
3 
4 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
3 
3 
0 
2 
2 
4 
4 
2 
0 
2 
2 
1 
West .... Cir. cum .. .. .. . 
.. do ......... do ......... . 
..do •••••••••• do ...•..••.• 
..do ••••••..•. do ..•••••.•• 
..do ...... Cir ........... .. 
..do ...•.•..•• do •.••.....• 
..do ...... Cum. stra .... .. 
..do .......... do ...... .. 0 
..do .•.•.•.... Lio •••••.•••• 
..do .•• ••• Cir.cum ...... . . 
S.\V ......... do ......... . 
..do .................... .. 
. .do ...... Cir. cum ...... . 
..do .••••. Cir .•.•.....••• 
..rlo .......... do .......... . 
Calm ........ do ......... . 
.. do ... , ...... do, ........ . 
.. do .......... do ......... . 
S.W •.•. ..•.. do .....•. ••• 
.. do .......... do .... , .... . 
Calm.... Cir. stra ....... . 
..do .......... do ......... . 
..do ..•.•..••• do ...•.•.••• 
E.S.E ........ do ......... . , 
..do .•••••.... do .... . ••.•• 
..do .......... do .... ..... . 
Calm ........ do ......... . 
..do ...... Cum. stra ..... . 
.. do .......... do ......... . 
W.N.\V, ..... do ......... . 
. .do ...... Cir. cum ...... . 
N.W ..... .... do ......... . 
S.W ..... Cum. stra ..... . 
.. do ...•....•. do ...•..••.• 
.. do .......... do ........ .. 
..do .......... do ......... . . 
. .do ....•.•... do •.• •••... • 
..do ...... Cir ........... .. 
..do ....... .... do ......... . 
Calm .... Cir. stra ..... .. 
S.E ..•.•..... do ...••..•• • 
South ........ do. : ...... .. 
.. do .......... do ........ .. 
.:do .......... do ......... . 
Calm ...•.•.. do •••••••••. 
East ......... do ......... . 
.. do .......... do ......... . 
.. do...... do ... ..... .. 
.. do ..••••... do •••••••••. 
.. do .......... do ........ .. 
.. do...... ..do ........ .. 
.. do .......... do ........ .. 
.. do .......... do ......... . 
.. do .......... do ........ .. 
.. do .......... do ........ .. 
.. do .......... do ......... . 
.. do .......... do ......... . 
West ........ do ......... . 
.. do .......... do ......... . 
. . do .•••••.. . . do •..•..•..• 
S.E ...... Cir ••..•.•.... • 
.. do .••••. Cir. cum .•••..• 
.. do . ...•..... do ..•....•.• 
West .... . ... do ..... 
.. do ...••• Cir. cum. stra .. 
.. do .......... do ........ .. 
Calm .... . ... do ......... . 
West .••• Cir. stra ...•..•• 
.. do .... do ........ .. 
N.W . ........ do ........ .. 
.. do •••••••.. . do ......... . . 
.. do .......... rlo ......... . 
Calm .... Cir. cum ..... .. 
West •.•. .•.. do.: ....... . 
., do ........ ,do ......... . 
N. \IV.... Cum. stra ..... . 
WAGON ROAD l!-,ROM FORT DE:F'IANOE 
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Thermometer. Wind. 
No. of camp. Date. Hour. f--------- Barometer 
Attached. Detached. 
-----1--- ---- ---- ----
1857, 
St;ttion ..... 4 Oct. 10 
5 .... do .. .. 
6 .... do .. .. 
7 , •• . do . .. . 
8 •••• do . .. . 
9 .••• do ... . 
10 .... do .. .. 
·Camp .......•..•.. do ... . 
lJo.. ... . . .. Oct. 11 
Station . .. . • 1 .... do .. .. 
2 . ... do ... . 
3 .... do .. .. 
,Damp . ............ do .. .. 
Do ......... Oct. 12 
Station. . . . . 1 .••. do ... . 
2 •••• do .. .. 
3 .... do .. .. 
4 .••. do .. .. 
Camp .. . ...... do .. .. 
Do . . .... · .•. Oct. 13 
Station ..... l .. .. do .... 
2 ••.. do., .. 
3 •••• do . . . . 
4 .... do .. .. 
Camp ............. do., .. 
Do ......... .... do . : .. 
Do ......... Oct. 14 
Station ..... 1 .... do .. .. 
2 .••. do ... . 
3 . •• ·.cto .. .. 
4 .. .. do .. .. 
5 •••. do . •.. 
Camp......... do .. •. 
Do, ........ Oct. 15 
Summit of Pass ..... do .•.. 
Western slope ...... do .. .. 
Do....... • ••• do .. .. 
Do ............. do . . . . 
Do . . , ..... . .... do .•.. 
Do ......... flct. 16 
Do ...........•. do .. .. 
Do ............. do .• 
Do . . ...... . .... do .. .. 
Do ......... Oct. 17 
Do .........•••• do .• .. 
Do ............. do .. .. 
Do ............. do .. .. 
Do ............. do .. .. 
Do ......... Oct. 18 
Do ............ . do .. .. 
Do ............ do 
Do ............ . do .. .. 
Do ............. do .. .. 
Do .... .. ... .. .. do 
Do ........ . Oct. 19 
Bank of Colo-
rado river .... .... do .... 
Do . ..•• ....... . do 
~L::<::: ::JL: 
Do ......... Oct. 20 
~L:::::::::JL: 
11 a.m .•. 
12 m .... . 
1 p.m .. .. 
2p.m ... 
3p.m .. . 
4 p.m .. .. 
6 p.m .. .. 
6 p.m .. .. 
6a.m .. .. 
9 a.m .. .. 
12 m .... . 
3 p.m .. .. 
7p.m ... . 
7 a.m .. .. 
!Ja.m .. .. 
ll a.m .. . 
12 m: .. .. 
3 p.m 
7 p.m .... 
5.30 a.m. 
7 a .m .. .. 
9a.m .. .. 
3p.m . • •. 
4p.m .... 
6p.m .••. 
7 p.m .. .. 
6a.m .. .. 
7 a.m .. .. 
9 a .m .. .. 
12 m ... .. 
3p.m ... . 
5 p.m 
7 p.m .•. . 
7 am .... 
9a.m . .• . 
12 m . ... . 
3p.m .. .. 
5p.m •• •. 
7p.m •••. 
7 a.rn .. . 
12 m .... . 
3p.m .. .. 
7 p.m ... . 
7 a.m ... . 
12m .... . 
3p.m .. .. 
5 p.m . .• . 
7 p.m 
7 a.m . . .. 
9a.m ... . 
12 m ... .. 
3p.m .. .. 
5pm .. .. 
7f!.m .. .. 
7 a.m ... . 
9 a.m .. .. 
12 m ... .. 
3p.m .. .. 
5 p.m ... . 
7p.m .. .. 
7am ... 
9 a.m ... 
3 p.m .... 
7 p.m ... 
66 
68 
71 
70.5 
72 
70.5 
68 
58 ,5 
43 
71 
72 
70 
72 
43.5 
73 .5 
70.5 
70 
71 
68 
42 
63 
76 
81.5 
8l.5 
76 
72 
50 
70 
71 
82 
80 .5 
78 
73.5 
71.5 
85 
88 
85 
87 
69 
68 
73 
84 
68 
70 
79 
82 
80 
72 
59 
70 
73 
82 
75 
65 
57.5 
73 
8L.5 
80 
76 
65 
49.5 
70 
79 
75 
65 
68.5 
70 
69 
70.5 
68. 5 
68 
;,6 
43 .5 
70 .5 
70 .5 
70 
73.5 
42 
71 
68.5 
71 
68.5 
67 
-i0.5 
61 
75.5 
79 
80 
77 
77 
48.5 
72.5 
80 
80 
82 
79,5 
74.5 
70 
84 
86.5 
86.5 
86.5 
70.5 
70 
72 
82 
68 
70 
77,5 
81 
7!} 
71 
58 
71 
72 
81 
74.5 
65 
58 
72.5 
81.5 
81.5 
75 
66 
48 
70 
76 
i6 
Inches. 
26.478 
26.472 
26 .456 
26.450 
26.462 
26.450 
26.38ri 
26 400 
26 .870 
26 .800 
26.800 
26.850 
26.800 
26 , 850 
26.486 
26.666 
26.570 
2fi.5b8 
26 .580 
26. 700 
26.800 
27 .150 
27 .068 
27.200 
:!7,600 
27 .600 
2i.684 
27.t88 
27.764 
27 ,490 
27.486 
27 .258 
27.280 
27,376 
~6.700 
26.900 
27.382 
27 ,580 
27.588 
27.588 
27.650 
27 .680 
27 .700 
27 .950 
28.130 
28.340 
~8.3!JO 
28.530 
28 . 790 
28.950 
2!1.130 
29.590 
29.610 
29,715 
29 . 764 
29.810 
29 .850 
2!1.856 
29.840 
29. 830 
29. 783 
29,856 
29.810 
29 .840 
l 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
:J 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
0 
0 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
0 
2 
2 
0 
0 
l 
1 
2 
0 
0 
l 
1 
1 to 3 
l to 3 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 . 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
The foregoiJ1g barometrical observations were made with one of" Green's cistern barorr!l'l 
.m:y "_syphon (lluu,ais') barometerti" were broken before we reached Zuni, N, M, Th e 0 
:~rrncipally taken by Me~srs. King and Porter, and a few by myself. • 
Respectfully, C, E. TJ!OP.Btl 
. '"' ·t d Stat ct No ry, .,.J • Lieutenant um e E. F. BEALF , 
S11;nenntc11dent of tltc wagon road fro m Fo?·t Defiance to the Colorado river. 
'CO THE COLORADO RIVER. 15 
2"' 1 "7 -Left San Antonio at I p. m., and encamped at the 
. 'ni:(T ·of the San Lucas, having made sixteen miles, the 
1 ul 1,.ng each including pack saddles, nearly five hundred and 1 
.r~y:ou~ds. 'This being the first day, and the animals not 
.° y- 1• r0
1rmed any service for a long time, they seemed tired on 
IOCJ' pcrii d d h h d . 
·, 1 at camp· but I hope, as we procee , an t ey ar en m 
r rma. ' · h · b d ·1 U i' t h II find them carryrng _t eu ur ens more easi y. n1or u-1, the only men in ~menca who unders~and the1;fi, and _who ~re 
hly acquainted with the mode of packmg and JOUrneyrng with 
r \re ome Turks who came over with them, and who left at San 
Ill nio r~f'n ing to go so long a journey, and alleging that they had 
bncllv treated by the government, not having received the pay 
them· ince January. It seems the appropriation having been 
li u t •u no one is authorized to pay them, although they left their 
0 c 1untry under spec~al co~tract with_ officers of the government, 
d linvc performed their duties very faithfully. I have placed the 
I under the immediate charge of Mr. Breckenridge; jr., assisted 
I . r,·. Morley and Via. 
· J n 2H.-Called up the men at 3 o'clock a. m., and after break-
tin, tarted at quarter to 5. After travelling a few miles, M:r. 
1 ·x nd r wa sent by Mr. Breckenridge to overtake me and report 
two of the camels had been taken sick and could not proceed. I 
hnck n wagon to relieve them of their loads, and hope to have 
·min camp by sundown. Thus far the camels have not been able 
p up with the wagon·s, but I trust they will prove better travel-
they become more accustomed to the road. Some of them have 
l •11 worked since their arrival, and are, consequently, very soft 
ii h. Having travelled nineteen miles through a very pretty 
try and through the village of Castroville, we encamped on the 
In lo, nt 1. 0 p m. Water good and abundant, and grass fair. 
Im ·t her Mr. McLanahan, of California, who has just returned 
rl ncl. This gentleman having travelled by both overland routes, 
h rn ancl outhern, prefers very much that of the Central or 
hotopc ~>a s. He followed on my trail, made in 1853, and carried 
r u It, with great success, thirteen wagons and a considerable amount 
ck. 
1
.~ cnrn~ls arrived at 3 o'clock, with the exception of the two sick) 
1 ot Ill hc,rtly afterwards. 
PP.rover, I went to the stream) which I found to be fine, clear 
r .1.n
1 
ln~ge pools, but not running at this time. The pools were 
~1. \ fis.h, a~d in a short time my creel was quite full of fine J ~~ 1, m. ~his country, are called trout. · . 
th · Rr11 ed camp at 3 a. m. and started at 5 'rravelled all r \1'1h l: "f I • 
11 . a Jeauti ul country. 'rhe prairies were covered with the xur1an t <rrass a d fl F k . . . 
· 1 . o n owers. 
1 or stoc raismg or grazmg pur-
• ny nnd th c... I l , e country we have seen to-day is decidedly the 
Hl.\'(l CVer ID t 'th rr· • 
· nt)o r 11 . e wi · 1mber qmte abnndant, and the country J o mo- to re] . ·t f' h 1 . 
. 1 o ieve i o t e usua monotony of flat retrions unc me qu· t · l . . · o · I food f 1 e 18 t ie principal growth of timber. The former 
iful wr .. t almost a~l quadrupeds, especially when the bean 
' llC is eaten with the greatest avidity by them, and is 
16 "1v AGON ROAD FROM PORT DEFIANCE 
very sweet and nutritious. In the Great Basin I h f 
eaten bread made by the Indians from this bean 'and ~ve dr . 
1 t Th · 1 d f · · , 1oun 1 en . e pmo e ma e rom 1t 1s preferable to that of c 
Encamped at 1 p. m. I was anxious to go on four mif:nf 
the Sabafial, but the camels not being able to keep up I ur h 
here on the Comanche creek. The water) which is only lou:~ · 
holes, is bad, and the grass only tolerable. 10 
To-day we ha~e travelled twenty-two and a half miles. 
June 28.-Raised camp at 1 a. m., ~nd started before day r 
Our early start was occas10ned by an accident to the o-uard w ch · 
that we were called at 1 o'clock, instead of our usual hour, :t 
first part of our journey to-day carried us through a countr. 
much like that of yesterday. After travelling five miles we m 
the Saban.al, a fine stream of water in large pools, and very cl r 
sweet. I fished in it for a short time, but only caught two fine 1 
There was abundant evidence that the pools were filled with fi . h · 
I presume my bait was not sufficiently attractive. 
Passing over about fifteen miles, during which distance grn 
very abundant, we arrJved at the Rio Frio, and found the wat r 
such as the name would indicate, and confined at the cros in1, 
large pool. Rising abruptly from the water to the height o a 
thirty.:five or forty feet, and extending for the distance of a qu r 
of a mile, has a very remarkable rocky bluff, making th~ oth r · 
uninteresting appearance of the place quite striking and ~1ctur 
After cross~ng the Rio Frio, the country seems to change rn ch 
very materially-the soil becomes gravelly, the mesquite less abm1 I 
and the grass, though good, not so luxuriant. Encamped at 12 o'cl. 
about two miles from the river, there being no grass at the er. 1 
We find it better to keep our water kegs filled, and camp at a ,h 
from the regular stopping places, on account of the _gra · 
The distance made to-day is twenty and a half miles. . 
The camels got into camp at half-past three, some ?f th 
heavily loaded being quite tired. As soon as they arnve th 
turned loose to graze, but appear to prefer to browse on: the. '.11 
11 bushes and the leaves of a thorny shrub, which gr?ws m th1•
1 everywhere, to the finest grass. They are exceedmgly <loci ih . 
managed and I see so far no reason to doubt the succe 0 
' ' ' periment. . ol j 
June 29.-Started at 5 a. m., and found the mornmg co. 
0 
• 
fine, fresh breeze blowing. During tbe night t~1e ap~earan ,v 1 promised rain, but it ended in clouds and hghtmng. 1 
through the town of Blacksburg, a straggling village ofr 011 r' 
inhabitants. About noon we watered the animals at th0 . 1; n 
which exists here only in one pool of about thir~y ya:dFn t e h 
eight or ten feet in width. The bed of the nver ID •1ca.·t1i 
times it must be of considerable maO'nitude, though no" ' '' 1 
ception I have mentioned, entirely dry at the crossing. found 
At 2 p . m. we encamped on Turkey creek, where we , l t r 
water I have seen in Texas. The country we hav~ pn,cl~ .· 
to-day is much more rolling than that of any previ~f tall 
and the grass equally good. The road has been exce en • 
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l t Of dragoons from Fort Clarke, which has been out on tn unen d 
. t passed and encampe near us. 
In h ,t ~ut~rted at '4.45 a. m., and travelled for the ~rst ten mil~s 
1 · fi. crra s to Elm creek, where we found a very little water m 
I \ re t, After leaving Elm creek there was no appearance of 
n b 10 ;1· e road was very fine. At 11 we arrived, hot and dusty, L 11. ~ of Los Moros and refreshed ourselves by bathing in the 
1 dc~,~~\'aters of the cre~k. Encamped ~ithin a fe~ hundred yards ~~ t larke where we were most hospitably received and enter-
. '1[ bv \h 'officers. Having replenished our provisions I shall 
crn.i n in the morning. . 
1 i tance made to-day twenty-five miles . J ly 1.-I left Fort Clarke at 10, having started the w~gons ~nd 
I on at 5 a. m. We travelled over a very dry and unmterestmg 
ntr. t the Piedras Puitados, a creek containing some fine pools of 
r · nd well stocked with fish, where we en.camped early, the 
• 
1
] havinO' had no grass yesterday. Caught a few fish this . 
ni ,w. The° distance made to-day but seven miles. Our whole 
· of conversation to-day has been of the genial cordiality with 
ich were received at Fort Clarke, and the hope we may some 
h w it in our power to return it. 
· ly 2. tarted at 4.30 a. m., and travelled about five miles, when 
opp cl to water at a mud hole in the prairie. Three miles further-·· 
c me to the Sycamore creek, and found a fine pool of clear· 
r. at which a large flock of wild turkeys were quietly drinking~. 
r Pl · r nee tarted them quietly on through the brushwood, where·· 
. 1'ho1burn follvwed them, wounding one, which, however, to our 
l r i11 ment, got off The country begins to assume a more arid 
r 11c ·,. though the grass is still plentiful, but dry. On our left 
moun~nm of M~xico have been in plain view all day, a relief to 
,_dt r travellrng so long on the level plains and broad plateaus . 
l11ch onr road has carried us 
)I ~i~ L e and his wife, who a~e on their road to his post at Fort 
1 
,Jorn~ us to-day, and we encamped together at a water hole of 
. n { hpe. !his river, like all others we have heretofo1e met , 
10 
, ex1 ts at this season, at least, only in holes, sometimes..: 
I l\rt. We found the water however sweet and tolerably coo1 ... 
cam 1 d · ' ' ' n 
I 
are omg better to-day, and arrived shortly after the 
·h :im very _much encouraged to see how eagerly they seek 
i {0: food mstead of grass, which certainly indicates their 
• '> u > 1st much easier t.han horses and mules in countries where 1 carcc W 
. mild · e encamped at 12.30, and caught some fine fisl~~ 
1 e_ to-day twenty-four miles. 1 -;il, 1 ed ca~p' at _3 a. m., and started at 4. Travelled ten 
nt, to D~vil s river, a clear, broad, and shallow stream of 
ua~t~~pictur~sq1;1ene~s. The bottom through which it run1, 
l ,u a ~mle m width, is filled with a fine growth of 
h hr/ f,m:,q~te. 'rhe stream itself is a hundred yards or so 
\ nk ee in epth, and the bottom of hard rock. On either 
· a.re steep d · h ppea , an m many places entirely precipitous 
ranee of · .{.' 'fi · ' E D rums, iorti cations, and regular mason 
' X. OC, 124-2 
,. 
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• • er the broken wagon. The sun came out in the afternoon, 
I irin wa soon as cheerful as it had been the reverse. Arms 
1r unp ' h d d th I an cl and put in order, hf~r wef' a enctamfpe . upohn . e sbcene 
Indian ma acre, seven w 1tes o a p
1
ar y o hmne avrng _een 
• 1 y the Comanches. The came s, muc to my surprise, 1
np remarkably well to-day, and have stood the storm better 
1 
1twuirht they woul~, in fact, apparently a~ ~ell as the mules . 
. h .. rnncle but ten miles to-day, after unrem1ttrng labor to man 
t of s ven hours. . 
ly 5.- a.i ed camp at 5 a. n:1·,, a~d travelled eleven miles and a 
I t th ond crossing of Devils river, where we stopp~d to bre~k-
ml turned the animals loose to graze. Our road thrn mornmg 
fi r th, most part, rocky, and where it was not was rendered 
y hr ye terday's rain . This morning we have rain again, in 
r w nnd a dark leaden sky, which threatens us with another bad 
y. t U.3 encamped within a few hundred yards of the river. 
r ind ifferent. 
h camel aot in an hour after us. 
hi lllOrning we found at our ca.mp, for the first time, a shrub, of 
i h "'. nr to see a great deal between this and the end of our 
rn •r nod in many places shall find no other wood. It is known 
r ·l t, o cl, and I was delighted to see the camels eagerly seek it, 
t it with the greatest apparent relish. It is certainly very 
i ying to find these animals eating, by their own preference, the 
r • 1Lnd bitter herbs, hitherto of no value, which abound al ways in 
m t tcri l and desolate parts of every road, so far as discovered, 
i 11 tm Pr s the broad extent of wilderness between the eastern 
nnd our Paci fie possessions. 
rt l t · , and travelled until 6 p. m. 
\Ill. cl u military station on Devil's river, but saw none of the 
r: lt i , ~ believe, an infantry post, which, of course, is very 
l 111 pr.ot •ctrnl-( this portion of the Indian territory ; foot soldiers 
· P '·tally well adapted to the pursuit of tribes always mounted 
h · hor c flesh to be stolen in Texas and Mexico. 
11 11 pn, ed this evening the scenes of several Indian murders, 
h 'mve of the vict.ims. We followed up the bed of the river, 
,. ·r · rourrh road, to Pecan spring, where we encamped for the 
ri . n · · u~n e_ to-day twenty-one and a half miles-a very good 
l} _:: 11 lcnn~ the conditi~n of the roads. 
· Wo were up la.st mght at 11 o'clock and the men had 
lJun~nenced to put the harne~s on the :nules · our wago_n-·r Wt } . ' ' 
1 t l .
1a.ving mistaken the bright moonlight for daybreak. 
1 1
1 
·n 10 h~d long when I was told. that the men were hitch-r 11 cn<lrng for Mr Davis he was made aware fur the fi.r8t 
11 
error, an<l , grea1 ly to his Rurprise informed. ~t the hour 
()I). t f . ' • 
r 1 b. ,
0 
~r In u~e thing, huwe~er! to correct it~the mules 
I ir en feu their Usual lllUfillilg 8 allowance @f corn, and 
' ·lock we t t tl . th . 8 ar e , and travelled until 8.30 a. m., up the 
nver. The work was very hard on the animals; the 
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r in having made the ground exceed· 1 
w _h ut deep holes and gullies.m~\I teavy, and in m· 
pr!n t the head of the river and sh 111 .SO we ~ncnmp tu ly. ' a eave the river th' 
h v efor us another forty mile stret h . 
11 11 tr v 1 much as possible of . t th. ? without 
t r iu h } Il t)ie road shall n:ak IS remng, and if we 
r , prino- in th morning. ea ry camp, and re h ff 
h m 1 ar rapidly improving; they are now b . 
t m <l t th road, and getting over the first ecom10 
th ,. . ntt of u . To-day they travelled quites:se~::: a~c:eidid 
m m amp n arly at the same time. Encamped th' . 
~v . r h l_ m t~e prairie, after travelling all the a}te~:; 
. rizzlrn r m, which made us quite uncomfortable thou h · 
m th . f _ct that it gi_ves us water where no other'is to te'r: 
r willmg t ubm1t to the little discomfort of sleeping i 
1 th up n the wet ground. 
e~ to-day the graves of a party who were killed by I 
1 t fall. D1 tance made twenty-five miles. , 
July 7.-We tarted at 4.30 a. m., and travelled twelve · 
w h n we enca.mpEd for breakfast. Our crossing place w 
, dar bluff: . The grass is very fine, and water abundant in 
filled by the late rain. We were passed on the road this mornio , 
the monthly El Paso mail, on its way up, by which I receiv 
w rde by ome of my friends at San Antonio, a box of abou 
u r , for which the moderate charge of twenty dollar w 
The anger of this road, however, justified any price for ach 
t r . carcely a mile of it but has its story of Indian murd r 
plunder ; in fact, from El Paso to San Antonio is but one Ion 
ground-a surprise here, robbery of animals there. Ev~ry 11r~ 
watering-place has its history or anecdote connected with Indi 
lence and bloodshed. The country through which we_ have tr 
to-day is entirely destitute of timber, except the mesqmte bu ~1. grows almost everywhere in Texas. The road, though P 1 
excellent. . 
July 8.-Up at half past two, and off at daybreak_witho\ 
fast. We travelled eleven miles to Howard's sprmg, 
stopped to breakfast and water the animals.. This P1~{~h 
have been famous for Indian surprises. Near it we pa e 
of seven who had been killed by the savages, and still ner r 
a hundred yards or so, the bones of a sergeant an~ 8f1! 'ii 
dragoons, who were here killed by them. The bodi~s a~'th 
been disinterred by animals, and the ghastly remarn!o0und. 
lows who had perished there were scattered on the Jch occn 
Lee (U. S. army) gave us the history of the fight, w 
months ago. . . arently 
Howard's spring is a small hole cont~mi~g, :~~ tib)e. J 
quarter of a barrel of water, but in reality mex k 80 t 
rectly under a bluff of rock in the bed of ~ dry. c~e~y' ru 
the water it is necessary to descend about _eig:t {:~s and th 
in the rock; the water has to be passed up Ill uc ' 
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· 1 fr m them. There is but little grass here, and no timber r od and mesquite, and not much of that; a few stunted 
h \ 0grow around the bluff of the spring are neither large 
h for bade or fuel. 
· hmi brought the grass forward wonderfully, and with it an 
: 
10 
of beautiful flowers, so that !he prairie for the last ~ew 
t been filled with perfume and richly colored flowers, which 
• Id h vc been no disgr_ace to the most costly hothouse. The wh?le 
lb country is vastly impro".'ed by these grateful showers? wh~ch 
clothed it everywhere with verdure, and filled the air with 
r i"~cr~ game we have seen but little, but turkeys and partridges 
0 1 in ,reat numbers; in fact, the whistle of "Bob White" is with 
II th time. 
·\mel came into camp with us. We find one great trouble, 
h only one, in managing them, is that we know nothing about 
thocl of packing them, and have it all to learn. In consequence 
1r \ unt of knowledge in this particular, we have several with 
l ck, which, however, I am glad to observe, heal much more 
'Ur tlum similar abrasures on the backs of horses or mules. As 
• w di cover one to be getting sore it is imruediately freed of 
ml ·n, nd in a day or two is ready for service again. They 
ltno. t entirely indifferent to the best grass, and to prefer any 
• f bu h to it. 'fo-day we find another food they seem particu-
1 , r li h, the name of which we do not know. The wild grape 
i n 11rcat favorite with them, and as it grows plentifully, they 
II r • w 11 on it. It seems that they like most the herbs and 
h ol' hitter bushes, which all other animals reject. The more I 
. th •rn the more interested in them I become, and the more I am 
'In _ l of t.heir usefulness. Their perfect docility and patience 
r d.1fficnlt1 renders them invaluable, and my only regret at 
t I that I have not double the number. 
r r 'ttmining a fow hours at Howard's spring we resumed our 
1
, mil oon regained the plain. At the crest of the hill, as we 
11P II the level land again, we found a new made grave, proba-
• 
1 h. r_ added to the long list of Indian victims with which the 
r ti 1. filled . 
. n mped without water on the open prairie; grass good, but 
r , hntcver . 
• v ·ning many of our party have seen Indians but for me 
in;i ·r that I am, I was not permitted to witness' so glorious ~ 
1 h 
0
:
0urag~ the young men, however, in the belief that 
' (l c., which they have mistaken for Indians are all veri-
nc 1c · t k ' 
1 . · , a 1 ma es them watchful on guard at night. I ·~ 1 ed . camp at 3 a. m., and off before daylireak. We L 
I k ·n miles and encamped two miles from Fort Lancaster 
reek. While at breakfast, some of the officers called 
u. t iJte post, of \':hich ki~dness we shall avail ourselves. 
W efore us this mormng, and arrived at camp at the 
ir ountle{\ buksy to-day repairing their saddles and doctor-
ac s, and to effect this purpose I shall go no 
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• i a ne, harp, angufl~r, _flinty grav~lt-t veryt 
1
s;11
1 
all, about the 
. -noel the least nct10n causes i o ac i rn a rasp upon 
\'n~ t;rface. The camel has no shuffle in his gait, bu_t lifts 
1 p ndicularly from the ground, and replaces them, without 
. . 
1 \i hor ·e or other quadrupeds do. This, together with the 
m '. ,',ranu]ated and yielding nature ~f his fo_ot, which, !hough 
• ) 1r,h like autta percha, yields suffimently without wearmg off, 1 h ;11 to t~avel continuously in a country where no other bare-
I b . t would last a week. . 
,1 12.-,J ourneyed fr~m 4 ~o 8½ a. m., and enc~mped, agam upon I· h ving made n111e miles. One of Captam Lee s men went 
h riv r to fish, and soon returned_ with a cat fish weighing fifty-
pmmd,. I had it carefully weighed by our own steelyards. 
hi nrt 1d 11 all to fishing, but we were not so successful ; in truth, 
. nothin ,. We leave the Pecos this evening, and are all glad of 
mor tupid and uninteresting river cannot be imagined-rapid, · 
1 llr hrncki h, timberless, and hard to get at. We shall go out 
j :.' ning bout fifteen miles and make a dry camp, that is, without 
r. 
'n ·1111p cl on the prairie. Mr. Williams, geologist, while some 
fr m camp, and busy in the pursuit of hiR scientific investi-
i 11 , c m uddenly on two Indians. The rule in this country 
• 1 •to. ho ton first sight, it was rather an awkward predicament. 
o th• In<lians, who were as much surprised as the stone-brea,ker, 
m ir wa equally embarrassing. One party was armed with ),,.. 
1 kt t nncl r volver, with the pleasant remembrance that the last time 
·rnptcd to fire it it refused to go off. The other party had 
1u11l _rrow,, the former most probably unstrung, as they are 
1 II · ·iu·n d when not expecting immediate use for them. For-
11 I: th r were no seconds on the ground to make the fight 
I rn iv , that after regarding each other attentively for a while 
: lnrt d if briAkly in different directions, and the affair was thus t 
1! cl honora~ly to both parties." Our horses stampeded twice 
111
_,hl bnt thd not go far. Grass very indifferent, and no wood. 
11 1 
·, , t n.m ter, crushed his hand in the wheel. 
J t:J .. -1 'tarted at 4 a m. and travelled over an almost level 
11
1 rr 1tnh] w • came_ to the E~condido spring. This water is beauti-
. u· h u~h h~~tly hrackish. There is sufficient grass here, 
1 :o~ r. · m n.n tn t10us quality . We breakfasted and remained 
11 t'll 1" nnt1l noon, when we left for Comanche spring and 
rn °1 ·r 
I VE!fY fine and level road for eighteen miles. Enca~ped 
1 b 
11 
• 1 • • ~nngs, where there was running water about five feet 
1 110 timbe:· We caught some very fine fish. Here the 
, i inmn h trail, on their inroads to Mexico on horse stealing 
i ; : ti. '·, and thousands of stolen horses have been carried 
oa, t ~h Indian country. 
1 .- 'l,l ' cl 4 4 rin, ' fl . camp at . 5 a. m., and travelled ten miles, to 
·iat· 1 ere we found a succession of deep pools of slightly 
·i l ri JUt very clear . The road this rnorninO' has been ex-
Ii l ;1 I~a11.ty of g:ass, but of a coarse quality, ;nd no timber, mesqmte. Our next camp will be a dry one, the 
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1 .-Rai ed camp at 4, and trav:elled all ~he morning through 
·00 of beautiful valleys, and m the midst of the most en-
in ,' c nery. On both sides of the road the mountain rises to a 
l "rrh and is of the most rugged character. On some places, 1 1 ro/ mile is entirely perpendicular for hundreds of yards in 
· 11 r min ling one very strongly of the palisades along the 
0 . ncl in others assumes a smoot~ appearance,, but alw~ys iful I followed down a chasm, as it seemed, for nalf a mile, 
ii h · rock narrowed to a width of some twenty yards. Here I 
•r I to my surprise and delight, a spring of pure and cold 
r which found its way through the crevices of the rock, and 
r runnin a hort distance sank again. 
ur imp to-day is near the summit of the Wild Rose Pass, and 
11 ,h the gra sis not very good, it is the most ple~sant we have 
in l aving Fort Clarke. 
h ·1mcls arrived nearly as soon as we did. It is a subject of 
nt urpri ·e and remark to all of us, how their feet can possibly 
th· c!1 racter of the ro1td we have been travelling over for the 
n ,In., . It is certainly the hardest road on the feet of bare-
I rninrnl I have ever known. As for food, they live on anything, 
hri r ·. e terday they drank water for the first time in twenty-
h 11r , llncl although the day had been excessively hot they seemed 
r hut little for it. Mark the difference between them and mules; 
m time, in such weather, without water, would set the latter 
I 1111 r •11clcr them nearly useless, if not entirely break them 
J, 
. tnrt cl again at 4, and encamped on the Simpia, the stream 
h run through the Wild Rose Pass. This evening our ride has 
. ry pl n ant, and the scenery still more beautiful than this 
rm'. ak trees of small growth covered every inch of the 
0
, 111 _uot occupied by the solid rock, and the contrast between 
'
1 nn 1 ',_ dark brown rocks) covered with red and grey moss, and 
r '11 f<,l~1i 17e of the trees, and the still richer green of the cotton-
). rul willow which fringed the streamlet on whose bed we are 
hn . tnacl a charming character of scenery, and delighted 
n m ca.mp. 
r i~l hrot~gh the pass we found most excellent, and so nearly 
h' l 1t a. impossible, without an examination of the matter, to 
1 1 
' ny it inclined. 
h '' ·ncamped this evening about four miles from Fort Davis, 
P 1 where two soldiers from the post and the guide were 
•
1
11 ,
1: 1_lrum11Jcr boy taken prisoner by the Indians. 
r I r 1.. not over a q~arter of a mile in width until arriving Ii ~ t'~P, where it opens to the width of a mile, and the 
in, HI ·'n. Hle of the mountain fall off and give way to an 
r , 1;~ c untry,_ covered everywhere with the finest grass. 
n /"~ compan10ns , Captain Lee and his wife, left us here . )( 
d tl , ort Davi~. To-morrow we shall pass half a day at 
1 n off agam for El Paso 
nia l to-d 931 ·1 · hun,l t ay "" "2 m1 es. Grass rather good, and wood 
n. 
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H rn' \\ ell - a pool of water of fair qua~ity, but barely _sufficient 
•111.il Ilong to reach a good running stream agam, where r 1 , , . . • .IY 
lrin 1· without strugglmg and fightmg each other ior every 
• I "1l !Jut fo r thi scarcity of water, this country would excel I u. 1 . . Th . b h r in thP world for catt ~ ra1smg. e grass 1s supera un-
D 1 f mo ·t excellent quality_, almost everywh~re; but the wa;11t 
nppl,v of water is_ an msurmountable .i1fficulty, and will 
it O until Pope's experiment succeeds. 
1 r l~l thi. morning h as been over a cou~try alr1;1ost l~vel, but 
,di iutere. ting. The camels are now bemg rapidly lightened 
h ir 111ul a. we have eaten almost all our forage. In consequence,. 
r picutly reach camp before the wagons, and can always do so, 
1 • ,rri ll t n.11. We shall le~ve o~r pr~sent camp this evening~ and 
1 fi . n mile~ further , which will bnng us near to Eagle springs. 
oi ht , e hall make another dry camp, as the drive would be too 
r r ot ll' 1 nimals to go on to the next water, without rest. 
\\ •n · rnpe<l fo r the nii ht on the plains, within ten miles of Eagle 
rin . ha . excellent ; but neither wood nor water. 
Di tll e m, de to-<lay t wenty-two miles. 
y 22.- Rai ed camp at 5 a. m., and travelled ten miles to Eagle 
rin, . Th· country is easy for wagons, although our road passes 
h • ricrht an l left of very rough ranges of mountains. The valleys 
u them, however} are broad and level. I think the average 
· th \'i ll 1, t n miles The most disagreeable feature is the entire 
u! 1 I' w, ocl ; the mountains being stupendous masses of rock, entirely 
, 1t11t of ti nbcr and rnnning streams, which we generally associate 
1 h mu11 11taiu-1, and rendering their appearance forbidding in the 
r •111c• • 
. 1r 11 ··t!npment th is morning is at the scene of quite a number of 
Ii 11 1l vilm.' 1.' . Four men were murdered here by them at one 
1111 Yill'lOll · , others at different periods, to say nothing of the 
rot~. hn.1111 ' ol cattle, mules, and horses which they have taken 
1 lft~·unt . and otli en, passing here. 
I h ·. '~'. 11 ',r n_. c at t~1e bas~ of Eagle mountain, w~i_ch is a huge 
. 
1 HI P nrlicular cliff, palisaded at the top, and nsrng gradually 
!11 th,J ~ ua1 accompaniment of foot hills from the valley. There 
11 
• 
11
~1c nt water for our animals, and having been eighteen 
1 hont, they are o-lad enough to get it. 
I 'rn Ii re i very poor , both in quality and in quantity. We r IL It •) 'I,} . 
1. ''· 1e sun was rntensely warm but about 4 a most 1111
• • 1,ow r cooled the atmosphere, and ~-endered the travel-
1.rtr 
1 
''r ·e:~bl · It was particularly so to us, as we had a J. ourney 
'· ,nr mil b t· · 
I • CH e ore us ,v1thout water vVe passed on the road t 1' J • • 1 ' . . ,. 
1 h. tvrng tie sprm g, the scene of a battle between the 
r . r 1'~' 11 · ome Texas emigrants to California, in which the l 11 th~u / · wor: ted. 'l1ravelled some twenty miles, and en-in·t . 1 cun :v1thout water or grass. To-day we have made-
11 1 t 11, ~ood Journey for loaded wao-ons 
' Wo ~I .· 0 • j 1 ti Tl e. icans on the road whom we supposed to be fleeing 
· tey had p robably committed some rascality, and were 
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o11 wed. I drove up to Franklin this evening, in order 1 
ur departure on the following morning. 
_ p nt the day at Fort Bliss, where I was kindly received 
- · ,r Dined with Mr. McGoffin, and attended a pleasant 
0 hi iwu e afterwards. At 6 in the evening. sadd!ed ®ur 
( rhorlmrn and ~) and trot~ed out to camp-ten miles distant. 
_ l . about eighteen mileR. · 
_ 1 t rted before sunrise, and travelled twelve miles, our 
Jlowin(T the river to Wil~owbar. We found the road heavy 
)1th· way from recent ram~. . . . . 
mp l oppo ite the mountam, about mne miles distant, m 
j • ituated a valuable silver mine, belonging, I believe, to a 
•ph O n who lives near El Paso. It is said the mine is yield-
11 lmndt nt fortune to its proprietor. It is situated in a mou:n-
n th m rican side of the river, and apparently of easy access. 
I ,r : at our camp, and also throughout the entire valley, is 
1 I •n y, but of a poor quality. Of wood there is abundance of 1i , an c tton-wood, but no other. We have passed to-day nu--
1 h rd o sheep, of the small kind common to this country. The 
Ii r nd the animal, from the pernicious practice of breed-
ii md in, mall and every way inferior to those of the eastern 
ly ~ .- t rted by star-light, and travelled about nine miles, 
n \ nc mped at a hole of water, about a mile from Fort Fill-
ml one nd a half from the river. Grass indifferent; mesquite 
bun<l nt, e pecially a kind of which the camels are particularly 
h foroia or screw-bean. This bush bears a fruit in bunches,. 
n inch nd a half in length, in the form of a screw. It is very ! io 1., 11 i sometimes used to make pinola by both Indians and 
I n . Th camels seem to like both the branches and fruit better 
~y oth r we have met with. Although the branches are cov-
1 h h rp thorn , larger and stronger than those which grow 
r · u, h, the camel seizes them in his mouth and draws the 
hr ttrrh his ~eeth, r tpidly stripping off the leaves and briars and 
'b h n chly. Sometimes they bite off branches of considera-
z n.<~ at them leisurely, with apparent great ease. Their 
1 ! Jnw and _tee~h seems uncommonly great, greater even than 
.1 rtto~ t their size when compared with other brutes. 
1 v ·nmg was passed pleasantly at Fort Bliss with the officers 
1'0 t. .We encamped six miles beyond the fort, and only 
1 t · tram lo?g enough to put in forage for our animals. The P . hntly 1tuated, overlooking the river and meadow land 
i \ 1.t r ide The ground rises considerably at the post, 
t uil n the sand hills, and gives it a pretty appearance on 
1
• 1 . un-dow~, we rode on to camp, accompanied by-Cap-/J0r forns, and my old friend, George Haywood. 
l' 11htly almost all night; but not enouO'h to wet our 
r 1 urb ur sleep. 0 
·;i~~- pa ed through the towns of Cruces and Dona Ana, 
bu ite~ the camels to the wondering gaze of the population. 
ut ighteen and a half miles, and encamped on the river . 
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l 11 arriving at the Big Allemagne, found a pq,rty of Mexi-
. irn yinrr to oiia Ana. 
h' , untrv the first question is, Indians r And the second, 
1 II ~-ing exchanged views as to the first and most important, 
'0d that to our arrow, we should not find water at the Laguna, 
110 rain had fallen to the north ward, we had no hope of 
t r nc re than the river-fifty miles distant. This at once 
nio l m' tn t-l>end the day where we were and travel after night. 
m " er immediately turned loose and our camp made ; the 
1t r in the hole being abu_ndant. . . 
urul< wn we stEtrted on our Journey agam, and travelled till 1 
t ight when we encamped on the plain, having made twenty 
i , excellent, but the animals, having no water, ate but 
~.- At ·1, up and off again. The sun rose hot and fiery, 
token eel a distressing day's journey. Soon we began to see 
ir , the ~I xican had passed rain had fallen upon their trail, 
h rtly n.fter, to our great joy, a hole containing · sufficient rain 
• r · r Lll our animals was found. Camp was made at once, and 
f t. , fter a hurried meal, the animals being refreshed by water 
buudirnc · f grass, we started again and at noon encamped on 
i , : rn r11l . 'l'hus, we have passed the terrible ~<journey of 
," ,md it ha1> been our good fortune to have had a most agreeable 
' <,f it. · rain water as often as we desired, instead of a ninety 
urn 'Y without any. The road is already good; the grass, as 
. h · ol' · remH,rkecl, everywhere excellent and abundant, and 
rn' hut w, tcr required to malrn it in every way desirable. /\.t 
nt i lie. clirectly on the road between El Paso and Santa Fe-
nul terror of travellers, and has cost more loss in the suffer-
' I I t; th of citttle than would pay ten times over for the three 
h 1 ' overnmcnt might cause to -be dug 
'r 1 0 11 ~h' river bottoms is not good, and we therefore camped 
11 nc htlll) to the river, where we found excellent gramma. 
n • m clc to-day twenty-five miles. 
,L- ,' ta,rtecl somewhat late this morning, (6 o'clock,) and 
_It rt llHLrch came in sight of Fort CraiO' on the opposite side 
r,' I t· l O ' 1 
• < H. no~ c:oss to it, but from its appearance at a dis-
~qn Ht •r t am1le 1t presented a morefort-like outside and aspect 
.1 po. we have seen on the road. Travelled up the river six· 1 
ncl1 •nc~mped on a hill near it. Grass good, and wood, in r t ic river bottom abundant 
n f h ' · 
11 ·ry 
O t e river, especially the green meadow and the trees 
I 
1 
nt, and to us, who have been so long without the sight 0 
' at 'l' and k t r 1 . ' c ep so constantly anxious on the subject ot a 
~\;n~, the a?undant river is a very grateful object of view. 
in· 1 .rng anxioua to see General Garland, and to arrange i r nti.on to the soldiers I am to take with me I left 
m ruin O' an l t 11 d . ' 
• < rave e on ahead as rapidly as the wun;t 
1 in °1 n world would permit. At every step our poor heasts 10 
• an<l, and could scarcely lift a leg when we arrived 
r u b <l e showmans, no?" 
Gottee any dog ?'1 
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], .-T my delight the express arrived last night, and to-
lo k we o-ot off. 
r r ,. llina ome twelve miles or so we encamped on a plain 
h, I uerc . 
1 >.-Tr, velled all day, and overtook the train at the little 
1 ]i O t wn of Covero. 
rriv l n,b ut undown, and no one can imagine the pleasant 
i w t u to get back to our flannel shirts, big boots, and 
buck kin once more. It was home to us. 
· 17.- W moved a few miles up the valley and encamped. 
r tr v llinO' very slowly, awaiting the arrival of Col. Loring, 
holll I mt receive my escort, and who is now on his way to 
I fill nC . We are all very jmpatient, as our work is now about 
mm nc · and whatever fortune is before us, we are anxious to meet 
I h v l ne with all suspense in regard to it. I trust to be in 
j mi in ixty days after we once get started. 
· ind hi valley, cultivated by the Indians, in far better condi-
M a , crops and prospects are concerned, than any part of 
1 ic , e have yet seen. They seem to have plenty of corn 
h t, nd are, altogether, quite as well off as their Mexican 
· l r . 
l l .-Moved camp this morning a few miles up the stream 
( ', 11 • 
in' n thing to do but await impatiently the arrival of Colonel 
· ~ nly move camp to get better grass. The little valley of 
llo pr nt a most singular appearance. Directly down the 
ntl ri ing to a height of some twelve feet, a stream of lava ! n l apparently ceased somewhere near our camp of yester-
•• 111 fi ry t rrent seems to have been nearly a quarter of a mile 
1 I h ' n 1 k a if a troubled ocean of molten iron had suddenly 
l. 'I h wh le valley is so completely filled with the solid lava 
l " ~ly here and there a narrow belt of meadow; but this is 
I~ '! th ~he finest and greenest grass, and almost hidden by 
1 
1 
,llldin' it w~y through it is the clear, sparkling brook of the 
· I Ii ' tr am 1 quite narrow, in fact no where over six feet in 
.
1 i t th ' t r clear as crystal and very cool. It is quite deep, 
111 nuu Y place breast high. The contrast with the rough, 1 1 y-c mbed rock, which extends as far up the valley as the 
h nd the soft velvet greeu of the little fringe of meadow, 
n , not only to ourselves but to our poor mules, to whom 
1
1
1 . h rt camps . ee~ particularly delightful. On each side 
. \ h mountams nse abruptly, and on the left, directly in 
. I' 1 1 d mesa of very considerable height. The term mesa 
1 
1 
• 
0
' rd, ignifying table; but out here it is used in reference 
i h I n' A an E~glish word, when so used., it means a moun-
11 • t P, and m this region nearly all are so; in fact, it is 
[ ~ n to ne otherwise. A sprinkle of rain this evening. 
• r he pa t ten we have had more or less rain, and at times 
r . lo·- 'till in camp, waiting for Colonel Loring. To-day we 
I. E 'Unny bags, and caught a large quantity of fish; they 
· oc. 124-3 
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b met with in this country. It grows quite tall, and t ore . 1 . . . 1 bl 
t to the taste and seemmg y nutnt10us ; m co or a ue 
• 1 l l an bl f' J . r l . much resembling the ue grass o ama1ca. 
U( \' 'I y } h .L' d 
r i but little wood immediately at th~ water, t 1ou&' we 1oun 
I .- 1 t ·a h for cooking. A ~ountam range, which extends } (JI l db fi . '} d' 
th Oad we travelled to-day, an a out ve or six m1 es is-l 11 ' e r · f · Tl .c h'll 
111 to carry good wood m al~ parts o 1t. . 10_ 1oot- 1 s ~re 
r l rith mall cedars, and the higher mountams _with large pme 
n ur road to-day a bear crossed our track, J?-st out _of gun-
. h nd f us. Thorburn and I st~rted to cut ~um off, m some 
• 1 our right, for which he was makmg, but B_rum out_ran us, and 
v. up th chase, comyletely out ot: breath_ with runnmg. . 
hi ,,·cn ing we have killed a few sm~e, wh1c_h, cooked on a stick, 
h 1t rn · te ]ices of bacon, have made us a mce supper. 
\onel Loring having turned off the ro~d ~o a sprmg, we passed 
ut ·, ,i ng his command, and shall await his arnval here. 
1 u t .-The night has been cloudy, with rain, and this morn-
th ky i till overcast with occ~lilional sh?wers. Fortunately,. 
h ·. ,m Indian rubber blanket with us, which protected us both 
r •II ur blankets being spread on the ground close together. 
l ur hr akfa ton snipe killed this morning, some black birds, 
pi· of mutton we brought from camp with us-a better and a 
r i r on , ncl eaten with a more contented mind, than many a one 
1 tlii morning at the best hotel in New York. This morning the 
1 I jui11 •d n , and in the evening we proceed together to Fort De-
. L ving at 2 o'clock, we rode, through a driving rain and 
y lllll<l, but over a very level country, fourteen miles, and en- · 
I l 1Lt lL muddy spring of sulphurous water, unfit for man or beast .. 
111 t ly, we had filled our canteens at the Agua Azue, and so· 
1~rovid •d with good water. Made a pleasant camp in the shelter· 
l 1111., 'n!v , but had poor grass for our animals. On our right, 
l 11nd10~ the valley, a curious range of red sandstone bluffs, . 
. h n~rlr ·<l f et perpendicular in height, and stone abutments ex-
1 ' into the plain like capes at sea. This curious formation is 
·t .. nil fo~ a hundred and twenty miles to the northward of 
• 
11 our left the mountain is covered with fine timber-cedar 
,m · 'l'h plains are filled with rich gramma grass, which is 
. rill · 1~11 1 _enough to allow our animals to graze on, but which 
ll · .,.1'1·111 ~ 10g up everywhere . 
... L- t~, terday's remarks would apply perfectly, without 
t1i-dn.y H travel. We have had the same rain, followed up 
1 / Y, h~d the same curious range of red sandstone on our 11 111ely timbered mountain on our left· the same freshly 
h;r ;11;rna. ~ra s ; in fact, everything just ~s yesterday. The 
l il .wlnch we have trav~lled is apparently very level, and 
f• nt. At noon, havmg made seventeen miles, we en-1 ue o-rove f · · · · 
•\· . o pmes, Just m time to shelter us somewhat l. J r in c1uall. . 
111 th 
afternoon and travelled six miles and encamped near 
·r 1 ' 
· . ra s to erably good. The grass throughout this 
coming on rapidly, and, once well up, will remain good 
6 
uri11 
r 
.,., 
t' 
It 1 
ll 
r 
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Th r urn and_ I tried our strength this evening in ov r hr 
hn, r k, which was so perfectly ba]anced on another th 
m bl ~ the r~cking stone of the Druids. A very light 1 
c u · cl it to oscillate backwards and forwards like a cradle I 
m ur all of our party could not have lifted half of it. .\ 
' rti n and prizing it with a pine log, we at last overcam i 
nc and ent the huge mass crashing to the foot of the cli . 
ftcrn n we came on about ten miles, and .finding good r 
an<l w t r, encamped. 
We are now about twenty miles from Fort Defiance a 
breakfa t there to-morrow. Since leaving Albuquerqu_e th 
ha een delightfully cool, and at night one finds a pair o 
hardly enough to keep him comfortable. . 
La t night the dew was very heavy, amountrng alm 
Thi evening mosquitoes are very abundant; but, as the un -
the night is too cold for them to trouble us at all. 
August 25.-Started about 6, and after travelling for b 
1 
over a beautiful country, where coal seemed_ everywhebe i8 
met Captain Carlisle, who was on his way m the am u :i 
Colonel Loring. As we stood in the warm sun of A~~rd ·'or 
refreshing to see the captain 's servant throw off the O l l 
. , d ose ever from a tub m the bottom of the wagon, an . exp . in 
o-listening blocks of ice while at the same time the cap r 
; delicate flask of " r~d eye.'' In ten miles morffie we 
· d b the o cer · post, and were most hospitably receive Y. t lire · 
and myself accepted the invitation of Dr. Irvrngt 1\v 
and are indebted to him for a great deal of hospi a 1d° the 
August 26.-Rose early, and, with Thorburn an 
a long walk. . the rooun io 
This post is situated at the mouth of a cleft rn h been 
. s to ave the very backbone of, the mountarn $eem 
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v 1 f the plain ; nothin_g I have ever_ see~ hitherto compa:es 
.
1 
1 uacy a great mountarn range runnmg m an unbroken lme !1• I mi·1e and here rent asunder, so that a road perfectly I DC ' ld h . t . directly through what wou ot erwise presen an im-
11 l rier and the rock rising in a solid mass, five hundred feet 
d' \1r r dn each side. This cleft is about a hundred yards in 
,:~l nb~ut three miles in length. Through the centre tri?kles 
0 • tream , which serves_to water the _gardens of the_ garrison, 
r all made in the canon_, and which seem to be m a most 
· hin, condition, especially the potatoes.. This _vegetable is fou~d 
i ,·i ·i ni y growing wild. Our walk this_ mornrng ~~s constantly 
h th . grandest sce~ery, and fuliy rep~id ~s for r~smg so early. 
t .. 7.-This mormng, everythmg bemg m readmess, we take 
ou r kind and hospitable friends and start upon our journey 
h ·i lcl rnes . No one who has not commanded an expedition 
j ki,111 where everything ahead is dim, uncertain, and unknown, 
p th d ager , can imagine the anxiety with which I start upon 
J 1rney. ot only responsible for the lives of my men, but my 
ion n<l the highest wrought expectations of my friends, and 
ill ruor highly wrought expectations of envious enemies-all 
I p nd nt on the next sixty days' good or evil fortune. To-day 
nc it. Let us see what I shall say in this journal, if I live 
n ·thing, on the day of my return here. Left the post at 2 
nil trav Hing over a very pleasant rolling country, reached camp 
·- ,,·u mile from the Fork, at a spring called the Collito. On 
• w 1m eel the spring called Amarillo, seven miles from the 
'l Ii · w t r was the coldest I have ever tasted where no artificial 
r r rt d to. 
ur l!DP to-night the grass is not good) though wood is plenty-
ml pin. 
t i .-Rai ed camp et 5 and travelled until 9 ; country 
' r11l h avily timbered nearly all the way with pine. Road 
, but w ter not to be fournl. Grass very good in many places. 
I l to r ' t the men on the Puerco (the fifth ri"'er we have seen 
n Ill ,) but found no water in th~ river. We remained at the 
0 hour : when we took up our march for this place. Course 
nhl. ' t r af south~rly. We fo~mq. two steep but not h~gh 
r r2ncl ~h1 evenrng, but nothmg to mHke double teammg 
• • 1 ~ 1~1 ' timber everywhere-cedar and pine. The road has in, iwi1_n the spring near the fort, almost entirely through • 11 0 and t ·d i •h 'l'I .. one s1 es, and on the left hand very abrupt 
• • 
1
' attnt10n of water has worn them in many places into 
Urton d f · 
rni , } .n a.ntast1c shapes. Thorburn took a sketch of one 
rin 11 >,{ 1th reselT!bled, on a gigantic scale, an Italian road-
I • • ay our Journey has been twenty-six miles-course 
~np · f. at the Posos, (wells,) a grassy vega of about one 
10 l i tr! acres, whe~e the water and grass are good and 
rr n cedar and pme. 
nd I have passed the evening in anxiously examining 
r ' note f A b 0 u rey, who passed somewhere near where 
38 
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?Ur trail will go. We have tried bar . . 
1m1)erfect maps of the wilderness but t ~h reconcile it wi h 
we hall profit nothing by them.' 0 are so vagu l 
August 29.-Arrived at Zuni an old I a· 
t ·t · b ·1 ' n Ian P bl pee ; 1 is Ul t on a gentle eminence i th . ue o c,f ir' 
fiv miles wide, through which the dry \ed \f:ddle o!_a v II. 
ayproached, cornfields of very considerable ext he Zunt la: . 
ide ' a_nd a~parently surrounded the town ;~isspreacl ou 
populat10n of about two thousand souls. th · h place 
all h:31ve doors on the ground floor, are 'asceend~~sbs, 1:lcf~~u h 
roof 1 more used than any other part Here all thy k' r •. 
th .d} h • d · • e COO lD I 
e 1 oms spent, an 1s the place used for sl · · 
l h ~ .1 h 1. eepm 10 a. 1 ~u e or 1am1 y as u. 1ttle garden, rarely over thirty i t 
wlnch 1 urrounded by a wall of mud. Inside of th · d 
1 t 1 . 1 · h e, ' n l) . y cncnc mg t e town, are the corals for sheep asse and b 
w~1 ch are ~I:ways_ driven_ up a~ night. We saw h~re m~ny 1 · 
with very fair skms, white hair, and blue eyes. The Indian r · 
O'f at deal of wheat, of a very _fine quality, double-h I !It. 
expert at carryrng things on their head, th 
outhern negr~es. I saw one ascend to the second story of 
b~ a ladder, ":1th . an ~arthen jar containing a full bucket 
without touchmg it with her hands. It was quite amu in 
men knitting stockings. Imagine Hiawatha at such undigni fi 
The old Jesuit church is in ruins; but a picture over th l 
tracted our attention from the beauty of four small medallion J i 
in each corner, which were very beautifully done. Aft r mu 
bing off the mud and dust we made out that it was paint d by i 
omebody in 1701. White intercourse (traders) with th I 
eem to have destroyed with them all the respect they h~ I 
Catholic religion, without giving them any ~n return_. J'.1k . 
dians who have a fixed abode, they are qmet and mo~ n 1 
knowledge of this fact induced me to endeavor to establt h_ lb 
sy tern of old missions in California ; but the gov~rnmen t di I 
preciate the fact as I did, and it has not been earned ?ut .. ' 
here a few indifferent peaches) the only effect of wluch ~ 1 
us back, in fancy, to home at this season. The melon al 0 
poor, almost unfit to eat. . 
For an account of these people, as they were centuri~ a~? 
nado ' s expedition. For more modern accounts, Whipp 
every purpose, and is very interesting. Salt, of the f O • q 
found near here by the Indiansin the greatest abun a~c · 
no wood nearer the town than five miles. After leavwa · 
. · · 1 h e The r mornrng we had no water until our ar.nva er · . h' fi. 
·1 tt' g wit ID and the wood on the road abundant, unt1 ge 1D 
the place. 
Distance made to-day nineteen miles. . a trn 
Aitgust 30.-We spent the morning in arrangrnf ntil 
Indians for corn. The men were all day an u 
shelling it. , 1 k anil r August 31-Camp No. 1.-Got off at 11 ? c oc 1 trv. 
6 in the evening very pleasantly over a rollrng coun · 
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h be ,0 so little rain that there was no water at the usual 
1 t .0 of which we passed. The grass was everywhere of n'. "1mt the drought had shrivelled it until but little re-
u ~) ~n all gramma .. At 6 w_e _encamped ~n good grass, but 
· t r The high rollmg prame, over which we have trav-
-<l ~~-, ]; good wood, cedar and pine, and plenty of it every-
. ,bu I- Camp No. 2.-Up at 4 and off at 5 o'c_l~ck .. We 
II four miles over a level table-land, where the prame dipped 
I· for a distance of three hundred feet_; only about fifty yards 
p, nod this our wagons descen~ed w1th?ut any trouble what-
thcr than locking. The perpendicular height of the table-land, 
th ler 1 of the valley, was about three hundred feet. The val-
i which we descended was probably five or six miles in width, 
unded by low hills. Crossing this diagonally, and keeping 
l ground and westerly direction, we passed over undulating 
n I nd covered with grass for twelve miles, when we arrived at 
' \\ •11. 
i i d cidedly the most wonderful place of the kind we have yet 
ith . The traveller, following the trail on a level plain, comes 
nly the prink of a perfectly circular hole of about a quarter of 
I iu ircumference, and a hundred yards in almost perpendicular 
t. The ides of this hole slope very steeply nearly to the 
m,, here a basin of apparently very great depth, and about sixty 
in circumference, completed the picture. Around the edges of 
I ol grow rushes and a few small willows and cedars. The 
i ncrr e ble to the taste, though a little brackish, and in it are 
1 
numb r of fish. It is only accessible by one trail, which fol-
h n a.rly precipitous sides, winding gradually down. Imme-
l • ironntl the well there is no other wood than greasewood, 
·I ~h r' re plenty of small cedars at a quarter of a mile distant. 
in the well three blue-winged teal, all of which I killed and 
I ( ry ftLt.... ur camels; which I packed heavily with corn at ' 
_bout 7 0 pounds each,) get alono- very well, and came into 
ttu _morning a short distance behind the wagons. We saw 
1 
rrun' a. ~ne band of antelopes. Left Jacob's Well at 
· m_.. and following a westerly course over a rolling prairie, ' / itt thde finest gramma grass, arrived at Navajo spring, 
n Oll? good grass and water. Since leavrng Zuni we 1i time · d' · · i t' s, m 1stmctly, Whipple' s trail and have travelled ~ . ion mo t of the time. This evening ~e struck it just be-
1!10 ' · We have made this evening nearly seven miles 
r one day's · · ' r I t J?urney, nmeteen miles. 
1 th:
nd
. bear;ng nearly east, our guide, a Pueblo Indian, 
. rv c r~ms O an ancient Indian town, which he described 
I• ·L, urwu _; but as it was dark when we encamped I did 
· nom th1 I · ' I tr ~ P ace it must be about six miles distant. The 
11 r. ;~o:i? g near it wo,ul~ be a good guide for any fu-
' ithin a 1.81 camp ~here 1s no other than greasewood 
, 0, m~/ cedar 1s abundant. Soil, a sandy loam. ~- ornp .m 3 th Puer 0 • .-Got up at 4½ a. m., off at 6, and at 8 
co, but found no water. A little further on, say 
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encamped here for breakfast, the grass being good and· 
· t Our course tJ-day has been southwest by south. 
ct .. 0 · at 12 and crossing a low ridge, entered the broad 
h ( -I,!co At this point, the valley is about five miles in 
n\ 1b uncled by low hills on either side. Three or four miles 
· th Xara we crossed two sandy beds of streams empty-
\'lll ' . . h I eco ; but which, I presume, carry no water, exceptrng m-
l her. 'd bl d" . p ned the valley we could see at a cons1 era e 1stance its . 
-~ID ·tion with that of the Little Colorad~. Trayelling down ~ n the left rising beyond the low hills which bound the 
th ingle peak of a ~ountain, sugar_ loaf in shape, a?d ~ook-
1 i • in the di tance. It 1s the most promment landmark rn sight. 
h outhwe t are two conical buttes, which are near the Little 
r I . The soil this evening has been of the same character a& 
pr viou ly noticed-light, sandy loam. There is no wood on the 
ml but now and then a cotton-wood on the banks of the river. 
round i trewn with pieces of petrified wood, and very pretty 
r c n tantly found. 
· ather i still unsettled, and tbe chances are in favor of our 
· , nn ther night in the rain, with wet blankets to begin with. 
· v ry l, and more like our November in the latitude of Vir-
. tlurn ~ ptember. Our course to-day has been a little south of 
nil th di tance made, fourteen miles. Grass good, and water 
j 111. 
, b r 4-Camp No. 5.-\Ve were off this morning at 6 a. m. 
I ullin ' wa very heavy, owing to the rain of yesterday and last 
. • rly all night it rained on us, and sometimes heavily; but 
r, tr1' broke bright and clear. 
r r. acl. w . made this morning down the banks of the Pecos, 
tt Jtrnctwn with the Little Colorado. About three miles from 
mp w came to a shallow lake, near the river, where it seemed 
•h th w_c ter might be permanent. The soil is still the same, 1 l ifly m1x~d, though clay predominates. Sprinkled over it we 
m ny h utiful stones of various hues and colors some of which 
r. ·r •cl. in~ing the road bad, from the soft character of the-
ro . cl the nver for better travelling; but soon after recrossed 
. I l~t f andstnne rock comes down to the banks and quite f1'~ ti. n of the two rivers. The Pecos, where we 'crossed it, 
T L . rnches of water in depth, and about twenty feet in 
llrnin the angle of the point of rocks, we came in sicrht of 
n- v 1 cl tree of the Rio Colorado, at a distance of three o~ four· n . 
rh· ·r c n . f 
r , rn 1 m rom the southeast. It was a discolored and 
r n '. l me one hundred yards or so from bank to bank · but. 
11 ~. ofl~r t~an a_s many fee_t, and not over a foot in d~~t~. 
;0 
1 nver 1s three miles across, and grass plentiful 
f t 11 a on the hills, which are quite low. There is 
1 '\'e cotton-wood trees in the bottom, which resembles 
~rm tt~~ of the Rio Grande. The weather this morn-
, givrng us a fine chance to dry our blankets; and 
2 
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tho men are pleased again) after cookin for 
wood, to ee the fine large trees which g ~everal day it 
W h~v travelled this morning, eight g::;/~a1uch.abund t 
br 'kfa t camp at 9 o'clock. Our course h b f mile' r i 
outhwe t. as een, for th, 
Tl1 mountain peak to the south which I t· 
hav 11 d M t WI · 1 · ' men 10ned y 
oun upp e rn honor of the a· t' · h · r b r that name. ' is mgm ed o 
Left camp a~ 2.30 and travel]ed for some distance down th . 
~ott m, t? a po~nt of rocks which came out from the bluft tow 
~tn ~ turnrng thi , we came to and crossed Leroux's fork h" 
rn fr m the north ward ; the country in that direction '1:k~c 
an open. 0 10 
The tr a~ wa~ quite shapow, not over a half foot in tlep 
b ut fift ~n m width. A few cottonwoods lined its bank anti 
t mark its course. Proceeding onward in the river bottor 
fin lin~ the road heavy with mud, wa took a course due w 
a cendrng a long slope, came suddenly to its termination from 
w njoyed a magnificent view. The whole river f~r mil 
pread out before us ; and far in the distance, over the r 11 
the cotton~ood trees, San Francisco mountain, rising appar ntl. 
a va t plam, stood as the landmark which was to be our 01 
many days. Here we encamped for the night. The countr I 
op .n and promises a level road. Should it turn out a much 
that we have passed since leaving Zuni) we have every re _on . 
gratulate ourselves. The soil over which we have pa sed tlu 
especially that of the hills, is excellent; the grass fully att 
fact . The weather this evening is delightfully cool and cle r. 
is abundant on the river, which is quite near camp. 'V!e h 
elled a litt.le south of west to day, and made fifteen i_ml , 
the rains have completely saturated the ground, and rn m 0• 
we have found the road heavy with mud. . 
September 5-0amp No. 6.-The promise which_la t r ni1 out of fair weather has not been fulfilled. It ramed h_or 
sun et and at intervals d~ring the night.. We were off f11 1 a little after 5. The trail was heavy with mu~ from \ 1c 
0 davs' rain and yet although it made our travellmg unp d 1 ~ ' ' d h ·1 lo pleased to see that the wheels of our heavy an eavi Y I h cut in but very little, and most of the time, not more t 1 0 
up the fellies. f tl at I 
Since we struck the river I have obse:ved ~on~ 0 nd\h r 
so characteristic of all the streams of thui regrn_n , a h .1 th I 
river bottom seems of a decidedly better quality!; ; e b t 
which bound the view are everywhere covered wit tie 
grass. . . nd th to 
The soil of the bottom is light cla:r: unmixed1, ad pebbl clay ofa firmer nature, and mixed with grave an 
which are very pretty. Franci 
The view is unchanged since }'.'esterday, San Iodd d t 
looking no nearer for the many miles we have P 
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•n, roped for breakfast near a little fork of th~ river which 
hi from the north. . 
. th r i cool and cloudy and thre~tens more ram. Woo_d 
11 0 
the river, but none on the hills. We travelled this 
i , neurl , five miles on a course about north northwest, and cut 
rroyo to admit the passage of our wagons. We left our 
imp at noon _and travelled until 5, crossing over many 
Ir inincr to the river. 
r d wa perfectly lev~l, with the exception of the gullies, ~hich 
r. d down without difficulty. At 4 we passed the rums of 
0 • ot Indian pueblo. It seemed very old an~ was scarcely to be 
. c pt by the broken pieces of pottery which were scattered 
h round. It is a constant source of wonder to us, to see, by 
j l 11 cc, the number of these ruins afford, the dense population 
untr · ha once sustained. Scarcely a mile but has its m0und 
rth nnd bits of broken pottery ware to mark what was once the 
11 r ce whose very name has passed away. In those examined 
11 in, wo found parts of baked earthen pipes, evidently for the pur-
crn<lucting water, and much of the pottery was prettily figured. 
it of all the e places show some eye for beauty of scenery, too; 
1 Lil re placed on gentle eminences overlooking the river and 
• , nn not on steep mesas, like those of modern times, and which 
bnilt un er the influence of fear, after those Bedouins of America, 
I l , had commenced their ravages over this part of the world. 
m !even miles this evening, making for our day's journey 
n I! ile, on a course little north of west. 
il h been clay, with a little sand ; weather pleasant and 
d, wntn, and grass abundant. We passed this evening a 
Incli n trail going to the north. It seemed about a week old, 
uppo. it to be of the Ganoteros, with whom we have been 
r tlt WM, 
.'"' r fi-C~mp No. 7.-Up at 4 and off at 5 a. m. 
r 10111 on u from ~unset until morning; and in consequence of 
. '.ouncl the pullmg through the river bottoms unusually heavy 
, 1 111011 to ur animals. Our trail was over a perfect level, but 
• in lmcl r ntlercd the stiff clay soil of the consistency of tar, so 
1 1;ck to th wheels .in large pieces, and to the feet of the mules 
ll · Atld to this the fact that the road was unbroken, there 
v ·n a trail over it, and one may imagine how difficult a job tk .n.go r:s along. Nevertheless, the soil was not at all 
• , t 1 with heavy wagons we did not once stall. Passed this 10 noth r lar I d" ·1 · 
k . ge n 1an tra1 gomg to the northward and cross-r' at right angles. 
h r hi · · b · h mormng 1s ng t and clear, but not hot. 
m11
1 cl for breakfast near the river where the grass is excel-
oc abundant. ' 
n little · d f f' 1 in a vance o us, we see the tops of the cotton-
r t\ton-wood fork, a tributary of the Colorado Chiquito, 
m 1
1e north. Our course this morning has been nearly 
rn '1 are o quiet and give so little trouble that some-t iey are with us. Certainly there nev~r was any-
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mil but, if it does not rain again to-night, shall make up for 
1 rr w. U 4 d t t d t 6 b t 
11 
b ,. 7-0amp No. 8.-. p at , an s ar e a a: m.; u 
) .• rr talled in the nver, at the mouth of the little creek I I \ 1ll 1 11 th 1 d. 
. l ·c terday it became necessary to ta,rn out a e oa mg. 
I 0'1 ' • h 'I d 
. In 'd u until 9, when, after commg t ree mLes, we encampe 
\' 1 fi~; .t. en indications of the greatest abundance of game for the th; 'day. Elk, antelope, and deer, besides beaver and coyotes 
1 r number . We leav~ the river here and take across some low I II nccount of a bend 1t makes to t~e northward, and are glad 
111 the hills again, where the road will he less monotonous than 
11,t river bottornB. Wood, water, and grass good, and the 
h ·r w rm and clear. 
I 11 i ht we had no rain, though its want was nearly supplied by 
h nvi t clew I ernr saw, and which penetrated our blankets 
r u••h ly. To-t~rn ~ort~, yesterday and to-?ay, w~ hav~ ?ad the 
I f bbit hills rn view. They seem comcal porn ts, nsmg to a 
i cro.ble height above the general leve] of the low hills and plains 
l th£:m. 
\ I ft camp at noon, and following a stretch of country as level 
bi lliard table, crossed, after coming five miles, a slight elevation, 
hich we came into a broad, level and beautiful valley, stretching 
r n the eye could reach to the westward and south ward. In 
· nll y, the hills of which on both sides are gentle slopes rather 
hill , we found a small stream of running water, but very narrow, 
ly ov r a foot in width. Passing this, we came to a mesa or 
·lnnd, the a cent to which occasioned some delay, as it was neces-
lo c11~ <lown the hill before our wagons could go up. Once on 
1mrn1t, the travelling was again level, until after crossing it, 
w am~ to the abrupt descent of its other side. Here we 
mp ·d, havmg made ten miles, and for our day's journey over 
· 'fh gra s throughout the day has been most abundant, and 
' n tan.tly exclaimed) "What a stock country!" I have 
n anyth.mg like it; and I predict for this part of New Mexico 
r,1: pulat~on, and a more promising one than any she can now l ,, 
· l h Indians once removed, or kept in check by military posts, 
~intry. wo~1l~ b~ immediately settled with a large popula-
• h river 1 rn sight on our left well wooded with cottonwood· 
' ' r a one can see, a level country extends to the southward 
h~ I rd ,.co~eredwith_ gramma and bunch gra~s. Across the 
?h1t lulls look picturesque but rugged as mdeed does all 
ntry 
1
rn that direction. ' ' ' ' 
l l tl . . i ,h . { 118 evenrng has been bright, cool, and pleasant, and 
Ii \ 1 c oudles . To-day the soil of the bottoms has been clay, ~ ~I and; on the ~esas i~ is clay and gravel. !or short 
• 11 ydwe have had it of a light character, almost like ashes. 
1t tn!~ on t.he tor of the mesa to-night, without water, 
i 0 {. our ammals Just before ascending it. On the mesas ) 'ra wood. ln the river bottom, to our right, wood 
ur oen 1 .__ 
era course to-day has been north west. We have 
• 
16 
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•en leer anLl elk, and the fresh track 
ov_ r the_ valley. The valley here inclu/ ofbthern _arc innu 
nnle wide. ' mg oth side , i 
Septemb~r 8-0arnp 9.-Vp at 4 and off 
cendmg the mesa on which ~e e at 5.30 a. m. 
the lev 1 valley in a few' hundred yard nca:ped la t nicrh , 
ha b en over a succession of level valf~y~n d ?~~ c3~r e from 
g 1tl1 ~tge of very easy g~ades, generally ai:e~e s:ei f n h 
o em were filled with fine O'rass with th . 
place ' called bv the Mexicans plaoyas ' Th e excl phoo 
,fi tl fl d. • ese are a w•i . pe1 ec y , at an smooth, and for_ the most part hard anci fir 
. !t . o ~lock we f~und · wat~r m two pools, directly on o ; 
lm due t10n, and without gorng out of our way to eek i 
d ubtless there are others of the same character 
_hortly after Ieaving the water, we came, by an inclined 1) · an 1mmen e plam or mesa, which seemed to extend over · 
twenty miles. The ~oil was firm clay, well packed with err 
~h wl_rnle c?vered with a luxuriant crop of gramma ara . Tr 
m a direct lme across this, in a direction nearlv northwe t bu 
t~ the westward, we came in sight of the river, but at a COIi' 
ch taoce. The grass was so tempting that I determined to 
f r br akfast. 
On these lands, lying at a distance from both river and, 
there i no timber, so that the traveller must cook with 11r 
bu he. 
ur trail has led to the west and north for the la t da • or 
for no other reason than that a canon, known as aiion I: 
mere chasm in the plain-prevented the passage of wa110~ 1 
we t direction. But for this we should now be thirty mil 
on our journey. It is described by my guide ~s bein:r_ . r • 
plain of about a hundred yardJ across, and with ~recrp1to 
white rock. This singular chasm extends for thuty r r 
nearly north and south, which obliges us to go greatly ou . 
rection in order to pass its mouth. This is the more annopo 
country directly across it presents to the eye almo tan ~n in 
plain rising very gradually to the base of San Franct co 
and ; long spur of the Mog.ollon range, which com_e. ~utl' 
mountain just mentioned. The weather this mormn 111 1 
the early part of June ii 
We arrived at camp at 9 having made nearly ten r 
. ' Tl _. · g on our course a little west of northwest. 11s mornrn , 
· · n r breakfast camp one of our party came near s1ttrn ° 
but fortunately' it was discovered in time by a me,/in 
0 
spatched it with a wagon whip. It was of t~e cla f~h 1 
rattlesnake, and, although of small size, said to be 
mous character. th 01 
vVe left camp at 1, and soon after descended from ·o 
river bottom. The descent was by a gr~dual lo~e. 0 
the river, we have never been over five J:?iles ~rom 1ur ii 
it al ways easy, so that should others, follow;pfo th ri~b 
water where we did, they have only to turn ° 
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T Velling down the river bottom, which is here a wide r r · ·1 f th · 
· 1 tl ide we came rn ten m1 es rom e prev10us camp, 
n 1~ \ra t:,d, to the r'nouth of the Canon_ Diablo, where we-I 'l1hi point is well marked by four little red sandstone 
1· · h ri e from the meadow near its mouth, and cannot be 
uc, tli y are of peculiar form and isolated in position. They 
'
11 a · · h W · · S 
11 thirty or forty feet rn he1g t. e are n?w ga1?mg on an 
• 11 untain which looks down upon us this evenmg, and to-
• 
1
• ~- cro to ~ncamp near its b':tse. To-day the soil of the table-
r h b en the ame as that of yesterday. That of the bottom is 
oil cl y mixed. 
h nther this mornin~ is cool and pleasant, and,. though clear 
. . , e howers fallrng ahead, and hear the distant roll of 
Ir. · h · d 1 
• rri\' cl at camp this evenrng at 5.30 p. m., avmg ma e uear y 
nty mile. to-day with our teams. This, over an unbroken road, 
rnment unnecessary. Our course has been about west north-
. In ye terday's notes I neglected to mention that up the steep 
cended , and where it was necessary to double teams, the 
] \' ck d their heavy loads without the least apparent rlifficulty, 
it 1out a top, some of them having nearly a thousand pounds, 
iu, the cumbersome and heavy saddle. Water, wood and grass 
I nt. 
utb ,· 9-0amp 10.-Left camp this morning at 5.30, and came 
mil . We then encamped for breakfast, as our guide knew 
in, of the country in the direction I desired to go, and it was 
r prndent to give the animals water before we started on the 
I. It wn. nece sary to rest the animals a little, and allow the 
l 1n to m ke them thirsty, so that they would drink well before 
if f' r mule , unless very thirsty, will not drink early in the 
111 '· fter breakfast the animals were all sent back to the river, 
• I l.:J a. m. we started on a course west by south. After as-
tn ' rom the Cailon Diablo, we came to a plain of vast extent, 
Y hounded by an Francisco mountain ahead, and more distant 
h nthward. To the north nothing obstructed the view. 
I 'r plain eemed to ascend by a gradual slope to the westward 
1 m th_ ba e of the great mountain of San Francisco. As we 
11 ·l v r. it, we found it occasionally breaking into gentle valleys 
m II rnv1~e , but all easy and rolling, and between them level 
11•· 
1 n. ive ~able-land ; the whole covered thickly, as far as the 
r nch,. with ~he richest crop of the most luxuriant gramma. 
· ~ h ,· ntire pla11;1- is covered with stones and loose pebbles, and 
hi I ith ·m~ll pieces of lava, and occasionally masses of it in h ;1 °~etimes re:tch the altitude of fifteen or twenty feet . 
. r 1 view, the rich green grass, the distant mountains and 
tn camp wa h 1 ' Ir gons, s eep, 1orses, and camels, made up a beauti-
.lin t; ~ sent off three of my men-Stacey, Porter, and 
• _of di tant trees, which seemed to promise water and ir ·t1 n lf . , 
I • myse with camp. At 4 we came to the banks of 
• n 1n h' h r m h w IC we found abundance of wood and water. 
e number of Indians who had evidently made this / 
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place _a resort, I should think water mi ht b 
The sides are very preeipitous where we gfi J f~nnd her I 
around to the rie-ht of the trail wh· h oun t e water rd 
h . v ' ic we went do I . cave, w 1ch had lately been used by Ind· wn, d1 
h . h h " ians as a cbamb on w 1c t ey had made their beds was still ther er. T 
wood not yet consumed The chamber is t e, a w II 
It would probably shelter twenty-five men qnua1_tural ~nd w II 
W d · e com1ortabl e came to- ay, m all, fifteen miles on a c · · 
d d h , , our e w t b an encampe ere at 4 o clock The weathe th· ·. · l d · . . r 1s evenm11 • 
coo , . an we. can see showers fall mg m the mountain ah d 
nothrng bas 1m p~ded our progress but the grass and th' t ·1· 
by one large e1;mgrant train, will make as firm' and fi;e a\1 t r 1 as could be desired. 
The creek on which we are encamped is fringed with bl ck 
of r m~rkably close texture, and many of them of con id r 
There 1s also gumpum weed in abundance. 
September 10-Oamp 11.-Up at 4 and off at 5. Foll · 
up the creek we came to a curious sort of fortification or r j 
hou es.. One was of sixteen feet square, and containi'ng bu • 
room; m another were three rooms, or what had been uch. 
were of stone, but no lime had been used. ~11 the joint w r 
larly broken, and the sides, which were over three feet in thic 
were perfectly straight. Only about three or four feet in I i 
mained; the rest had fallen, and lay in fragments at the b: . 
The morning was cool and fresh, and the night had been qui 
As the sun rose the temperature became delightful, and h r 
~o all day. Following the still ascending plain, we appr 
mountains, and, crossing a ridge, we came to a table-land r 
the view was truly beautiful. Ahead to westward,. the whol 
was broken into gentle hills and valleys, covered w~th ah 11 Y 
of noble fine trees, except here and there a mounta1~ meado • 
green grass, while to the eastward lay the great plam over 
had so recently passed. 
In one of the pleasant mountain valleys we encamped for hr 
but unfortunately it bore no water. rrhorburn and I ro 
' ' ·1 from to explore, and found fine, clea: water, a?out a mi .0 rr 
very rnu~h such a place as w~ d1scov~red 1t ~ast cvenin · «i l , 
'l1he s01l to-day has been of clay mixed with decomp · . 
h d thi moron grass everywhere abundant. We ave 1:°a e b eakfi t 
miles ; our course west, ½ south. We arrived at r t 1 1 10.30. Game has been seen to-day in abundance-a~ e up 1 
This morning we left breakfast camp, and follow~n rr h 1 
valley in which we were encamped, turned, a~te\ g~~e . r 
the base of a hill on our left and came around it O d to 
discovered this morning, which, on examinati?n, prov{ whi h 
canon on which we had encamped last evemng, anc 
-0ne of Whipple's camps iu 1853. . ive and Ii · 
Oosriurio caves.-These caves are qmt~ exte~\h; e w JI 
d_ifferent apartments by walls. _I am quite ~ur who at pr . 
s10ns are not the work of the miserable India~ and in 1 
sionally make use of them, and who are too azy 
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r a domestic privacy to make any separate. apartments. 
• t Jrobably, this was the work of the race which made ~he 
m Int which are scattered everywhere on the surroundmg 
r 11me ' ·b 1 d·.fr . b t 
• t ·01v it is not of the present tn es, a peop e 1uermg u 
t rth
1
e r'oot diggers of the great desert and Pah-utes. 
,r m h. · · t b i.' h d 
0 
the e cort went off t 1s I?ormng JUS e1ore we reac e 
t c mp and did not come m before we left. A party was 
t 110 hi~ but were unsuccessful; therefore I shall camp here \in lt}~ough it was my intention to go twelve miles fur-
in 
1
orde~ that, by building fires and making_ signals, he may haye 
0 of being found; but I hardly expect, m fact, I fear he will 
t l lo . 
Ji \'e made in all to-day nearly fourteen miles on nearly a west 
· ·\' nin11 is chilly, making camp fires quite pleasant. 
further examination of the creek I found water in abundance, 
rec nd below where we struck it this morning, and I think 
lik ly it may be found here at all times. Wood and grass 
ll. 
r ro d thi evening lay through a pine forest. A tree I mea-· 
cl ar pine, and seemingly solid as possible, was five feet in 
I r. 
oil i. the ame as this morning, clay covered with decomposed 
\ · rrived at camp at 3 o'clock, leaving our former one at· 
• 11 \' !1ad an overhauling of the camels this evening; find their 
ll 11010 11 w_ell, and the animals improving in :flesh. The rocks 
~ l ov r which we have passed, sharp as it is, have so far had 
h lev r npon their feet. 
,,/, !' 11-Gamp 12.-Up and off at 5.30 a. m. 
1l1lter who was missing yesterday has not appeared, although 
fir w re kept up all night. It seems hard to determine whether 
r ·il <H' went off in a fit of mental aberration. To track him 
r ·k would be impossible, and the attempt a useless waste 
iu' our ~a t night's camp, where we had a cold night, and a 
! tnd ice on the edges of me:;s kettles which were left with 1 
r I T,1, we fol~owed u.p the valley until balf a mile brought us hr ;
1
1 
1 ' · h~~mg which, we came to a glorious forest of lofty 
ully 11 
1t 1~ we have travelled ten miles. The country was 
r n nc _l!~~tihg, ~nd alt]10ugh we generally associate the idea 
l . "
1 t e pme reg10ns, it was not so in this instance · 
•Jnr, C d . h ' I, . ·t d _vere. wit the finest grass, and beautiful broad 
Ott;ct~;bmg m. every direction. The forest was perfectly 
. erecl with brush wood, so that the travelling was 
h l l 
I] rn. n 8 of stone to-day, and the soil seems all of rich 
y 
i n tracks h b 
. \\ came ave. een seen, probably made last night or J 
·n tnile Oto this b_reakfast camp at 10 o'clock, having D · ur camp 1s now at the base of San Francisco 
· oc. 124-4 
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mountain, which looks down frownin u 
at this place. Our course this mor~n po~ us. We fi u 
west. A shower or two fell on us tbi's mg a_s been a li I 
L · b k ornmg eavrng rea fast camp at 1 we travell d . . 
country o_f open forest and mou~tain valle e r_a_r1dly ~· r 
exclamat10ns of delight and surprise from Y, whwh co:itiu II. 
E th t · · d . . every memb ,r ven e s 01c1sm an rndrfference to beaut f 0 
· t· f th 1 1 · . Y O scenen· 0 1s ic o e ower c ass of Spamsh populat· J c 
d . 10n Wa8 move l passe successive vales and glades filled w1'th d t 
t l d . , ver an r ~ our mu es, otted with flowers, and the edges skirt d b .• 
~mes, they ?onstantly gave vent to their delight in fi , ) 
t10ns of praise. en n 
~.fter going a fe~ miles, we found it necessary to a. c u I 
whic~ was ~ough with stones on the sides, and with fiat r 
Crossrn~ this, we descended into a pretty valley, where w fo n 
holes of wate: ; but, these not being sufficient, I ent 0 
explore, a1;1d m a quarter of an hour we heard hi two hot 
was the signal. agreed ~1pon_, announcing the di cov ry r 
water. Followrng the duect10n, we crossed a low hill and 
water risi~g from a marshy place, and running, or r~ther r' 
through high grass, down a short canon not over a hundr · I r 
length or more than fifty in width. 'rhe sides of thi ca11on r 
ten feet high, and of solid rock, and should this become n11 1 i 
trail, by throwing a dam across the lower end, water ufficie 
thousand head of cattle may easily be obtained. The expcn 
would be but trifling, as the material is all at hand, with,in 
steps. 
The soil this evening has been rocky on the hills, and cla} 
loam in the meadows. We made ten miles this evenin , on 
nearly west. San Francisco spring we found nearly dry. . 
Our camp is under San Francisco mountain, which. r ur 1 
far above us into the region of eternal snow. On~ of it. }1 r 
is now covered with snow, looking at that great ~1 tanc• lik 
eloud, and is doubtless at all times so. The pea~ 1 barer 
vegetation ceases far below it, but frol!l the point wh •r 1.l 
pine can grow to its base, it is clothed with a noble for t O J 1 
To-dav we saw bmddes other game, such as bear, deer, 0 • 
some pa;tridges ;,esembling in plumage and habit our O n11 home. They are the first of this species we have e ~1 • 
having been of the blue and gray varieLy of New M ' 1 f 1 
sio-ht of these familiar birds aroused a momentary pan1" 
0 
o- d e • II 
ness, such as I have not felt for many a~s. ~~ ·e<l- ii 
were killed to-day very large and beaut:fully fou tl 
with a rich brown down the back. Scoutmg close to 1 0 
discovered a singular tree. The bark had all Jh:bap~lt ru i 
Oak while the limbs where cedar. I calle e k " ti 
' · f tl e bar Williams to it, who has preserved a piece .0 1 1 brilli 0 
of the foliage. Our camp is cheerful to-mg ht, anc <l 0 
merous fires. The night being cool, the mule ~01:{ nd h 
have built various fires around the spaces guar e 
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fire O'ive a very pretty effect, especially as each h me. , o . ·t lozen }ocrs of the fattest p1
4
ne upon 1 • 
1 r 12- Camp 13.-Up at a. m. 
1 l t~ 1 of the country ahead I sent off Thorburn and five ) t ro/water. We unfort1matel_Y have no guide_, the wretch 
1 t the urO"ent request and advice of every one m Albuquer-1 '.l ta normou~ wages, being the most ignorant and irresolute 
tX ant. f d k" d l · 
· bl' 11e u to do the double duty o roa ma mg an exp ormg, 
i ,~ery arduous, besides adding infinitely to my anxiety and 
ibilitr. h . h' . \' f t nicrht was so heavy t at on turmng out t 1s mornrng 
r thou ht it had rained durinf the nig~t; o~ i~quiry, however, 
I j h d been perfectly clear. rhe morn mg air 1s keen ; but the 
i ht ancl clear. Thorburn got back at 10, repoting plenty 
r he and a good road, so that we shall start immediately. 
in ur la t night's camp, which I called Stacey's spring, after 
my p rty, and travelling west by south seven miles, over a 
r • of th ame character as that of yesterday, we came to the 
i ul va.1lcy of Leroux' s spring, in which I encamped to water and 
the nimal for two hours and a half. The road to the spring, 
nr I t camp, is rough with loose stones of volcanic origin for 
h • ay; but the grass as luxuriant throughout as elsewhere. 
imbcr till retains its large size and abundant quantity. I 
1r l t -day a pine nineteen feet in circumference and of very 
h i ,tit. 
I 
I pring is one of transparent sparkling water, and bursts out 
iii of the mountain and runs gurgling down for a quarter of 
• l, h re it loses itself in the valley. To reach it we found it 
ry_ turn from the course we were steering, and go up 
. ht I mountain glen from which it :flows into the valley . 
. ii, thou h tony on the hills, like that of yesterday, is a rich 
in the v lley . The day is bright, clear, and warm. 
l ·f our last night's camp at 11 and arrived at Leroux's 
2. We left Leroux' s at 4 add a half p. m. and en-
7. 9ur road for the evening lay entirely through a 
r r .t f pme, and was rough with loose stones. The grass, 
'ir a good as usual and very abundant. The road was 
l h .10 " or rather undulating country, and excepting for stones 
' n excellent. 
r rnp,. which is in the midst of the forest, and five miles from 
prm , w~ soon as brilliant as day with the fires of the rich 
· t a.mma1~ having drank heartily, did not feel the want 
ro,: it , havmg brought some with us, found no incon-
> 1' 0 
r io fr~ amp 1~.-Up at 4, and off at 5.30 a. m. 
i hi 1 t dtt. prne forest, we came upon a rolling country r hich ! 1~1~, and ~reaking into fine meadow lands, the 
r w kere frmged with a heavy growth of pine and, occa-
oa groves 
to the north f M. · . 
o ount S1tgreaves, and between 1t and Mount 
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Kendrick, over a beautiful country though · 
upon two fine springs, which issu; from thoccasrohnally n 
mountain. The first one I called Porte/ nor~ ide ;•1nl!"rfll'"·""' 
party' and the second Breckenrid O'e afte.r asn stphrmg, at 
Th th th. . o , o er e wea er is mormng was quite cold and 1 t . 
frost covered the ground. We have made th? . m 
. IS morninrr 
on a course west eight deO'rees north and a · d h 
W t . l o ' rn ve er a er !s very .P enty and permanent. Game ha been . 
bers this mormng-antelope and deer O 1 
The. cou?try. seems to open hands~mely to the north . in 
t~at ~1rect10n. it_ s~e~s a great plain. To the southw rd llill 
hams ~ountam 1_s rn sight about twenty-fivemilesdistant. , i 
m?untam about six, due south, and Kendrick's north of ea t · 
~1les. To the west the country loo½s easy,_ with valley. and· 
~ills, such as ~e. have traversed this mornmg. The soil thi 
mg has been s1m1lar t~ that of several days past-clay and I 
the valleys, and stony m the mesas and hills. Gras i v r 
good. The :tppearance of this place is, in the highe t n , .1 
The fine sprrng attracts ~umerous antelopes, which a.pp r 
pear as they glance rapidly through the fine open fore t i h 
it i.s surrounded, sometimes stopping to gaze at the tran" r, 
others racing past at full speed ; and the majestic mountrlin J 
bold and grand, and black with heavy timber, at ju t n 
distance to make the scenery of the amphitheatre in which th I 
are one of the loveliest valleys we have seen. This stoppin 
has been fatal to two of the antelope, which have been kill I 
party with muskets, directly in sight of the whole camp. 
has been delightfully pleasant since 7 o'clock. 
Leaving Breckenridge spring at 2 o'clock, we pa eel or r 
ling country on a west course for some eight mile , wh ·~ 
ascent brought us to a stony mesa of level land over wh1 1 
neyed for a mile, when, on arriving at the brink, 11. ~r 
awaited us. Here the most extensive prospect lays pr s11l i 
us. Far as the eye could reach, extending t~ thew~ tw_nrd ,. d 
ward, a wide and level valley of probably thirty mile 10 1 
the vision far towards the Colorado, while to the we t nil 
view lay over a ridge to another valley, seemingly a p~rt 0\. 
of the first, and bounded by adistantrangeofblue mo_untarn 1 h 
1
, 
pose cannot be very far from the. great Colorado river. 1 0 • so grand and extensive that we sat on our horse for a 
silent admiration · I on my part only regretting th_at 
O'O in one directio~ at one time so' that it was impos rblc 
~ee all the view contained. The soil this evening ha 
than usual, and the grass, though good, is not as fine a 
heretofore had. . - 00 r At 4 we found water in great abundance in a ~ 11 f] r 
which was bordered by fine trees. It was a ~ucce ~~~l I j 
sufficient for one or two thousand head of ammal , 
out doubt, permanent wood abundant. . t dear 
Our general course to-day has been west eigh t O ri · 
we have made nineteen (19) miles. Could any amonn 
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? Nineteen miles with mules that have pulled and 
~ \ ~ily loaded wagons eighteen hundred miles ; and 
lh ~a::\ravelled easily, having encamped _at the B~eckenridge 
r con iderable time. The camels contrnue un~1sturbed by 
. hara ter of the country, and can ~ny day go_ twice as far as 
) 
0 
be ides relieving us of all anxiety on their account as to 
ter for they can eat whatever they may chance to get, or 
. r ut 0' ·thing, and drink only when the water happens to be 
1 convenient to camp. 
,b r 14-0amp 15.-Up at 4, and off at 5.30 a. m. Travel-
. mile over a rolling country in the direction of a wooded 
rly we t from camp, and around the base of which I designed 
di covered water about a mile to the right in a ravine, 
m to be a fork of that on which we slept last night. En-
. in a valley among the cedar trees which cover the country 
[ nt the animals to the water while the men prepared break-
r1 he oil to-day has been clay and coarse volcanic pebbles. The 
( r mma) very good. The temperature of the weather has un-
a very ensible change, being now quite warm althugh cloudy. 
mp d 8.30 a. m. As we advance, the country opens hand-
h westward, and I am now steering for a depression in the 
in due west. I am strongly tempted, however, to alter my 
t northwest, for to the north ward appears a boundless plain, 
ho e outhern termination our course seems to lead. From 
tion we a cended, I am almost certain a distant mountain to 
r h rd is one at or near the mouth of the river Virgen, and 
11 ntly on the other side of the river Colorado. To the south-
. tack of mountains, one of which is much higher than the 
11d1~ 1' ne , and quite pointed ; this I presume to be Picacho . 
• 11111 ha l?roved so utterly worthless, that I was obliged to 
1 t the rear yesterday, and only regret that I had not done 
( . P to this point he has only served to annoy and mislead 
1 1. much better to have no guide, than one in whom you 
. conhdcmce, especially as it generally results in your having 
1 rk for him. 
·v n[n our_ road, or rather direction to the westward, led us 
r l · tve ravme_s, all leading to the great plain lying to the 
·1 Intervemng, the ground was covered with a thick growth 
r ~l /dar trees, _a~d apparently this country extended for a 
1 u li t~nce until 1t met a rough looking range of mountains, 
· i1 P . 1 the Aztec range. 
1 h tion of these facts, and the tempting character of the 
~ nort~ and west, determined me to atter my course, and . 
I th O roid the mountains by striking out upon the open 
u Ir ore_ followed down a ravine into which the train had de-
h,1 l at night encamped near the dry bed of a considerable c I nt red - · I Ii 11 t a canon a short distance below camp. Iu the l l ~llow out this ravine, which is filled with fine 
~.j
1
F,h1_n.1 I called the valley Gramma, from the quantity r 1- c 1 1ere found. 
-Camp 16,-Up at 4, and off at 5.30 a. m. 
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Followi_ng down th~ ravine for about half a mile, to h 
entrance mto the canon, we crossed it and soon e 
boundless plain, which stretched, as far as the eye~c: r l 
north and west. Here I found the travelling excelle t tl . 
of clay and coarse gravel. The grass was not so ng' dich 11 
d d . th . b . 00 I groun was aovere . w1 1t; ut 1t was, as yet, youn1r 
In places, however, 1t was very good. 0 
The curious appearance of the country to the north in 1 
make a detour in that direction, with three of the party ('.·~1 
and Porter) and Thorburn. Travelling over an apparently 1 ,. 11 • we came suddenly to the bank of a chasm of some one hundr 
d~pth, and. the s_ame in width. D~scen<ling thi , on foot, r 
distance, I found 1t to be but the mam channel into which m n 
of the same charact.er, but smaller, emptied. · 
rrhe sides of this cafi~n., except i~ a few places, were perp n · 
rock; but the bottom, which was qmte level, was filled with fin 
Crossing this and many others} in search of a point sufficient Iv ) 
to affJrd a distant view, we spent an hour or two fruitle. ir 
turned to camp. · 
Doubtless these cafions all empty th~ great floods, which th r 
wood shows they are subject to at times, into the Colorado or I' 
Colorado at no very great distance, and I felt the grP-ate tin lin · 
to explore one to its mouth; but as we were uncertain wher , 
find water for our animals, I dared not do it. La t evenin' i 
quite a heavy shower, and we are praying for it again thi e 
'fhe day has been moderately warm, but cloudy toward n 
rain has been seen falling some leagues to the west. 
These plains are treeless, with the exception of: a very fi·w . 
cedars of small growth. We travelled this mornrng elev n rntl 
course nearly northwest, (N. 40° W.) 
Breaking up our breakfast camp we followed our ~orthw 
occasionally bearing more to the westward to avoid th nu 
small canons, all making their way to the greaJ one ,~eh ,l 1 this morning. As we ascended the slight elevat10n_ which th . 
uniform level afforded we became more and more 1mpre · d 1 
' . vast extent of the valley we were followmg. 
On our right, at a distance of probably thirty mile , a I 11 
of precipitous bluffs marked what I take to be the entr11n r 
Little Colorado into the great river of that name, and mo 1 
1 
the commencement of the great canon south of the_ e; ni , 
prominent landmark in view is a mountain of curiot! rm, · 
out of the plain and entirely isolated. The sid~s of th1h~l1 u 
. quite red abo~1t half way up, and the s~ape of th_e w. r Li 
resembles a bishop's mitre. I called thu; mountam a.ft n · 
Thorburn, of the United States navy, to who e ervicK n ri 
pedition I am greatly indebted . To the southea. tare l t 
Francisco, Sitgreaves and Bill Williams' mountam ~0• l i h 
west the peaks of Picacho, while all along to the we. ml~ n 
mesas extending into the plain. rro the north we t 1 11 t 
distant as only to present a dim blue line, and between 
only a vast plain. 
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ll'ng about eight miles, and water having been found 
r. tr_ ;e t~e eastward of us, we turned off and encamped about 
ii h 0 -0 g made ten miles, giving us twenty-one for one day's 
"w afii und the water in one of the canons already mentioned, 
• . 
8 f the large one. It was abundant in quantity and of i"nt.: t~al ity. Large pools of a hundred yard_s i!l length were 
00Je and below the _place _where we struck 1t, and the green 
crra covered the sides thickly. · Cedar wood was also abund-
~a 'lffi~ purposes on the side of the h~lls: It is worthy of. re-
th t while the grass on the_ great plam 1s young and but JUSt 
in", that near the ca~ons 1s well up and m bloom, th~ugh I 
ivc no change in the s01l to produce that effect. The soil con-
to 00 clay mixed with _the coarse flat angular gravel. . 
I houcrh it threatened ram yesterday, only a few scattermg drops 
nil the evening, though cloudy and cool, was not cold. 
the plain there is but very little growth of wood of any kind; 
in a mile or so one sees a small cedar. 
, \lbuquerq_ue, before leaving, I found a man who had once passed 
11h with Mr. Aubrey, and, thinking he might be of some use, 
111,,ycd him. Up to this time he has only jnstified my expecta-
by looking out for water, but now he becomes useful as a guide, 
ith hi as istance, I hope to get along rapidl v towards the 
r do. This evening he went off to hunt water before this, at 
· c n.re camped, was known to us, and up to this time has not 
ru cl, but I suppose he will rejoin us again to-morrow. 
~ !riber 16-0amp 17.-0ur man Leco not having yet come in, 
1 1 now noon, I begin to feel a little anxious about him, and 
II r ·m~in here until he returns, or we can find out what has be-
0 h11~ . hould he not return by night, I shall send a party in 
li of h1i:n, though I can imagine no accident that could happen 
h ~ up to all the Indian tricks, and is an old traveller in 
mountain. and p~ains. At 4 p. m. I sent out a party of three ~ look him ~p, with orders to search until to-morrow night, and 
elt!rn ; or_, 1t they should find any Indian village sooner, so as 
h e it certam he had been slain bv them to come in immediately \ . h J ' ' e mig t make up a party to surround them and take due 
nc•. 
1 
•athcr to-day cold and windy. 
1/r: 17-0~mf 17.-No news yet of Leco or the party ~ent in 
1° nm .. Frndmg being in camp tiresome, Thorburn and I 
I oruW mi~es down the creek towards its entrance into the 
I ut it m: found _water every hundred yards or so, and I am 
r tl Y be relied on as permanent The pools were large 
• 
1 m over a h d d d · · . ' 1 I pth I un re yar s m extent, and from one to three 
11 fact th am led ,to the belief in the permanence of this water 
, ntl cran:~ we found and killed here, at our camp, snipe, 
i pool . ' and that. the water extends all the way to the 
bi pl c~ thq.ually certain, otherwise the_ antelope would have 
here wh ~1h :esort for water, and abundance of sign would 
ll ro~nd ic Th not ~he case, although they abound on the 
· e Indians, too, if this were the only water, 
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would have a rancheria here, of which we should l 
The grass is equal to any we have found on the road e i1, r 
mixed with bunch grass. , ani t , 
The soil is the same as that heretofore described in thi r • 
We find the whole country to the eastward cut up · · 
!ead_ing, I suppose, to the li_ttle Colorado, which is mark;~ bv 
m sight of our camp, and 1s pr0bably some thirty mile t · 
of us. 
To-day the weather is pleasantly warm, with a brisk outh 
blowing and a few clouds. 
Leaving this camp I shall endeavor to find a road due w 
Colorado, which, although here running east and we t tak • 
hundred miles to the westward, and runs nearly north' and ou 
Towards sunset the party sent in search of the mi in ni · 
turned with him. It appears that in getting off to light n r 
mule had escaped, and knowing it to be one of the mo t valuabl in 
mulada, he had followed it all the remainder of the eveninir n 
whole of the next night, only catching it, sometime In the r 
of the next day, and then supposing camp had held the dir · 
was going when he left it, and not being aware of our findin 
here, he had kept on until overtaken by the men sent in e rch 
He had been forty-eight hours without water or food, and mu t 
less have perished had he not been found. 
September 18-Ga.mp 17.-The morning is bright, c]~ar and 
We have killed, this morning, at the water here, blue-wrng d 
other ducks, flocks of which are flying and alighting around t!1 I 
and the English snipe, the first of that species we have met wit} 
here. 
All sign1::1 indicate this as permanent water, and its -:ery rr 
dance makes the discovery a most valuable one to ~h1 road. 
may be had, however, in any quantity every five 1!31le fr_oin I 
rado Chiquito or Zuni to the river, by the expenditure ot a fi 
sand dollars by the government in building dams aero, ar . 
canons, which the rain would fill every month. A dam h 1 'd 
stance, is not probably needed; but if it were, the ston ,rn 
material is ready cut by nature, and only w~n~s the band O T 
place it in position to confine millions and m1lholl;s of ga1l~n · 
canons are from a hundred to two hundred feet rn depth 
chasm with precipitous sides ; at others only precipit_ou k \1 
and all of them show by drift wood and other unmi ta 
that they are frequently bold running streams. One can t i 
fore, how simple a matter it would be to make the d~m an r r 
a bountiful supply of water at all seasons, should thi , con · 
signs, prove not to be permanent. f th~ r 
These remarks apply equally to all other part O r j 
Zuni, and I cannot but think that money expended on n r i 
this kind would be spent to better purpose than in the 1111 
cess of artesian wells. l · 11 We leave here to-day at noon to explore this grea\ 1; 1 1 
endeavor to go as nearly west as possible to th 0t ,1 
Leaving King's creek, so called after one of my par J' 
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t'1 4 over an undulating plain, which stretched out to 
I I un d a~d westward. I should suppose this plain to be, at 
. h ,·art from eighty to one hundred miles in width. Its soil 
id lo~a; yellow clay and coarse gravel, and is without trees, 
only greasewood bushes for fuel. 
l ft that is to the south and southwest, a range of moun-ur e ' ' l'k h' l d · m to terminate in long cape- 1 e. me~as, w 1c 1 exten rnto 
1 in we are traversing. Abe.ad the ':iew 1s ~nbounded, only the 
· t, of a mountain appearmg far rn the distance. The bluffs 
r:~ve take to be the Little Colorado, and Thorburn's mountain 
t are the most prominent objects in sight. The grass at 
mp { short but green and fresh, and has been so since leaving 
, creek. The weather is clear and warm, making the uncer-
, 0 wo.ter ahead rather unpleasant. However, by travelling to-t nd part of to-morrow I hope we shall find it. 
• have made this evening twelve miles, and shall go on again at 
n and travel until midnight. , 
l~pe of the mesas on our left seem to be covered with a heavy 
h of pine timber. The nearest is about ten miles south of us. 
inir our supper camp at dark, we travelled by night, and the night 
ur ten miles across the country t0 the northwest, and so level 
th urface, that not a wagon stopped for a moment. At 10 we 
nd encamped for the night. Going ahead with two or three 
p rty, I made fires every three or four miles, as guides to the 
n , nd such was the level character of the country, that those 
i I ~ld 1;1e they could frequently see the flash of my match as I 
lil It '.ht 1t to kindle the fire. In gathering greasewood bushes 
of the fires, Thorburn picked up in his hand a rattlesnake, 
. rtu.riately the night was so cool that, I presume, the reptile was 
l ·1 h cold, so then when the fire blazed up I shot him with my 
I wh:re 'rhorburn had dropped him. 
111mn°· our march at sunrise we travelled twelve miles the 
ry ·, urning a slightly more r~lling character as we adva~ced. 
er d many broad and well-beaten Indian trails, all going to 
11~th:e t and n~rtheast, but none towards the direction we were 111 
,. Our gmdeJ however, who had been full of confidence 
ill retained his confident air and assured me there was no 
f fi d' ' / 11r. n 10g water a short distance beyond. 
. mile further, and he came back to tell that the distant 
h In, t wards which our course was directed, was not the one he 
U
s1
1
1d1~h1at he was completely lost. I ought to have killed him c it not. 
·r · thirt t ·1 F Y~ wo m1 es from water and in a country entirely un-hil ,u~fuprng at once, I despatched the two dromedaries to the 
n 
1
0:t 1' a few men on our strongest horses, I started to the 
I• n t ~l llle we travelled throuO'h some low hills and following ra1 c d o , 
rn in ~hme su denly upon a most wonderful sight. This 
hill r' e earth, or apparently a split in the very centre of a 
ti t'I r~~ the top to the bottom. 
h lea ~ ians.h~d descended, I determined to try it, so, pick-
precipitous part and scrambling down and leading 
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our horses and zigzagging, we at last reached the bot . 
sign was abunda:r:it in the caves on either side, and a traiti 1 
middle of the ravme. 
. From a~_pearances I should ju?ge they wi?tered here, aft r 
mg the pmon on the surroundmg mountam sides. Explo 
- d .c: fi · ·1 ~ · no canon upwar s 1or ve or six m1 es, we 10und 1t ran 0ut 
cended a steep hill, and, finding no water or any A.ppeara'n 
we turned our faces towards home. Arriving at camp I foun 
dromedary men had found a river (the Little Oolorad~ I pr 
ab?ut sixteen or twen~y ~iles off, but very rough to app~ ch. 
arnmals were now begmnrng to suffer very much, having b n t 
constantly at work for thirty-six hours without water; and one 
most painful sights I ever witnessed was a group of them t r li 
over a small barrel of water and trying to drink from the bun, J 
and seemingly frantic with distress and eagerness to get at it. 
camels appeared to view this proceeding with great contempt 
kept quietly browsing on the grass and bushes. Unfortun t I 
dromedary men had not gone down to the river, so that it w 
certain that water, even though existing, could be got at, for li 
rivers, in going through canons, are frequently inacce ibl , 
all things considered, it was safer to return, while the animal Ji 
strength to do so, to the water we had left, and start again, ith 
guides, for, up to this tiine, they have proved a perfect cur • t 
party. Hitching up the teams, we commenced our retre t t 11 r 
At about 3 o'clock in the morning it was found nece ary to r 
the animals out and drive them to water. 
The moment they were released they started off in a allop ( 
they well remembered the last water we had left,) which did not . 
with many of them, until they arrived at King's c:eek. I r~I 
with Thorburn, at 7 in the morning. This evernng the 1111 
will be sent back to bring on the wagons, and will probably l l 
by daylight. The weather is warm. . . 
A heavy growth of pine and cedar covered the hill m ev r 
tion, around the great canon I have mentioned, and extend d a 
we could see from the high hill we ascended. The g~ · · 
gram ma, which did not appear to have sprouted at all thi Y · r .. 
The camels were sent on in advance. and shortly after our T 
h~re, although, like the rest of us, they had been on th?: t. 
mght, they were started back with eight or ten barrel 01 1 the camp at the wagons. Six of them are worth half the rnu 
have, although we have good ones. . 1 S<;ptember 20-Camp 18.-To-day t.he wagons arrived , ~h r 
havmg been sent back for them last night. Every one loo k 
edly jaded, and all hands are glad to get back t_o Kin g' er 
and moPt of them a ~ittle_ sick of explo~ing part1e_ · cl th 
It mu ·t be borne m mmd by those rnterested !n the ro r di 
ha been only a lateral exploration and not the lme of th . d 
I am now getting ready, with fi~e or ten men, to tart JO 
t explore the country, before moving on with the camp. 
1 0 
eptembe'i· 21-Cam'Yl 18 -Left with Thorburn and t 011 . h . -r • ' f a O 
rn t e evenrng, taking with us six breakers, of :fi teen 
of water, packed on camels, for the use of the mules 8nd J]'.)eD , 
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1 on this exploration, for the convenience of packing 
me a do, rovisions the small instrument wagon. At about 
e an P ' · h 1 · · 1 ed after travellmg across t e p am, m a wester y 
. enc mmpe t~n miles where the grass was good and wood abund-
100 ° ) ·11 h ]d' h . d At daylight we were off, st1 o . mg t e same course, _m or er 
· ti northern point of the long mesas I have mentioned as 
u_rn 
18
t 1·nto the plain. Taking with me two men, I started more DID OU ' d l' b' h d h ·outhward, into the mountams, an c im 1_n~ t e steep a1;1 
f ide of the mesas we found ourselves, on_ gammg the summ~t, 
• u1·00 of rough hicrh table land covered with lava rock, but still 8 re O h · b b d · d plea ing to the eye, for t e tim er was a un ant-pme an 
yr- and the grass a rich green and luxuriant. Through this 
· iful country, abounding with deer and antelope, we sea.rched 
1t>ctually the w_hole day for wa~er. To me the presence of game 
conclusive evidence of the existence of water, and yet although 
. mtedfai~hfully, and were all experienced men, we had no success, 
not a single spring could be found. At night we returned to the, 
·ument wagon, which had followed a back bone, and by a more 
erly course had reached the top of a high divide, which I de-
mined to cross the next day in the prosecution of our search. Un-
10 tely the trails of the antelope and deer, which generally form 
I nide to the water hunter, in the rocky soil of the mesas, soon ran 
o that they were of no use. Birds too were abundant-jays, 
k , ravens, sparrows, and towards evening· a flock of partridges 
u . encouragement for a further search in the morning-never-
! · 1t w~s thought prudent to send back the instrument wagon 
mp, as 1t would reduce the number of animals requiring water, 
lo men. At daybreak it was on its return, a dromedary having 
n t~rted to camp to send out to its assistance water and fresh mules. 
n1 _ht we watered our animals after their hard days' work, a. 
rth ot a bucket each, and as the day had been hot it was only 
1,h to tantalize them. ' ' 
nting at daybreak, we resumed our search and passing throucrh 
r t deal of pretty country, we came upon ; ravine, at least what 
1
[ one at the commencement but which on further examination 
• '
1 ~ level and beautiful pass through a r~nge of sand-stone monn-
n · 1 rhe prospect was tempting, although it evidently led us far 
t 1~f!1e, a~d our animals, if no better success attended us, were 
0°00
18e~d er us for t~e want of water, leaving our own chance of' 
. ml fi on our gettrng back over a rough country, some fifty or 
II ·in e / oot. h However, trusting to luck I determined to try it. 
ver ~w: t e pass, which I called after Tucker, one of my men, 
h . {i ~~or hy one, we found it to descend rapidly, but with a very 
· h ou;/ce to the mouth, a distance of perhaps six miles. The 
• 11 wa: 0 n~h average over a hundred and fifty yards, and the di-
• i 'ht whett west It seemed to cleave the mountain, which was of 
11 v of 8 one c aracter from summit to base, and opened into a 
ith. rasome twenty-five miles in length and ten in breadth, cov-
. in, to the \et!0 green_ that it seemed we must find water in it. 
a lin f' aud pomg to the southeast at the base of the Sierra, 
e O perfectly perpendicular rock for its entire length) 
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we journeyed on for eight or ten weary miles to whera tl 
forming the southern boundary of the valley, united "~th1:h . 
had pass~d through. Here we found an easy path, and goin i, hr 
and turnmg to the northward, we encamped at night on th d . 
a stream, havi?g tr3:ve~led nearly fifty miles. The day ·a \ 
dusty, and durmg this tn~ie '!e bad watere~ our animal once i h 
four quarts each, and their distress was parnful to witne It 
dent something must be done ~peedily, or we should loo e ~vcrr 1 • 
we had, and perhaps our OWn hves, for We knew nothing ofth ch r I 
of the country we had to traverse between us and camp or h 
indeed, it was passable at all. ' 
Camp was, by my estimate, sixty or seventy miles di tant \ r· 
nearly north, and we had remaining one fifteen gallon kei/0 
for eight men and ten animals, which had already been h 
for the want of it. Matters began to look squally. The c mcl 1 
seemed perfectly indifferent, and, like good fatalists, chewed h ·ir 
in cheerful contentment. At day break we were on the ro ,l 
beading north towards camp, but having a terrible tim f i 
volcanic rocks and brush wood of cedar and scrub pine. W tru 
manfully on until noon, when all the mules were completely «lon 
and it was evident they could go no further. I was fortunat ly ri li 
a superb horse on the occasion, "Gray Eddy," full of tr tl'lh 
,endurance, and I came to the conclusion to give him a bucke~ ol . 
and trust to his reaching camp with an order to send out 1111 111 h 
relief. He drank it eagerly, for his tongue was as d1:J , 1 
bone, and his lips parched and hot with fever. Exch~ngrn' m' h r 
with Tucker for his broken down mule, I ordered him to pr I 
<:amp at once, giving him his landmarks and bearing , a!1d . 
assistance, and in the meantime we would ascend a prom10 nt I 
and keep up fires and smokes to guide the relief party to our • I· 
We bad about a bucket of water remaining, and if Tuck r 1 
all, we could not expect him back for forty-eight hour · . A r 
poor animals, they hung around the empty wat_er keg braym' l u 
for what they were perishing for. Everythrn_g .~ow r tt1 r gallant gray, and as if conscious of his respons1b1htr the. n U 
struck out boldly for the mountain which marked the directw~ 1 Slowly we followed along to reach the point where our ,t 1 h r 
were to be kept burning. ·we had not gone ov~r thr e mi 1 
observed a rugged looking canon on the left, which eem/ 1 1 it might bear water. Dismounting, I climbed down t 1 . , r 
slipptry rocks to the bottom and after a short search, 1· • 
' ' · · t ur 111 small hole, under a projecting rock, contamrng wa er. ],u I 
discovery, I found, a hundred yards further down,_a 1 8 perhaps a thousand 2:allons I fired my gun and P1 to . l · 
h 1 · '--' · r · bed an11n at the party which had passed on, and our 1am1 . l 
led down to the pool, plunged their beads ~o the ey. 1fhir . 
and for the first time in three davs, sati fled their 1 Stacey was started on his mule now ;efresbed with water;_ tr i 
overtake Tucker, which he suc~eeded in doing, the t~o 1 lit 1 
camp that evening. The mystery of so much game an\vil J 
was now solved. Instead of looking for stream autl r 
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k · the rocky canon for pools and water holes. Acting on 
loo twater next morning after a half hour's search, and in 
1 t~l ball not fear for the future. The nature of the country 
1 t determine the method of search when we get there. 
' . muthe lucky canon, which I called Alexander's, from one of 
vrn\0 were with me, the next morning, we followed valley after 
• n we openincr into the other, until we reached the plain where 
· i°°and, wat~ring our _animals ~rom t~ie r~plenished kegs, made 
nd re ted awhile, with the view of takmg the moon for the 
ten miles to camp. Star.ting sometime after d~rk with Thorburn, 
r and Davis the remamder of the party berng left to come on 
~orning, w~ walked our animals over the plains, guided by 
/orth tar. 
hor e walking more rapidly than the rest I gradually drew 
• I miles ahead, and reached the rocky banks of King's creek at our 
p bout ten o'clock. Seeing the wagons quite close, and finding, as I 
ht the camp fire where the mules were herded and no guard 
, I concluded they were all asleep, and that discipline had been 
x ,l in my absence. I determined to frighten them, so drawing 
. r volver, and giving two or three Indian yells, I fired it off. I hardly 
her much that occurred after that. "Gray Eddy" wheeled at 
rt yell, and when I fired took the bit in his teeth and was soon 
in 11 like lightning over the rough ravines and precipitous and 
y ffiuents which run in all directions from the plains into King's 
. l!y arms soon became as useless as if they belonged to some-
1 el ea mile off, and, expecting to be dashed to pieces every mo-
I wa carried by the frightened animal many miles. Once I 
l him, but it was only for a mnment, when he made a fresh 
·ore than ever, until at last, with a tremendous crash that 
rne ee star~, we came down together. Fortunately his feet 
ntangled m the bridle and I was able to recover him, which 
mo1; than I c?uld do for myself, for I remained sick and bruised 
round until nearly morning. 1 i'e meantime ca~p was all in confusion. The Indian yells had 
trf man to his feet, and for a while a regular stampede was 
r i'1 t of my experiment. To make the matter more mortifying, 71t back I found that the fire I thouD"ht was the guard fire 
n r,: ho~} left bur~ing, and that the guard and mules had been 
y 1 . a . hour before to another point some fifty yards off . 
• 
11;ir~10.n for the camels increases daily with my experience of 
· ifr all t~tler the test _the~ are put to the more fully they seem 
\: u d at can be ~aid or them. They pack water for others 
0• of en er ad hot sun and never get a drop; they pack heavy 
j •r ar~:u an oats for months and never get a grain; and on 
: with eto~d and other worthless shrubs not only subsist but 
ith what t ey are so perfeetly docile and so admirably con-
rit or a elver. fate befalls them. No one could do J·ustice to 
va ue 1 a· · v wh n expe it10ns of this kind and I look forward 
rid woerkerery mail ro1;1-te a~ross the c~ntinent will be con-
ruorninO' t1~~ether with this economical and noble brute. 
0 8 a 1 send off Mr. Thorburn and ten men ahead, 
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to. Bill Williams' river, to explore f~r a road, and hall 
with three to look for water m the rntermediate di t rI 
. termined, before leaving, to make sure work, and kno: ~ r. 
·country between here and the Colorado, so as to make ·, 
Our explorations to north and west, which we have carri~ l m, 
past two weeks, convince me that in that direction water i n 
for a road, but I do not regret the trouble we have bacl in 
the country. !he knowledge we have gained of it fully comi 
for the hard_sh1p~. The country w_e have been explorin <r to h 
-0f our road 1s ev1d~ntly that described by Captain Sitgreave . 
September 27-Camp 18.-The day has been pas ed in " i 
Thorburn's exp~dition, whi~h started at noon1 and al o th t 1 
-of my ewort, which I determ1ded to send back from thi plac b i 
no further use for them, and not wishing to deprive the quart /1 
department of the teams used for their transportation. I n 
corporal and twelve men, with four wagons and their te m t r 
taining a sergeant and six men, with one wagon. 
In the evenini; we repacked our wagons, ready for a tart t -m rr 
intending to move to Alexander ' s cafion, where we fo und · r 
before yesterday. 
The weather is clear and pleasant, though cool at night. • 
nights ago: ice formed in the bottom of a bucket. 
The climate here is so pure and dry that we frequently dr · m 
when we have killed more than the rations, and keep it, ~ith ti 
-spoiling, for a week. It is not found necessary to jerk it, but i 
to lay it in the sun and air (sides and hams) on the bu 11 
September 28-Camp 19.-We left King's creek at o' ~oc 
travelled nine miles and a half, when we encamped on a h h 
nence coy-ered with excellent grass, and with a scanty O'rowth of 
but where there was no water. 
We passed over a rolling prairie, from King's creek to thi 
having no timber upon it, but grass everywhere g~od. -Y,e · 
antelopes on the plain, the soil of which is clay ~1xed with ,r . 
The weather this evening is quite cool, with a light outhcrl. r 
and a few clouds. We arrived in camp at 6. . 
September 29-0amp 20-Left camp at 5.30 a. m. , aml rri 
here, at Alexander' s canon, at 12. 
Our road this morning was by the trail we made thr 
going from this place to Kin,,., s creek. We followed a · r 
r, . 1 t' m1 
ascending valley the entire distance, from last mg 1 • • 
within three miles of this, when we crossed a divide. wh1~ 1 1i'1 
between the waters flowing north into the great plam_ an I I 
ing southwardly into some of the tributaries of the t r tl 
On either side of the narrow valley we came up stretc ; 1
1 
which~ have previously spoken of as running like heatllnoc 
the plam. . · tl Ii Their slopes and broad flat summits were covered ~1 1 
cedar, though the latter growth predominated. The gra 
abundant on all sides. . r 
The soil in places is rocky with a great deal of ob IC 1 1 r 
.over it; where it was not rocky, it was of _clay and coar 
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h . t -day has been delightfully pleasant, reminding one 
t e~ 
0 
tumn weather of Virginia or Maryland, though the 
1111 a~d a~d the early morning air keen and fresh ; so that 
re cod :inothing of the fifteen and a half miles which we have 
ul roa e 
I I to-dav. h l f 1 d 1 f 
· · 'here my first care was t e poo o water we 1a e t. 
rnvrng · l d' · · h d b · th 
· t·on I r0und it but htt e 1mm1s e y evaporation, ere mtna 1 1' • fi d 
·11 nouO'h left I hope, for our purposes until we n more 
t1 e o ' f b . h d . 
. of us· though the delay o untrng a ea 1s very great, 
" ~,~!ing b~th mc:n and animals much additional labor. If it 
n t that the grass is so good and abundant, ?U: mules and J10r~es 
I 000 ink under this double duty; but as 1t 1s, they are rn fine 
i ion; thanks to the good grazing .. We have made a southwest 
to-day ,and, to-morrow, hope to strike ~ut 1;1ore to the westw~rd. 
0 lane of deer and antelope, constantly rn sight, render our n~e, 
1 orni nO' a most agreeable one. The deer were of the species 
n bl~~k-tailed. Bear sign was also frequent, though Cuffee 
o t how himself in person. 
1 mb ,. 30-Camp 2O.-To-day has been spent in exploring the 
r · ahead for water. A fine pool and two springs were found, 
mile. off, due west of us, and to this I shall move with the train 
I morning. 
r pr ent camp, at Alexander 's canon, is at the northern base of 
i,h conical mountain, which we at first thought t0 be the Picacho 
\hippl ; but it does not agree with his description or position. It 
outhern termination of a long range of table mountains, dividing 
" l •r flowing north into the Colorado and Little Colorado and 
hich find their way into the same river below the bend. The 
r JI k i harp, and has upon its northern side a singular grove 
P n, rowing on the steep ascent, near the top. Looking at it 
th north, it has upon the right two smaller and lower peaks, and 
_ I •ft, one; altogether, with mountains Thorburn and San Fran-
1 for ms the most prominent land mark in this vicinity. The 
'r?wth here is quite heavy and abundant· I measured one tree 
Y ixteen f~~t i? circumference, and it ~as by no means the 
Ich w. .l:'rne IS scarce and small, though we occasionally find 
P · e o~ the elevated mesas we are now encamped on. Yester-
1." xpl?nng, I found walnut trees of small size, in many places. 
·tu mile of camp, I found a circular hole on the level table land, 
1i'~ 11hl~ resembled Jaco? ' s well, heretofore described, excepting 
I •tl were of volcamc rock. The soil over which my expfo-
h r 6° to-day was generally of a rich character, producing 
· ti8 n~ grass;_ for t~rn most part it was clay and gravel, with 
01 Y . 1 aces ot considerable extent covered with large and can1c rock . t· b h . 
Cl d , 1m er everyw ere rrhe weather 1s warm · OU y. ' ' 
I} n t~i/~n:iP 21.-~t daybreak we were off, and travelling 
in ,r iles WeRt found an excellent camp at the water holes 
1 
·covered yesterday 
ntre pe k f h .. 
pc t b O t e mountarn , spoken of vesterJay, bears from Y south. u 
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From Alexander's canon the road ascended l 
the table land, and descended from the divi~ m~ t imr r 
The coun~ry an~ soil is th_e s_ame as that yesterd: a de°' t_a ,~rn1ara11. 
small comcal hills are withm sio-ht a mile or t y t crll 
a_nd directly to the west a larg~ bald hill or :~u~t~;: l)uu.1:nn,r1 
sides, rounded top, and but little timber 011 it ' 1 
The morning was cold but the day has bee~ warm u 
1 that we are in hopes of rain. · an c 
Our present camp is an excellent one; gras, wood 
abundance. ' , u 
rr~-day is _tba~ fixed for the_return of Thorburn 's partv, an 
lookrng for i~ with great anxiety, as we are all gettin~ tir 
slow and ted10us work, and look to his report of the count 
with. hope of being; abl~ to recommence our old tyle oft:· 
Leavrng Alexander s canon at 6, we arrived here at 9. 
A fine black-tailed doe was killed this evening. 
October 2-0amp 22.-Thorburn no"t having returned J 1 
southwest twelve and a half miles to the mouth of the ' . ( · 
I have named Pass Domin, after Captain Dornin ni I 
navy,) discovered a few days since, w bile we were recon~oiterin 
The morning was cloudy, with a few showers of rain, but on! 
to wet our buckskins thoroughly, without doing any oth r 
The :first three or four miles of the road tu-day was rouah 11 · 
but the latter part excellent; the soil was sand and clay. 
On arriving at camp, I ascended a mountain which fir 
side of the entrance to the Pass. It was very steep and hi h · 
reaching the summit I was fully repaid by the exten iv i 
afforded. 
I am now convinced we are near Lieutenant Whipple' tr 'I 
bably within fifteen or twenty miles,) but all trace of it r . 
pletely obliterated that it is impossible to follow him. I thu 
are now within twenty-five or thirty miles of his Aztec l' 
little to the northward and west ward of that point. 
From the summit of the mountain, as I looked down ,. 111 
rectly under was the camp, which was at the m_outh of. th 
Then came the view westward. The pass opened rnto a. wul 
bounded on the north by a high and precipitous me · nnd 
south by a long range of low mountains, apparent~y vc~y ru. 
broken. The valley itself was level and broad, bcmg ·1 Tmi 1 
narrowest part in width, and :filled with fine gra · 0 1 
ward this valley seemed to stretch out to the 1ull .. t nt 
About :fifteen miles off near the centre of it, was a hiuli t 
or mesa apparently u~connected with any other ran e,. n 
abruptly and squarely out of the plain. Far, ve_ry for,_JO 
tance were dim mountains which may be the chain runnin 
' ' with the Colorado. . 1 To the southward I could see over the range bound!ng 1 
another range, or at least the 'tops of hig~ mount~JD 1
1 
valley to exist between, by the difference 1_n the 1:h. 
Turning- to the eastward, I could see, stretchrng 0-ff to ·.1 
'-' • . t \ 'lU 
an extensive valley, which seemed to con tam m 1 
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. W ·n· m San Francisco, Sitgreaves, Kendrick mountains, 
Bill / h1.!1 ~f lesser note. Into this valley one would think h t O • 1 ,.,.,.ould enter to add to the fertility of the soil, as 
l n ver " ' b I h I the beauty of the !a?dscape ; u~ regrtet totsay t att ofin dy 
"r\ treams, contammg n? runnmg wa er a presen , . n 
\' from the mountai~s to 1t, although, doubtless, sprmgs 
· uuhout these mountams. 
r at the valley on which we are ~ncam~ed i~ approached by 
1
0 I an elevation, that, except ~n rnspect!on, it seems almo~t 
continuation of the great valley Just ment10ned. Its course is 
t, an<l it seems to be the only. road left us, unl~ss we ci:oss 
1• to the mountain valley, w~ich. I have ?1en~10ned b~rng b, the difference of shade to exist m that d1rect10n. This I 
I k at to-morrow, as I shall then start on another exploring 
i ion if Thorburn should not return. The valley we encamped· 
ntrance of is the same into which Tucker's Pass, discovered a 
,, nrro enters, that pass coming in at right angles to the one 
• 11 ab'out ten miles west of our present camp. Wood at this 
i abundant, both of cedar and pine, but there is no water. 
ood. 
· -Camp 22.-We are still looking anxiously for the re-
Thorburn, who has now been absent six days. To pass the 
mor aareeably than lying idly in camp, I started out with 
nd Tucker to explore to the westward. We started at 9 
morning and returned at 9 at night, never having left the 
,or five minutes since the hour of our departure. Our course 
~rly we t, and I suppose we could not have travelled less than 
• It·., going and returning. Contrary to my expectations, we 
th C?untry easy for either wagons or horseback travelling. 
ut rn were generally lower than I thought from looking at 
t •rday,. and the ranges all tended to the northwest, with 
ut nncl wide valleys, filled with excellent gramma grass, on 
nnmer~ua herds of antelope and deer were grazing. Timber, 
r ncl pme, was everywhere abundant. The weather was cool 
i r. 'fhe soil fertile, and of gravel and clay principally. I 
0 tnd~y places, a small black locust tree, but scarcely larger 
• 1 r 
10ary rose bush. We crossed one hill which seemed to 
tr•} ormed of quartz, such as is found to contain gold in Cali-
r I iwnr<~s sundown we found a few rude huts, probably t_he 
7 
r / ,~mter calI\p of Indians. A metata, and a few other of ~ 1m1ted supply of household furniture had been left to 
/r11~cturn. At this point I thought we l1ad reached a fork ,,1 1nm' · 
1 • / nver, as we were evidently on the head of a ravine, 
I ;? 1 :ance beyond, connected with another in a rough 
• 1~r kc~T~.' and to the southward a range of black serrated 
· . 1 :eo- 1 rn those calle~ by ~ieutenant Whipple the Blac:1r 
rl d°retted not havrng time to explore further, but 1t 
· h,~1° f wn, an~ we had twenty-odd miles before us to 
r ba k arted without bringing with us any provisions; so 
0 / hupon what seemed a very interesting country, we 
Re c camp at 9 o'clock. Should Thorburn not re-
. Ex. Doc, 124-5 
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turn by to-morrow, I shall make another expl f 
southward. The weather to-day has been cool a 0Ja ~on I r 
October 4-0arnp 22.-About the time I was pnre P ~a 0 
t l t d 1 t . t h h pann" r emp ~ e exp ora 101; o t e sout east, to my great deli ht 
c~me rn. He had discovered a small stream some thirt ._6 distant from our present camp, and, by hard travellin<1 l} 1 
over a hundred and fifty miles of the country lyi'ng ~· ',t1 
t f K . , k . h ,ve n wes o mg s cree m t e seven days of his absence 
This, with the explorations made by us from Fl~yd' p 
have named the m_ountain described near Alexander' can 0 
only a quadrant lymg to our southeast unexplored within 
forty or fifty miles from Floyd's Peak. ' r 
Preparations were immediately made for our departure to-
at 3 o'clock At that time we shall leave here and tr 
· through Domin' s Pass and the level valley beyond until tui j 
we will encamp until daybreak, and hope to reach the at r 
in the evening of the next day. Thence, we shall make no b r • 
ploration, which will take us to the Colorado river. 
The weather is mild, clear, and very agreeable. 
October 5~Carnp 22.-The day has been spent in re t nu 
The wagons are prepared for our night march. At dark we I 
and, ascending a very slight elevation, which make the I r 
through Dornin's Pass, we came upon the wide plain or v 11 
yond. This was so level that we travelled it until midni 11ht i 
a single stoppage, when we encamped in good grass, though 
other wood than greasewood bushes. 
On the hills to our left was plenty of cedar and pine, bu 
were a mile distant, I did not care to go to them, a tho 1 
eaten before leaving our last camp, and required rest mor th 1 
The night was mild and pleasant-only cool, not c ld. 1 h 
the valley was clay and gravel, and the grass abundant, thou h. 
and short. 
We made thirteen miles and three-quarters. 
October 6-Camp 23.-At day break we were up and off 
fore sunrise. PursuinO' the same level valley on a cour c 11 
northwest, we came sgme ten miles, the hi11s on our left 
diminishinO' until the range gave out in two small butte 
and gracef;l slopes. Here we crossed a gentle divid'e an 
our course to one almost west, in the direction of the w t r 
we were going and travelling five or six miles fu rther, cr1
1 
' ' · h k n t 1 some limestone hills near a pool of water m t e roe 0 
' · · th r u As we passed down the large valley this mormng, \ k 
mountains on our right which I have called the Au ic r 
' tt.. d ancl w> tended as far as we could see to the nor l'J. w_ar 11 thi places the perpendicular face of the rock, wh1c~ I hou 1
 
thousand feet in height, was covered with cr1m ?0 c~. or 
and w~ite spots intermixed, and presented a m_ost SID/ ·~olio 
The wide valley which we had traversed diagona .Ytl j 
doubtless to a great distance northwest, at the f?ot 0~dtl 
as far as we could see, without diminution of its witl / t r 
Dot having had time to look out a wagon road to 1 
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r. nii·les from it and, the mules having drunk all the 
rne 1our ' h h" · d 
. 1 they were sent on to t e stream t 1s evemng un er 
ID the poo ' . 
,, of Mr. Davis. . 
r t rd the country begms to assume a rougher appear-
h we wa 1 · · th t d" f t that I shall make another exp oration m a irec 10n o ... 
· , eda this evenino- to the water with the mules to show the 
oll a~\ to endeavor t~ come to speech with th~ India;1s who 
h · little corn patch there. In the event of their runnmg off, t having no opportunity to speak with them, I sent some 
nil other presents to be left in their lodges, and the me;1 ha~ 
r,ler to touch neither corn nor melons, or to allow their an~- / 
tlo any damage whatever to th~ pl~ce. Poor creatur~s ! the~r 
ill come soon enough for extermmat10n when the merits of this 
made known, and 1t 'becomes, as it most assuredly will, the 
hfare to the Pacific. 
il to-day has been clay and small gravel mixed ; the grass· 
m ) good, though as yet short. 
we ther has been windy, but otherwise bright and pleasant., 
i abundant-cedars and a little pine. 
I ·ft this morning at half-past 5, and arrived here at noon. 
r ly think of mentioning the camels now. It is so universally· 
leclged in camp, even by those who were most opposed to them 
, that they are the salt of the party and the noblest brute alive,. 
o ~uention them at all would only be to repeat what I have so 
tc! of them before. They have been used on every reconhois-
h1_L t the mules were resting, and having gone down the pre-
ides of rough volcanic mesas, which mules would not descend 
lh c mels were first taken down as an example. With all this 
h y are perfectly content to eat anything, from the driest grease-
II h to a thorny prickly pear, and, what is better, keep fat 
. " 7-:--0amp 23.-This morning started at 9 o'clock, and i° ~ IL hil~ to the eastward about a mile from camp descended into 
> running off to the westward. Following this valley which 
I rly hi_tlf a mile wide, I found it one of many all of which ilra1 n th · t · ' eu wa ers mto one canon. Here, as I expected, we 
t \·Two fin e springs bursting out of the side of the canon 
II tr, 
1t perpendicular si<les afforded quite a stream and pool 
'II wate St · · r. npprng our saddles and turning our animals 
•raz on th fi · 
11 11r b e ne · grass wlnch abounded thereabouts, we re-i i t~ ,0u1r, and t~ien starting again we returned to camp, c1 o cock at mght 
r n' back old S d ; . . ti O tl ' aeve ra s mule gave out, which obliged me to 
Thi 1
0
ilarty to ~ake care of him, excepting Thorburn and 
· ntire an1r~tch 1s. a co~stant source of trouble to every one, 
1 fi f' rncredible ignorance of the country renders him or any · by wa of seryice. I keep him moving, however, on all 
II y wey<l pumshment for putting himself upon us as guide. 
escended th· · h 1 h d' radual as is _mo~mng as a s ope to t e water 1s-
to make 1t difficult to judge from the eye how 
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water would run in it. Where we first struck it ·t · 
either side by high rough hills and rocky bluffi wh~ h 1 
ing it a few miles, soften into low hills well cov~red ic .. h t r 
on the left a considerable amount of cedar trees De we 1 1. r. t '} h h'll d h ' . ni IU 'I en m1 es t ese 1. s rece e, so t at 1t becomes a broad v 11 
or two in width, and, in?eed, the hill~ become so low th t h 
mar be taken for a plam of ma?Y. m1!es circumferenc . I 
basm at the lower or western hm1t, rn which the cliff r 
~aving u:1-ited their waters, break t~rough a range of luw :
1
0 
rn the canon where we found the sprrngs. How far thi caiiou 
or whether we can pass through it with our wagon r·rnain 
be seen. I did not explore it further than the water 'which 
a. mile from the head. 
From the head of this canon, the lowest point reach cl fr 
a view of the ground passed over could be taken, the ba i~ i 1 
on all sides apparently by mountains, and is without any ou l 
I could discover, excepting the valley by which we enter.cl, o 
canon which contains the spring. 
Our journey of to-day has convinced us that the wat r , 
found, and to which Thorburn was sent, is not, a w , 111 I 
might be, the head of Bill .,.Nilliams' river, since the on run 
and the other north. It may probably be Gampia' ere k. 
The water discovered to-day, after running south for om di 
turns abruptly to the north, in which direction it find it· outl 
the Colorado. 
On going to the springs this morning to water the mul . ur 
found the fresh tracts of Indians, and that they had taken th Ir 
left for them. 
The general course of the valley followed to-day wa we. t 80 
the soil clay. 
There was little grass in the bottom, but abundance on th 
of the hills. The weather is pleasant and clear. . 
Ociober 8-Gamp 24 .-Raised camp at daybreak, ancl tnkhn '1 
wagons down the rough hill into the valley, we de c ncl '\ t 1•11 bottom rapidly towards the water. Where we de cend ~l t 1 1 
found on t}le rocks many hieroglyphics cut by the India~ r 
have doubtless once inhabited this region, _but have ~or r ~li I 
away. Unhappily we have no Champolhon to decip 1 
' · · th tory o ries of a past race, or much that is interestrng m e 'l'I 
man of past times might be brought to our knowledf( · 1 
described yesterday leaves but little to sa.y to-day fi ~ , 11' 0 • htance te black serrated mountain mentioned a ew ') 
yesterday and this morning it bore nearly south~e t. l xnri O I . 
At the springs we found jimpson weed growmg u n 
was pleasant to see even this well-know~. we~d, so comrn 
at this distance from everything like civ1lizatwn. _ f th 
The banks of the stream running through the cai~ ? ~ ,1• 
are lin~d with small willow, and other bushe~ reqmrIDth 11 
which I conclude water may be found at all times ne, :nd u 
The two springs are both strong heads of water,' 
the rocks in a most refreshing manner to a thir ty man. 
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. d y's jJurnP-y of twenty miles has been down the gentle 
0/~te ~alley to the springs, ~nd ~s smooth as a table the 
. At the sprino-s the canon 1s only about two hundred 
_di .. ~~: · but I presum~, widens below. I have called it En-
~o no.ft~r Captain Engle of the '!Jnited ~tates navy. 
-11 are palisade~ at the summit, and m places they must be 
hundred feet in he1g ht. . 
i nt timber for fuel and cookmg may be found on the banks 
earn and good grass covers the bottom everywhere. A better 
wintering with stock could not be fou~d, as the turns and 
•0 of the canon afford a shelter from any wmds that blow. The 
· rich loam. The climate to-day has been pleasant, though this 
· the clouds threaten rain. 
rcour e has been for the day about southwest. We were eight 
r vellinO' time in making the twenty miles. 
,. 9-Uamp 25.-It rained on us nearly all night, wet-
our blankets, and making all things uncomfortable, and we 
I out, hivering in the cold morning air. We got off at 8.30 
pu u~d the course of the cafion, crossing frequently· the little 
which turned and twisted in its narrow bed as if anxious to 
. Th morning was one of great anxiety to me. vVe were in 
1100, which narrowed a short distance below the springs, and 
II b came almost precipitous from the base to the summit. 
ur l o began to take a more southerly direction, and what 
h c ur e and the doubt as to whether the canon might not 
!" cntir Ir so a~ to oblige us to go back, I passed a very anxious 
n . A few miles below camp, however, the cafion widened·, 
r thr _c mil~s more and its creek ran through a bottom of three· 
. r of_ a m1l.e, a~d cotton-woods (only two it is true) enlivened 
w1tl.1 their bright green leaves. Further view was shut out 
I 0~ po10t which came down into the valley. I was now well 
I we coulu get out; but the course and how far we would have 
lor doing so, still remained to 'be settled So far the road 
lh · eafion had been most excellent· no rocks and the crossings 
tr ·am all so easy as only to require working in one or two 
u our: way down and near the long point mentioned, we ~ 
cl \ Indian tra;k, and among the rocks found a good spring 
h ,~ater. Several others were found by the men on the 
. • c non. 
in ' he point d b · · r , our ou ts were all set at rest most satisfactorily. 
:f tubnef abruptly to the westward, and in that direction a t ro O on us. For full sixty miles an immense plain e:x-
ir tio~ '\t;, only b~unded by a distant range of mountains in. 
t' ough which we thought we could see such o-reat de· 
1 ir ~tra:e a passage easy. 'l1his, we trust, is the 001orado 
ancl Y est is a huge mountain, which I called Mount 
, 1 co~nected with it by a chain· the roughest we have Pr w h1ch I 11 d M ' in of the m c~ e . ount Benton. Near this seems an 
r a ountam with the range which runs to the north-
r hw~\8 seems to _be easy. Due northwest is a depression 
· range which apparently reaches the level of the 
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plain. Altogether., the prospect is the finest we h 
road. This great plain to the northwest must extend tv tl 
for our distance from that river cannot now exceed by° 1 1 
1 
tance which we can see. m c 1 t 
Much Indian sign is presented about our camp A fi . 1 yards below is a rancheria,. deserted, l~kely, by. it. }l :\1 
approach_. It probably_contarned some_ thirty or forty ava1, 
The soil of the vapey 1s excellent; prmcipally of decompo 
and loam. Grass 1s very fine. 
The da:y has been threatening, but no rain has fallen. w 
no ~ater m the creek where we camped, and I think the cl , 0 i 
rapid that we are much more likely to find it in pool a fi• i 
below, where it reaches the level of the plain. 
We came nearly ten miles to-day ; six on a southe.rly cour , 1 bably south south west and four west. The fresh Indian i 11 in 
me to believe water may be found quite near us in the morn in 
we encamped too late this evening to look for it. There ar ~ 
and small willows enough here for cooking and fuel, but i • 
small stuff. The mountains have cedar on their sides. 
October 10-0amp 26.-While awaiting in camp for th 
which this morning had been sent up the creek to water, our 
came into camp., much excited, to inform me that while n 
cracking stones on the mountain side, three Indians bad er p 11 
his gun a short distance from him, and, after taking it, ha I dr 
their bows upon him, and he was obliged to b~at a rapi~ r tr . 
camp, which, fortunately, was not over half a mile from him. I 1 
mediately sent my three boys, May, Ham and Joe, to look . r 
thieves and to bring them into camp. They did not ucc l rn 
ing them, though they trailed them to the spot. H re ~Ii ) . 
shoe tracks an extraordinary distance apart, and of large 1z • 1 
directly towards camp; but as our geologist says he walkc 1 on lu 
turn, these could not have been his, especially as the toe had m 
impressions in the sand. We are at a loss, therefore, to kno',· 1 1 tribe they could belong, as shoes seem to ?e a luxury only 10 
by the most civilized nations. On returnrng to c~rup th 
two Indians quite near, who immediately fired their .arrow_ 
This was returned by double-barrelled guns, and hearrng th1
1
• 
Mr. Thor burn and I started at once with our guns in th ' ir 
the sound. A few hundred yards from camp, in the bot ID r 
valley, we saw the Indians running, and the .boys h?t. fi 0{ ~b 
both parties firing as they ran. We immediately JOIDC\ 0 
which proved very pretty practice for a while, but so { / 11 
on the lungs. Some of the men having followed us, l tr 
to return to the w~,gons and mount the horses and f u fi· 
tained. This done, we all continued the chase. n a 
the mounted µarty joined us. I ordered the men b~ no rn1 i 
the Indians, but to take them alive. Directly 0PP0/~rl~~~110 
red butte very rocky, high and steep. Here we ll • ntl 
earth near the top. The first caught was a boy ~ppa1:11 I 1. years of age ; but where was the other? We ha< . ut. 
rounded the conical peak of the hill, and though a nun 
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1 had not found him. I was positive I had seen him ID; :cfneg myself upon a siippery rock, but in jumping off it I 
b 1. ·0 an instant. Still I knew he was not over fifty steps I t um 1puttino- Tucker at one point, and stationing others 
roe. o o .e 1 d d e were sent to the top, so as to LOrm a comp ete cor on 
'th~mpot he had disappeared at. At last o?e of the men loo~-
i O a greasewood bush not l~rger than an1
ordi?
1
adry rose bdu~h, d1sd-
l l im close to the root, lyrng apparent y coi e aroun it. an 
l~tely concealed that even within six feet of him he could not 
p Ile was dragD"ed from his concealment, roped and carried to 
n. Here he was w~ll fed and both of them clothed from head to 
· nil they are now sitting quietly at the camp fire. I shall use 
guides to the Colorado, and then either take them on_ and bring 
ck next winter or allow them to return from that n ver. 
• are now about sixty-five miles from the river. The weather is 
nd pleasant. . 
i evening the boy appeared so youug and unfit for a long JOUr-
lh t I dete1 mined to release him and send him back to his people 
II his fine clothes and presents. 
· tarted with the wagons, and, after having gone three miles, en-
1 on the side of the mountain bounding the valley on the left. 
i carce, there being nothing but bushes, and the grass only 
lilc. 
I th morning the old Indian, our captive, has promised to show 
fine pring on the other side of the valley. 
r road this evening was about a west southwest course, and 
_ ll and tony in places. We crossed several small arroyos 
1,0 ou~ from t~e mountain. The mountain on the left gives out 
111 ~1le of this place, and the wide valley we are in joins another 
ly wide, runniug to the south west. 
lu k the boy was liberated and went off into the darkness rejoic-
r 11-0amp 27.-This morning the good policy of setting 
Y fr ~ ha~ b~en made apparent. Shortly after daylight an In-
I rn' m brrngmg the gun stolen from Mr. Williams the day be-
, ve them presents--calico blankets handkerchiefs &c. &c. 
1 P and 1 ft t' k ' ' ' ' ' h - e bem coo ing their meat at our camp fire in ex-
Hmor wi~h both themselves and us. ' 
. ~;ted before sunrise, with our Indian captive as guide and 
'1 
111 pur of !he mountain, while the train passed arou~d by ;a, ey, we found the spring in a narrow ravine high up in p~o:t 't It wbas a bold spring, and the tule or catstail growing 
1 ii i 1 toh e permanent water. I rejoined the train some 
lta~f!;d e ~_pring, _and as the plain had been heavy, and 
nil ·en 1 e ught miles, ~ determined to camp where we met 
0 11 akec ome men up with the mules and with picks and 
, in . a fine pool at the water. This done, I shall explore 
( r·tm ) · 
I ' a:Ct ti18 pr~tty good at this place. \Vood is indifferent, 
, Th~ weathe ~011 loose clay, mixed with quartz and granite 
er is warm, clear, and pleasant. Last night there 
I/ 
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was a heavy dew. To-day I have seen a great deal of 
gold-bearing quartz of California. Some of the ve· qu 
large, and were in positions to be easily worked 10 
The Indian fires were built all around us last ·nioht b h 
no attack upon us, nor did they attempt to stamped~ o~r 11 1 • taking a hurriec_l dinner, I started :Vith Thorburn, two 0~
1\r · 
men and my boys, under the gmdance of the captiv 
promised liberty if he woul~ show us water once mo; . · 
over tl~e v~lley, or rather plam, for eleve~ ~iles, when we foun 
some six feet deep, and apparently contammg a ufficiencv 
It was nearly 10 o'clock when we returned-cold, hungry, an 
to camp. 
I determined to move camp to the well in the morning. 
_Th~ grass here is pretty go?d, but no wood except bu h 
s011 of the great vallev we are m does not seem so rich a th 
average of the land we have passed, and the grass appe( r to rr 
large patches, lea Ting bare intermediate spaces.* 
At the well, we found Indian signs, showing their pre nc r 
us; but none came in sight. 
October 12-Camp 28.-Starting at dawn we travelled hy th 
plain over to the spring. Before leaving camp I started off ol l 
vedra to look for water, which, he says, he camped at 011 I 
about here fourteen years ago, but does not remember the ·x I 
I sent with him Ham, May, and Joe, and the whole party und rt 
charge of Tucker. 
Our camp from the well, which I have called Butler' w 11, r 1 
of my men, appears to be completely hemmed in by the mo tr 1 
mountains. 'rhe great valley is bounded on the north l,y t I J 
chanan and Benton ranges of mountains, and on the outh by r. 
mountain I have named Harry Edwards' mountain. All th 1 
mediate spaces are filled up with rough and ragged n1.!l''. I 
elevation. To the north ward and eastward is a range of h1 ,h r 
ing, dark mesas, along the base of which and turni~cr 
1
~0 !11 , I' 
ward runs the dry stream, on which_ we encamped 1Il En~l I 
(as I have called the canon down wluch we came to the rea 1 
and where we are to leave the valley is a problem yet to 
involving further exploration. th m 
Fresh +racks of Indians at and around the well how 
quite plentiful in our vicinity. r • 
'A.t 3 o'clock Tucker returned to inform me that ' 11 ' 
found his spring, and that it was a fine running water. I \' 1
1 i 
to hoar this on two accounts: In the firs~ place, the ?~h'in 
well proved insufficient · and in the next, 1t wa the on ) d 
' fi · e our Saevedra had found, that he started to look or, _me 1 t I I t from Albuquerque. Before he weut out this mornrng, 1 1 if he could only find this water the direction to three O ' 
come directly back to his mind, and that they lay on a 0 
us to the Colorado. ·1 
Leaving Butler's well, we journeyed six or even ~ 
· tbi ' II '! 
1;; I changed my opinion retll?ning. We found the gra,s 10 
abundant. 
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1 t the south and encamped at the head of the canon in 1 ey ? g and little stream rises. The grass is indifferent, tie ·prlll 
ther wood than bushes. 
r~ad i excellent. The soil is loose and in places covered with 
· ebbles and gravel. 1 
; 1 --Camp 29.-At an hour before daybreak the bugle 
and by light we were on the road. .. 
h bead of the canon ~e h~d about fift:y steps ot rocky roa~, 
· delayed us awhile, makrng it passable for the ~agons. Tlns 
·e came rapidly down the_level bottom of ~he canon ~o the fi~e 
·ater of the spring, w_h1ch :Ve reache_d m five miles. This. 
I refe L· to the canon-drffers m no particular from that already 
i l a Engle' s Pass. The character of the rock, the palis~ded 
re just the same. We fo~nd here plenty of wood for cookrng_;. 
he "ra is scarce at the sprmg, though a mile or two above 1t 
i. plenty. I have called the spring after Saevedra. . 
Jh vc no doubt that this pass, like Engle's, will lead to another 
valley, or a plain, over which we shall travel without trouble to, 
Colorado . 
tream from the spring, after running a short distance, sinks. 
h ravelly bottom of the bed of the stream. It affords abundance 
t r for any number of animals. 
h w ather has become warm this evening, recalling the summer 
h ·r of the Del Norte. 
h m quite growth also begins again to show itself~ and other 
th t grow in a warmer temperature than we have lately expe-
l in the more elevated region we have passed over. 
kf t over, Mr. Thorburn, the boys, and myself started ahead 
11lor , leaving the wagons to follow on our trail. Emerging from 
uth of the pass, which I called tlie Boys' Pass, after May, Ham, 
:Io w~10 ':ere the first to enter it, we came upon a vast plain . 
Dir. tly m front of us stretched a chain of high mountains cut into 
tic P ak and shapes of all kinds, and about fifteen miles from us. 
th nor~hw~st and southeast the view was unbounded, only two 
PP ri~g m the distance about the centre of the plain in the 
t_ Directly ahead appeared in the centre of the mountain 
I\. iagle peak, rising sharp and clear above the surrounding· 
•1 
10 
•. and here the mountains seemed to form a pass, towards, 
I W• d t d II' tree e our steps. The plain appeared to be endless, and 
· In ' rwards the opposite mountain until night we were still at 
n rom the base. The plain was barren of grass and born 
l !!rowt1t worthless bushes, but the ground was firm and strong 
1 ,rnlve hrng good. It was covered for the most part with fine 1 H w en b t d · b n ni ht ea en own will form an excellent road. 
fir, 'tndovertook us we unsaddled, and, tying up our mules, 
r fi ' cooked what little we had brought with us. Shortly 
rnil .r\~;.as started, another at a long distan,'e, perhaps eight 
n II anci' ttarked the _position of our camp, and near to us, and 
"wa k e mounta~ns, we could see Indian fires. A guard 
di urb ept/n dunng the night, and we passed it pleasantly 
ance rom the Indians. In the morning as soon as it 
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was light enough to see, we were off again. Turnin th . 
makes out from the high peak, which I called Franf I 1 
we entered a wide gorge, which seemed to cut tl urr . 
up towards its centre. It waR roubO'h with stones ained m u · 
l . h "}} d k ' O\' r p aces wit wi ow an ran weeds, through which Ind' .1 fresh tracks and other signs, showing their immediate 1~,~ r 1 
few rude lodges, and a patch or two of pumpkins were 1 
the borders of the dry bed of the creek. We fou~d a fine Cl 1 
.about three miles from the entrance of the pass and pur u· 
way soon came to a sho~t but steep hill at the end 'of the gor 1 
.seemed to be the summi_t of the pass. Ascending thi , the i 
b~low us. W ~ had arrived at the end of our long journ '. 
withou~ an acmden~. Only those who have toiled so far· ·i} Ii 
reputat10n, everythmg staked upon the result, can imagine th Ii 
with which I looked down from the heights of this mount in u1 
,cotton-woods and shining surface of the river far below u . 
At a great distance to the northwest, a snow-capped chain o 
tains marked the Sierra Nevada, the mountains of my own t 
my heart warmed as I thought of the many friends beyond tl1 
tant chain who were looking anxiously for my arrival, and who 
.share with me the feelings of gratified pride with which th 
of a successful expedition would be crowned. Both the di:..'L"t:in uu.., 
ascent of the hill was sharp, and I therefore determine t 1' 
loads over on the came]s, so as not to distress our mule . 
Descending the hill we met the train coming up the pas , an«! h 
found another large spring below the first we encamp d n 
Here also was a patch of pumpkins and lodges. . 
In coming down the pass from the summit, I found Inch n 
over those made by our mules in going up, so that. they hail I 
over our trail within an hour and were doubtless hid<l n I 
in the bushes as we passed. )Poor creatures! if ~hey had k~ l 
better, they would scarcely have bidden out of sight, or m~ 
blankets and shirts I would have given them had they com ' 10• 
weather is warm. h 
In the evening we moved a mile further up the pa tot 
spring, where we found, as at the first, a few acre, of .coa.r 
.grass growing luxuriantly, and quite enough for one IllCT~tt i 
our mules. I sent the boys to the summit to make :fire E 
the Mohaves that we came as friends, and desired to_ trade. 1 It is about twelve or fifteen miles yet to the nvef, an_c ul 
Indians living there, who are a fine, large, bol~ ra1e 0 11 ~~
1 
we hope to obtain corn enough to feed our amma a 
here to California. l 8, ~ I shall go into Fort Tejon to recruit and refit, as ,~e 1 ·in 
-days' provisions, at half rations, left, which short (are i 0 
having been misled by the miserable Leco, our guid;-· 1 i October 15-Camp.-This morning w~ spent 1~ un,. r 
w~gons and packing the camels over the hill. I en the 11 
with the boys to find a water to encamp at, ~et ween t ·n b. 
the river. We might easily have avoided this moun a\ un 
the plain I have describeJ as extending to the northwe 
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of the mountain ther_e where it gives out ; but my instruc-
t~ e to a point opposite the mouth of the Mohave, and these 
1
~~k:it easy for emigrants to make the drives, besides whi9h 
h from whom breadstu:ffs, vegetables, such as beans, corn 
vkc·n' may be obtained, do not live to the northward of this 
IOI}' I ' • i' h 
od which becomes import.an~ 1or t ese reasons. . . 
. , ined the summit without difficulty, and found it only a mile 
h,,lf from the spri~g · . 
ly 11 quarter of~ mile was steep, and the whole was accomplished 
1t double teammg. de cent looked so steep that I determined to encamp on the top 
ke it in the morning. We had a slight shower of rain during 
i.:ht. . . . 
/1 r 16.-The whole mornmg has been employed m gettmg 
the mountain, which, though not over three-quarters of a mile, 
difficult to pass over, being steep and rocky. 
mi ,rants cannot pass here until the hill is worked. I estimate 
p n e of making this mountain pass a good one, and a good 
or emio-rants, at five thousand dollars. 
ming down the mountain, the little buggy used for the carriage 
ir. truments upset and broke a wheel, which is the first break-
• have had since leaving. As the chronometers had been taken 
no harm was done, and as it had fulfilled the purpose for which 
pnrcha ed, and our journey was accomplished, I did not care to 
mp to repair it, especially as the camels, with the tool chest, by a 
kc of the gentleman having charge, had been carried many miles 
. ml the place I had intended for them ; thus, to our regret, sepa-
D" 011~ party a considerable distance, as they had with them all 
r 111111 ned of our rations. • 
ob r 1?,-At daylight we were at work, and, passing down an 
0 rn k10 g out of the mountains, encountered a short hill of not 
fifty yards, which, on account of the arroyo running through a 
" ch. m, we were forced to cross, in order to get back into the 
• 1 aain lower down. The passage of this hill which we were 
' to work down cost us nearly all the morning. Once over this, 
nded _the dry bed of the arroyo rapidly. Here the Indians 
ht~tbur m upon us from the Mohave villages. First, two or three, 
r t _Y dozens. Th.ey were a fine-looking, comfortable, fat and 
Y. , naked exceptmg a very small piece of cotton cloth around i; \ a~f':houg_h b~refooted, ran over the sharp rock and pebbles ~ · , od with iron. V,.T e were soon surrounded on all sides 
h. 
1
•
0
1!11e had learned a few words of Eno-lish from trafficking tn 1 1tar t t:> • lut cl Y !)?8 s two hundred and fifty mile off, and one of 
d do.~' me with: "God damn my soul eyes. How. de do ! 
milrs do th illow wn e arroyo the growth of a patch of cottonwoods 
iinc ilino~ced the presence of springs ; but we did not wait 
left th oug some of the party found water there. Shortly 
India: ~rr?{f, a~d coming out on the left bank, followed an 
,. ·rto k rai e~dmg us directly to the river. 0 
us a mile before we reached the river. The plain over 
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which we passed bore neither wood water nor rrra 1 h d 1 . ' ' o , 0 la was a roug k' one, ha~ h on y enlivened by the Indian , ho r 
some pump ms, w 1c we purchased, and baking the 
excellent supper. ·weather during the day has been~ 
soil barren. arm, 
The distance made to-day has been about eight mil . on 
nearly west. ' 
October 18.-This morning the mules were sent off b for d 
to water. We had tried ineffectually to get them to th ri. 1 
night, but found it impossible on account of the brush wood ' r 
Camp is crowded with Indians again this morning, om.· hri 
melons, oth~rs corn, and oJhers beans, &c., to trade for ol,l I, 
worn out shuts, handkerchiefs, or almost anything of our. th 
They are shrewder at a bargain, though, than our men , h 
appetites cannot bear the delay necAssary to a succe ful
1 
trnd . 
watermelons, cantelopes, and pumpkins, are of excellent ffav r 
fair size. 
In the river bottom, which is several miles wide, antl of v r, r' 
soil, we found grass and wood in great abundance. Tralin ir ·i h 
Indians, in a day we had secured a hundred bushels of corn an,! 
pumpkins, watermelons and cantelopes, to last us to the ttl n 
Here my journey, as far as the road is concerned, term in t I. 
instructions directing me, in the event of a want of provi i n., 
ceed to Fort Tejon and procure them there. 
Crossing my wagons over the river on the common air b I • 
I had brought for the purpose, and the use of ,whicl~ Ir comm 11. 
others, I followed the United States surveyor s trail from th ra 
to Los Angelos, my wagons and train taking the right_ harul 
and coming directly from the Mohave to the Fort T JOO. II 
remained until about the 1st of January, when I comm !1 • 
winter journey homeward, arriving at the Colorado January_2,J, 1 I 
Saturday, January 23, 1858.-We reached the Colora_lo TlV r . 
in the morning, having encamped in a rain-storm the mght Ir 1 
a few miles from it. Shortly after leaving camp, my cl •rk f. 
Kerlin who with two of my party had been despatched th· d • 
' · n r tur 1 vious in order to have my boat ready for crossrng, wa e 
Various surmises were immediately started as to the cnu 1 
soon as he was within speaking distance he was q_uestion ~1 '11 ~ r · 
the nows. He gave us a joyful surpribe by the mforma.ti n tr · 
steamer "General Jesup," Captain Johns~n, _wa at th 
waiting to convey us to the opposite side. It 1s_d1fficulttoc ~ 
v~ried emotions with which this news was received. Her , lll 
almost unknown country, inhabited only by savag~s, t~c 1/ 
of the west, hitherto declared unnavigable, had, for t e r 
borne upon its bosom that emblem of civilization, a t atn · r 
enterprise of a private citizen had been rewa_1 <led by uc r 
future was to lend its aid in the settlement ot our va t' k 
·t an· tory. But alas I for the poor Indians living on ! ·ill 
meadow lands. The rapid current which washes it hor 1, 
· h' 1 t· the " t:ner pass more rapidly away. The steam w 1st e o 
sounded the death knell of the river race. 
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; er Captain J chnson, was Lieutenant White, of the 
mp t 10r~uy and fifteen soldiers as an escort, which, with as 
• t damou~fain men, and the steamer as a fort, made a 
ru11ue . 
u iarty to meddle with.. . 
fi w\ninutes after our arrival the steamer_ came alongside the 
I our party was transported at once, with all our baggage, 
:
1
thcr side. We then swam the mules_ over, and bidd_ing 
· Toho on (J'ood bye, he was soon steamrng down the river 
Ill }'ort Gum~ three hundred and fifty miles below. I confess 
r · alou of his' achievement, and it ~s. to be_ ~ope~ the govern-
J ill ub tantially reward the enterpns:mg spmt wl11ch prom_pted 
· iz O at bis own risk and at great hazard, to under take so perilous 
1111 'rtain an expedition, 
I l brou<Yht the camels with me, and as they stood on the bank, 
anded by hundreds of wild unclad savages, and mixed with these 
r 11oon of my escort and the steamer slowly revolving her wheels 
ratory to a start, it was a curious and interesting picture. 
c, ruel ; immediately on my arrival, for the sake of testing their 
ility of withstanding cold, I had placed in camp within a few 
rd yards of the summit of the Sierra Nevada, and to this date 
• h ve lived in two or three feet of snow, fattening and thriving 
rfully all tbe while. Lately, in a terrible-snowstorm, the 
n c rrying provisions to the camp, could proceed no further. The 
I w re immediately sent to the rescue, and brought the load 
h the now and ice to camp, though the six strong mules of the 
,Me unable to extricate the empty wagon. 
the ~iver I bade farewell to Major Blake and the officers who had 
pnnind me, and the same evening commenced my homeward 
,Y· . ~Iy o~ject in undertaking a winter journey is to test the 
1 llHlity of the road surveyed last summer for winter transit. For 
purpose I ~ave taken with me a party of twenty men , and hope 
ch home m March. 
did not go far the first day, and shall not to-morrow, as I desire 
lb tot u.late mr party, and the mules cannot find very good grass 
r t lor~y m1les of the road. We encamped in a clump of wil-
l teen miles from the river. 
ary 24.- tarted late and crossed the mountain to Murray's 
1 ,i ~he. Indians of this side of the mountain, who are not 
>1, yellmg at us as we passed down the canon and showino-ve at a f' l d" , o 
1 c respect u 1stance on the hio-h bluff on either side. nltor bly good. Willow and mesquite wood plenty. Water 
r ;ld.much more so than when we passed last summer. The 
Ji f ~5 B k · 
. ti .- rea fasted at 4 and off at 7 The night was ~ 
1 
1 iout trouble from the Indians though. they shouted at us 
0 c<l!DP<l ~orn the hills where we'saw\their ca.mp fires, which 
• w ivi e from ours by a small intervening ridge. The 
h · cold and raw, and a keen easterly wind made walk-
for ~~: agreeable t?at riding ; accordingly, most of us 
clo c u d or Ffifteen miles towards Saeved ra' s spring. We 
n er rank Jiurray' s Peak and by o-oing around the 
' ' 0 -
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base, avoided a steep hill which we came over on the . 
d h · h · th 1 11 ~ prew, · an w 1c 1s e on y pn 1or a loaded wagon bet 
spring and the summit of John Howell's Pass wen 
I am pleased to find how clearly our wago~s have d fi \ 
we explored last summer. The Indians have already e n 
follow our broad well beaten trail, and horse mule moc~ ~ 111 
footed tracks are quite plenty on the road. 'At S;evedra' 
1 
iri 
found the greatest abundance of water, and our mule haviJ r 
we_ filled our cante_ens and came on to the end of the cc Boy , I 
and encamped, havmg made twenty-five miles . 
. ?"rass abundant, and wood, though small, in quite suffici n 
t1ties. 
I ascended t~1is evening the_ steep mesa or rocky bluff which 
the pass, and found an entens1ve table-land, stretching in vcr 
tion, aLd covered everywhere with excellent grass. 
The latter part of the day pleasant, though the morning 
At noon the barometer was 50°. 
January 26.-TTp at 4 and left camp at 7. Coming out 
"Boys' Pass'," we left our wagon trail road) and strikintr 
course down the broad and beautiful valley for our former day 
we travelled until we entered the canon of our first camp, fr m II 
hill spring. The valley we have travelled to-day i one of th , 
beautiful and extensive on the entire road. It is in extr m I 
not less than sixty miles, by a width of fifteen, and is fill '1 i ht 
most luxuriant grass in every part. As yet we have only d.i 
three waters in it, Via's spring, Butler's well, and a small. pnn 
head of it ; but subsequent explorations will doubtl~ ~1 cov r 
as there is evidently a number of Indians living m it. 111 
surrounded by high mountains-Buchanan, Benton, and H 
Ed wards' -it is very easy of access and egress from the charact r 
passes. A large number of deer, antelope, and big horn track 1 
to be well supplied with game, which, finding abund~nt ' 1: , pr 
bly seek its warmth in winter, and retreat to the ne1ghborrn' · 
tains during the heat of summer. 
The grnss is gramma. 
It was my intention to have encamped to-day at the 
we sent our horses to water from the Cosmino camp, but !ri in 
the night we were unable to discover the locality, and trtl 
Via's spring, Butler's well, and the little one, we were O > 1 ' 
our blankets supper less; but our mules fared ~ell,. the ,r 
excellent, and the canon smooth, level, and a mile wide. 
Thermometer 48° at 8 p. m. 1 
January 27.-Determined to lay by and shoe the m_u · 
4 and found the spring a short distance from us.. It1
1 ~ 
h t . h k . ·ved in a , 111 one ; t e wa ,er pourmg over t e roe 1s recei . d • t1 
twenty feet diameter and eight or ten deep .. Co_mm(T ~ti 
it lies to the right band, where a canon comrng ID fr~: ri 
the valley to a beaut~ful camp full of ~ne gra · 00 / i 
:first water, on entermg the car1on at its commeocem ID r 
four miles above. The weather clear and cool. Thermo 
noon. 
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· at 2 o'clock we had a skirmish with the Indians .. 
· ornmo- ' 01 t:'>l'e killed with arrows, and another badly wounded. 
one mu , . 00 
'clock thermometer 3 . . . . 
• ~f the Indians who attacked us last mght were slam thrn 
ia ·. 28 -Up at 4 and off at 6. 30. Left Truxton's spring, 
II 0{~ip the canon bf ;V°hit~ Rock spring, anct entered the wide 
1 tling to Hemphill s 8pr!ng. . . . 
r i now on the ground m patches which are rap1dly passmg 
I eaving our road at the head of the val1ey, we took a course f c Jt through some low hills covered with fine grass, and en-
y 1 m~ng some cedars near the valley into which we entered by 
in' Pa . 
r mma. grass abundant. 
rmometer at sun down 45°. 
·W Indian tracks seen to-day. 
J uary 29.-Up at 4 o'clock and off at 6 30. The night plea-
·. At midnight the thermometer was 36°, and at noon 76°. 
rode all day in our shirt sleeves. Crossed some easy hills, 
ha fine forest of cedar and a little pifion pine. Grass every-
bundant. By crossing the low hills we came directly east and 
· r ,l the broad valley opposite Tucker's Pass, bearing straight for 
in' Pa s, and keeping along the foot of the hills which we passed 
iii. t nee to our left as we were going over, and which form the 
l ry on that side of the valley into which both Domin' s and 
r Pa es enter. We found some snow on the hills, but not 
1h t cover the ground, except where it had drifted. In the val-
1·r wa none. Encamped among the cedars at Dornin's Pass. 
luxuriant and green. Saw a large band of antelope, and killed 
ubhit . Indian tracks have been seen to-day, but old, probably 
rrnometer at sun-down 65°, at 8 p. m. 39°. 
J r,lfy 30.-Up at 2 and off at 3. The morning bright and 
t daybreak the thermometer 31°. We found no snow on 
d, and but very little at Worley'.s canon or Smith's spring, 
the water was abundant and grass excellent. Encamped in 
1 t ced~r trees, with which the country hereabouts is covered. h I et1rmmed to pass the day, as we had yesterday a fatiguing 
• 
1 nc our mules want rest. 
1 lc nt to see our old camps again and to recall the anxious tl ed at them when in doubt as to 'what we were to find ahead 
• 
1 pre ent we are un,ler Floyd's Peak which for so long a 0
11°
11
.r previous journey. was our landm~rk in ~eturnino- from 
ortofl' e a· · · 0 
0 xpe 1t10ns, and its snow-capped summit looks as 
now a the face of an old friend. 
•· n 
th
e sun was bright and warm, and the thermometer 
I n.J 0J~;-Up _ at ~ an~ off at 6. Travelled directly east 
r r acl at t canon, rn which we found abundance of water, and 
· rnou t ?at place and travelled in a straight line for San 
n a1D, the snow-covered peak of which made an excel-
./ 
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lent guide. Our way to-day has been over a count f 
d d. 1 · h · ry O r 
.an exc~e rng y n_c rn grass and cedar timber. Th 
country 1s nndulatmg, and the land~cape most plea in" t 
Passed large tracts of land, on which we found a •d 
appar~ntly fit _for building purpose_s without any furth:r 1 
selectrng the size of the stone req mred. The surface i fl · 
and shiny, and enrmgh of it to build a dozen town, wit!/' 
any apparent diminution of its quantity. All day loo~~ 
found abundance of water in every little hollow. The e ·tr 
holes I do not suppose are -permanent, but c~used by recen r i 
·snows, spots and patches of the latter beiug still upon the "r 
Thermome~er, at 4 a. m., 31 ° ; at noon, 61 °; at 3 p. m., 1 : 
sundown, 50 . 
Encamped in a cedar grove. Grass abnudant. We thr 
dear., and cloudless. 
February 1.-Up at 4 and off at 6. Passed a rollin 
in a direct line for Mount Sitgreaves, and so heavily cov r 
-cedar and pifion that our progress was constantly retard 
trees. The bills and valleys are covered with bunch and r 
grass. Crossing some tine valleys, the only places we foun r 
a dense growth of cedar, we came at 2 upon a dim tr il 1 
invisible, which, from the occasional marks of a wheel tir h i 
-scraped a rock, and a bush here and there cru bed and hr 
took to be Whipple's. Following this a short distance, w · r 
tank in the rocks, which I supposed was the Lava spring f \\ 
'fbe grass being excellent, and water and wood plenty, I 
here. The day has been warm and bright. 
Thermometer at noon, 71 °. 
I determined this morning to come in a direct l~ne t • n 
-cisco, and therefore shall leave Breckenridge epnng t r l 
From an elevation we saw Mount Thorburn in the plain fir l I 
and the most prominent object in that quarter, in fact_, 11th 
road, with the exception of Floyd's Peak and San Franci ·co .. \\II 
very many deer and antelope tracks. Snow o~ly occa ion . 
small patches where sheltered by the cedars and pine .. 
After noon the travelling generally became labor;ot~ r 
softness of the ground so that we make but short day · Journ 
February 2.-Up at 4 and off at 6. Aft~r travellin' 1• 1 
came to a large tank in the rocky canon, which? from /h \ · 
1 it of camp fires, I knew to be Whipple's lava sprrng. :Br m 1 
I determined to go south of Mount Sitgreaves, and by ihn 1 
Leroux' s spring in a straight line. We passed over a .0 r 
rolling hills and timbered land-and found no now unti_l h 
-the summit of the plateau at the greatest altitude ?ve~ wt\ lri 
it last summer. Here, on the foot of the mountam? it i . 
probably twelve inches in height. The travelling bein" 11. ri I 
-camped near where we made our day camp, after lea~lll i 
springs, last summer. Shortly after leaving Lava prrn rin 
there was abundance of water we came to New Year Pbl 
was also full, and in a mile dr two more enter~d the 11 r i 
San Francisco. The old mountain covered with n vi 
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k O patches of pine, and the plain at its base, with its black ~ ~~~ntic timber, presents a beautiful sight as the sun is set-
bi evening. 
rmometer at noon, 39°. A.t sundown under the shelter of the 
in, 460. d . l h h 1 
• er the plain which was covere w1t.1 snow, we soug ts e ter 
VIO ' ' • .c d .i.' d pur of Sitgreaves mo~ntam 1or a camp an 1oun a warm 
r und plenty of grass and timber. 
Fi ary :1 .-'Up at 4 a_nd off _at 7 .. Found the snow from a foot 
level to eighteen mches m dnfts. Put all the men, except-
ough to drive the train, on foot ahead to b~eak the r?ad. The 
r wa changed every fe~ hundred_yards and came behmd to _the 
f the line nevertheless 1t was ted10us work as the snow was Just 
nouah o~ top to break through at each step. This lasted for 
mile° after which we had no trouble. After. travelling all day 
h th~ beautiful forest of pine which covers the country, at four 
evening carne to ·our old camp at Leroux's spring. At this 
pring, which breaks out of the side of San Francisco mountain 
'uu four hundred yards into the valley, we found, as everywhere 
h onthern exposure of the mountain ent;irely free of snow and 
,I with fine grass. Here we encamped for the night. At day-
thermometer, 29° ; at noon, 36° ; at sunset, 31 °. A keen and 
· northwest wind all day, filling the air with fine snow, or what 
natlians call pondice. 
r1ta ry 4.-My birth-day. 
t 4, but did not get off before 8, the animals having good 
. ml the previous day's journey having been a fatiguing one. 
tly after leaving Leroux' A spring the snow commenced getting 
r an_il broa~ bare patches to appear by the time we had reached. 
Fr 11_c1 c pnn~, which we passed but did not go to. It had be-
. h ht and so little of it that the travelling became easy. After 
tw lve miles we encamped at our old noon camp, the grass 
cellent; and, moreover, I knew I could not go further than 
. creek the next day, or between there and the Little Colorado ; 
1 110 wood, w ~.ich is very necessary to one's comfort these cold 
• .1 ur camp 1s a beautiful one this evening; a clear space of 
1 
1 
c around and skirted with lofty pine trees. \Ve amused 
' 'a . WP. strolled through the pine forest this mornjng in 
'f~t~rels, which are abundant here and of a very beautiful 
. e_irh e~rs are tufted and very long, the back a beautiful 1
~
1
withsilver gray on the sides and white on the belly. 
·, {1·, \ ermorneter 20°; at noon, 48°; at 3 p. m., 57°. 
ry.. een calm, cloudless, and very pleasant. 
a~~-;?p at 4 and off ~t 6.30. Still travelling through the 
rn . noon to Cosmmo caves. The snow for the latter 
i li,~h~~d 8~tf~e, and even in the drifts arid patches where 
. l ahout a · t f . 
1n r, v llin quar er o a mile below the caves, where ;We 
r i} it g west last summer. If any one should ever fol-
11. }~ D must be remembered that the water at this point i~ 
' OC.124-6 
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not that found at our wagon camp at the caves alth 1 1 • 11 ffi · t b · · , oua- 1 1era y su c1en , ut ID an immense tank a quarter f' . 
b 1 Th. · 1 t k · 0 a rn1l e ow. 1s sIDgu ar an ID the rock is from eight 
d_epth, about twenty ~eet in width, and seventy feet in len h 
time, and I presume 1s lower now than at any other ea O } An excellent entra~ce for animals is found at it low! 0 
Cutti~g t~e ice, which was a foot thick on the surface, th u 
reachmg 1t at noon_ for a_ moment or two, our animal <lran I 
fully, and after eatIDg dIDner we again started on our journ . p 
grass here is the best gramma and very abundant. 'riml, ; ·i 
greatest abundance; cedar, pine, and pifion. The day very 
calm, and clear. Indian horse and foot tracks seen on th I ii 
day and last night near camp. Entirely out of the snow j • 
only visible on the distant hill tops. ' 
Thermometer atmidnght, 18° ; at 4 a. m., 18° ; at no n s;o · 
night 22°. ' 
February 6.-Up at 3 and off at 4.30 a. m. Shortly a ter 
came to Walnut creek, where we stopped for breakfa t. V, t r 
plentiful as when we passed here outward bound. The ,r 
fine ; no snow at all. The morning calm, clear, and cold. \ 
from camp to Walnut creek. After breakfasting I determin 
main all day, as we found more water than we at first th01wht · 
than sufficient for all our animals and camp purpose . 
Examined the ancient ruins near here. We found one ho 
which the floor had been laid in adobe. The ground wa cor 
many acres with pottery, and some fine arrow head w r foun 
the ruins. Looking more closely we discovered t?at ~hat ' 
took for piles of loose stones and earth were the rmn of h u 
of which we could trace five distinct rooms separated by what r 
of the partition walls. Behind one of these _the grou_nd n 
gave forth a hollow sound; but having no pickaxe with u , 
not investigate the cause. 
Thermometer at 4 a. m., 27°; at noon, 70° ; at undo 11 
February 7.-Up at 4 and off at 5 a. m. We came t th 
Colorado ·at noon, and encamped a fe w miles above our ol_cl tnJ • 
found the river very much lower than when we _pa eel ~n 11 though from the ground it was evident much ram h d f 11 .0 I 
The weather is warm and pleasant though a good brc z 1~ 
from the westward. 
Thermometer at 4 a. m., 33° ; at noon, 67° · t'o 
Februm·y 8.-U p at 4 and off at 5 a. m. So?n after t { 1 1 
the river and followed our old cut off, and passm~ the h~ , 
watered last fall, and which we found equally full t ·1 J soon after to the little stream which we found running~,· 1 11 
it the first time. Here we found abundance of wate;, u O r 
as formerly. Crossing the playa, through which J 10 'a 11 
and leaving the road to our right hand, we entere a. 11; 
which we found plenty of grass, shelter from the win 
siderable quantity of brush-wood, where we encamp~t r 
The day has been rather disagreeable, and a ti t k. 
reefed topsail) blowing in our faces, with an overca ·' 
it the most uncomfortable day we have had on the roa · 
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eter at 4 a. m., 25° ; at noon, 58°; 3:t sundown, 45°. . 
-rmom U -Up at 4 and off at 6. After leavmg camp a short dis-
ary ~ upon a fresh trail ofindians, which we followed as far as ,.. 
. , ecakro -thirteen miles. Herc I crossed the river. Davis' creek 
ere d d h · · · · h fuller than when we passe , an t e river is nsmg .. 
• nicrht the wind blew half a gale, and though the mornmg was 
· · now blowing fresher than ever. Fortunately we have abun-
1 i timber , and the cotton wood on the river makes a good lee 
•0,1 oroe fine ducks in ponds near the river, of which I killed 
·h mometer at 4 a. m., 31 ° ; at noon, 58° ; at su:1down, 45° .. 
Fi ruaty 10.-Up at 4 and off at 7 a. m. Travellmg up the riv.er, 
l -in two of our old camps, we encamped near Cottonwood Fork, 
• 1t of fount Whipple, San Francisco mountain being hull down 
we tward. Found a good camp, where some cedars and cotton-
11row, near the river bank. The day has been cloudy, with rain 
\'ening and a prospect of it all night long. Passed two old In-
tr il -nothing fresh. 
· mometer at noon, 31 ° ; at sundown, 45°. 
niaty 11.-Up 11,t 5 and off at 7.30. It rained on us all night 
rizzli ng howers, as well as some little this morning. The day 
,l qually, with heavy clouds. 
~ travelling eight miles we left the river at the mouth of the 
co. The more I see of the Little Colorado the better I like it. 
ream i of the size of the Gila, but to be likened to that fresh 
r b mination in nothing else. The soil seems fertile and bears 
m adow grass in all parts, while the plains, extending from its 
for as _ one can see, are covered with rich gramma grass . 
. rowth of timber in the bottom is in places very heavy and almost 
r !Y t ttonwood, but on the left bank, a mile or two from the river, 
r 1• bundant ~long the whole length of the stream. All who are 
m and who have been raised in the south, declare it to be ex-
t b c~o and cotton land . I am not sufficiently acquainted with 
\ 1
11 of these products to give an opinion, but for stock of all kinds 
1 i"'y that a better country is not within the United States. t \) 10ttonwood Fork running a brisk but muddy stream, and 
•
1
r ul 1co. Tr~velling up the latter river we encamped, a mile 0 t camp~ m ~bundant and excellent gramma and bunch 
h. half mile distance from the river. The little lagoons 
0 1 and the mouth were filled with water. 
rmometer at midnight 28° · at 4 a m 32° · at noon 54° · at 
11 450_ ' ' . . ' ' ' ' 
th· cvcnin t 11 d · 
· f h g 8 ro e with Joe Bell over the hills, and found the 
uini~bcr°use .. At another point overlooking the river found 
l · of rums; apparently all the wood used had become 
h p/ nal, a layge amount of broken pottery ware, painted in 
ri ' was laymg around. · 
• ,, ) 1!ki;It hrained and snowed on us most of the night. This g t e snow from our blankets, we pursued our road 
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at 8 o'clock, over the rolling plain, between the Puer 
Xara. ~~e snow passed off so rapidly, that by noon there w 
a trace ot 1t to be seen, but the ground became so mudd tl"!!el,llttii•t• 
t~e travelli~g of t_o-day the hardest on our animal Je ~ .1 
rien_ced durmg the voyage. , At 2 o'clock we encamped h 
havmg found a good lee under the cliff~, which bound th:nt 
excellent grass and shelter for the animals. Our camr _r 
mile below our former one. where we moored as we were >11~-
Weather squally, with rain, and occasionally spitting 11 
1
~. 
blowing a gale from the northwest. Found the Xara twenty r 
yards wide, and about two feet deep. 
Thermometer at 5 a. m., 28° ; at noon, 45° ; at sundown, 
February 13.-Up at 4 and off at 7 a. m. Found th 
we had encamped on was not the Xara; crossed the divide nJ r 
our old trail, where it comes into the Xara, and at 2 'o cl 
camped on the Carissa, at our old camp. The travelling "•ry 
from late rains ; found nothing but mud to put our blanket 
rendered it comfortable by putting down a layer of bu he ir • 
stream running, and grass good and abundant. 
Thermometer at midnight, 31° ; at 4 a. m., 28° ; at noon, ··0 • 
sundown, 48°. 
February 14 -Up at 4 and off at 6 a. m. Travell <l t 
Navajoe spring ; · found some Indian horses, which we at fir t th 
were strays or lost, we captured them at the Little Cotton Wo I er. 
half-way to the spring. In the evening, as we approache~ th 11r1 
we found that many Indians were about, and not know10g h 
they were Garroteros or Navajoes, we prepared for war. ,Ju f 
arriving at the spring, discoverd a band of sheep, and from . I 
dians in charge heard that the large number of a,~ae 1 
vicinity were Navajoes; watered our anjmals at the sprrn~, nd • 
camped a couple of miles from it in splendid grass, bunch and 
Cedar in abundance all over this country. . 
Febru<J,ry 15 -Up at 5 and off at 8 a. m. The Nave.JO . 
camp early, bu
0
t unwilling to trade horses. "Vye left th Ill/ 
promise that they would come over to Jacobs well ancl 
promising to wait until evening for the~ .. Jacob's w_ell { ~ 
viously described. It is the greatest curiosity of the klll<l 1 • 
seen. A third of a mile in circumference, a hundred ya.rt in 
and at the bottom a pool of water about thirty ~ard acr 
· It de ·c ·11 fringed with cedar trees, rushes, and w1l!ows. 1 ft llo 
spiral trail leading down the sides, which are of so , Y 
Thermometer at 4 a. m., 25° ; at noon, 75°, t Incli.in 
February 16.-Up at 4 and off at 7 a. m. Met wo in • 
road, whom we supposed to be Garroteros. At noon cam 
Zuni, and encamped near the town. 0 • t n 11 , 
Thermometer at midnight, 38°; at 4 a. m., 25 '· a th p 
February 17 .-Up at 4 and off at 5 a. m. Pas rngHer J 
Zuni, we went a few miles beyond and encamped . 1 Th 
corn, of which these Indians have plenty, for our mf endr 
all in great trouble, the Navajoes having stolen one lU 
of their horses. 
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1 >arted with Sergeant Armstrong and the soldiers who had 
r i h lme 80 long. They were all excellent men, an~ I parted 
b 'th great regret. I sent them back from this place to 
'o ra:;e, having hired of the Indians burros for their trans-
~:ometer at midnight, 39° ; at 4 a. m., 27° ; at" noon, 52°. 
ary I .-Up at 4 and off at 5.30. Travelled by a very pretty 
to 0jo Pescada, which i~ one of the fines~ springs we have see~, 
il I nd exceedingly fertile. The valley 1s reached by the trail 
l.uui O gradually ~scen~ing as _to seem a level roa_d to the eye, 
h the elevation attamed 1s considerable. The sprmg bursts a 
brook from under the rocks, and runs a bold stream at this 
•0 beyond Zuni. Here the fine wheat of the Zuiiians is princi-
rai. e<l and the stubble remaining on the imperfectly cultivated 
· h~w clearly the natural resources of thia beautiful valley. 
1ml' r of both pine and cedar is abundant, and everywhere the 
tar . covers the ground. 
the evening we came on by a beautiful, undulating country to 
ni ht camp, which we made in some cedars. The day has been 
nu delightful, and the evening mild and clear . . 
r i a fine valley with a bold stream of water running through 
ich may be reached by going three miles to the w:estwa.rd, across 
n, at the Ojo Pescada. rrhis whole country, with the excep-
th valleys, which are clear and open, is covered with a dense 
th of timber-cedar and pine. 
rn10meter at 4 a. m., 26° ; at noon, 60°. 
Fi w,-y 19.-Up at 3 and off at 5 a. m. One would have to deal 
• 
1 rlntive. altogether to describe the beauty of the country through 
• \\: · It ve passed this morning. When at 9 a. m. '\Ve reached 
IJ ton rock, I was tired of exclaiming, as every hundred yards 
'>Ille new valley, "how beautiful." The rock itself seems to 
utr · from which radiates valleys in all directions and of mar-
. b u_ty. It rises grandly from the valley and the tall pines 
1 
',at it base ~iv~ out long before they reach the top of its pre-
1 · Inscnpt10ns, names, and hieroglyphics cover the base, 
1
1
1111 the names are those of the adventurous and brave Span-
%~r t penetrated and explored this country, with dates as far 
r w f' Th~ race has long ago passed away, and left no rep-
_,v~.ffi I pamsh blood behind them. Those with us looked with t I r~nce at the names Of the great men of their nation, and 
net'~ e 1 famous centuries ago, cut by themselves upon this 
1 uni~ th9ff to take charge of the mules, ,vhich is about all 
r k . o em are fit for. . . 
lrno \ h?:fe t~ree or four hundred feet in height, and the-
11 y i t 1 de? m_ the. cavity of it; the face is perpendicular. 
i h c lltnp n fnl_es rn width, rolling but not hilly, and dotted 
mount ? pmh. and groves of cedar. A thick forest of pine 
tnc vau~' w_ le~, define_s t~ie limits of the valley. 
r rn the Y with Insc~1pt10n rock'' (as the name has been 
1, . a 1 ~retty ~ld Spamsh one of '' El Moro'') are, as I am 
exican of my party well acquainted with the country, 
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four fine waters. The first, a large tank called El ojo 1 1 
~ears nort!i nort~east from this spring, and is two le~, 1 
'The ne~t 1s the n".'ulet of the Muer_tas, (so called becau e of 
ple havmg been kille~ by ~he Indians,) bearing north nor b 
nort~1west, and t~n miles distant. The next, the rivulet of L 
bearmg northwest by north, or west northwest and twelve ·i 
Th fi h . L N . . ' rn1 tant. e ourt is os utmas, which is the large t n 
west by north, and is fourteen miles distant. ' 
On the summit of the _ rocks are ancient ruins thew 11 
are four feet in thickness. They are square, one 'hundred and 
teen yards in front. To the west the mouth of a natural incl 
opens into the heart of the rock, containing within it , . 11 
twenty to thirty acres of level land, and growing in it the fin 
timber. rrhe sides are from one to two hundred feet in heigl,t 
ground is covered with fine grass, and the whole may be cl 
wall or fence of thirty-five or forty yards length. Leaving thi 
tiful place with regret, we travelled up the valley some mile ,a 
through a country of the same character, and encamped£ r h ni 
Thermometer at 4 a. m., 28° ; at noon, 70° ; at sundown, :l ... 
February 20.-Up at 4 and off at 5 a. m. All the morning · 
through a fine open forest of tall pine, with extensive open lRd 
meadows at short distances. .A.t noon we came to the beautiful 
-0f the Agua Frio. It is not very large, but is the fine t w h 
,stream issuing out of the head of it is clear and cold, but do n r 
seen. Its length is about five miles by one and a half in width. 
over a mile before it sinks. The soil is exceedingly rich, and th 
bounding it covered with pine, and among the t7:ees, _which r 
thick or scrubby, the finest grass. We had at this pomt er 
Rocky mountains, but our passage had been through a c nntry 
beauty that we could scarcely recognize, in the fairy land w _h 
travelling in, these rugged barriers, as they have been con nl 
-0ur westward progress in civilization. The temperatu~e of th; 
at the summit was delightful. The sun clear and bnO'h · I h 
green and luxuriant, and nothing bnt here and there a P tel 
il'eminded us that the winter was not yet passed .. 
Descending gradually by a most pleasant trail th~ourrh. 
valleys, and without crossing a hill, we came to our night 
fine grove where we found a fine pool of water and abund 0 
As for the' latter, that may be found everywhere. In t~c 1 h 
1 
stiff breeze blew up from the westward. It was a free wJO 
and we bowled off before it handsomely. Thermorne r 
30°; at noon, 50°; at sundown, 30°. . 1 . h For a better description of the country through ~hie 1 ~in 
passing for the last three days, I refer to the very 1ntere 
Captain Simpson, United States army. d' 
February 21.-Up at 4 and off at 5 a. m. Still de cen :: . 
over a fine country we came to the Gallo. Oros ed. rn Y 
lava, which appear to have rolled in a fiery torrent r ll 
stream from the hills. Crossing the rou~h face oft 11/ h 
at 10 near our old place on the Fort Defiance roa. . r 
absent seven months. Here my labors ended; the rna.lll 
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being intersect~d at thi~ poi?-t by that which I have explored 
·eyed to Fort TeJon_, Cahforma. 
n . 350 t 7170 . 
wometer at 4 a. m., ; a noon., , .. . _ 
. r in the wilderness ended! Durmg this time I have conducted 
r y from the Gulf of Mexico. to the shores of the Pacific Ocean,, 
ck again to t~e eastern termmus of the i:oad, throug~ a country 
r :it part entirely unknown, and mhab1ted by hostile Indians, 
ut the loss of a man. I have tested the value of the camels 
1 a new road to the Pacific, and travelled 4,000 miles without 
itlent. · 
